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A B S T E A C T

This wozk proposes possible categories for analysing complexity 
in English text, Particular attention is paid to the following categories: 
the long sub.iect construction, the nominal group, the appositional group, 
and Interpolation structures. These categories are analysed in 
relation to two dimensions of text: firstly, in relation to the 
individual sentence, and secondly, in relation to the larger discourse
context of clause relations. (A clause relation is a binary relation

I ' \ r \between members. Each member consists of one or more clauses or sentences/.

The first dimension examines how the presence of these categories 
functions to interrupt the structure of the clause as a minimal grammatical 
form. It is assumed that the structure of the clause is basic to the 
structure of text and is central to the reading process, When the structure 
of the clause is interrupted excessively by these categories, it is 
predicted that there will be a consequent impairment of reading 
comprehension. >

U  The second dimension of complexity examines how the structural
interruption of the individual sentence can entail the structural 

"1 interruption of the clause relation. Syntactic complexity at this
level of structure is increased when the minimal grammatical form of

D the clause relation (that is, the relation between two members) is 
delayed excessively by .structural interruption.

Thus, although the individual clause is the primary unit of 
description in this analysis of complexity, the analysis is not restricted 
to the single sentence. Moreover, the individual categories proposed are 
descriptive procedures which derive from the examination of texts as 
aspects of performance, not as aspects of competence. Finally, the notion

ji of clause is put forward as a grammatical constraint which has important
implications for our production of texts. The clause is fundamental to 

jj the structure of texts and provides the mechanism for its cohesion.
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FOREWORD

The question of individual text ’difficulty’ is of great 
importance in an educational context where texts are used 
for instructional purposes. As the term is used here, difficulty 
is gp inherent property of text which varies according 
to certain aspects of textual organisation. The difficulty levels 
of text may he grouped,broadly, under three headings: the 
typographical, the semantic and the grammatical. The 
typographical design and layout of a text has obvious 
consequences for the clarity of the presentation of its 
subject-matter, while the semantic organisation determines . 
the actual form of ,the conceptual structure- At the same 
time, the grammatical organisation of a text also determines 
in part the ease with which the reader can assimilate this 
conceptual structure. Clearly, all three components overlap 
and each contributes to the level of difficulty in the text.
The research presented in this thesis,however, is almost 
exclusively concerned with the grammatical component of text 
structure as a partial determinant of its difficulty level. It 
is concerned to show how syntactic complexity in text can lead 
to unnecessary difficulty for the reader. The intention of the 
work undertaken is to produce a set of helpful insights which 
contribute to the rapidly expanding field of discourse analysis-

The conclusions of this research may be most relevant to a 
particular style of reading, namely, where the text is read 
closely and completely at first sight. (Other styles of reading 
such as scanning, etc., may or may not be similarly affected by 
grammatical structure.) Successful reading,of the type we are 
concerned with therefore entails a set of predictive strategies 
on the part of the reader, a set of expectations about the 
grammatical structure of the text. It is when these predictive 
strategies are upset by syntactic complexity that reading 
performance is impaired. Of course, there are many possible ways 
of analysing such syntactic complexity, depending on the purpose 
of the analysis. The main purpose of this research, however, is 
to provide a replicable set of categories which admit of a 
practical application. The latter is especially important in 
that it provides a means of testing the adequacy of the categories 
themselves.
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Inevitably, most methods for analysing the sentence are wedded 
to particular 'theories’ of language structure, which go beyond 
the raw language data. As a result, the means of description 
is often too abstract for most practical purposes. In the case 
of transformational-generative grammar, for example, many of 
the categories used in the analysis of the sentence are not 
directly represented in its surface syntactic structure at all.
Thè descriptive scope of such categories; moreover, is limited 
to the single sentence. In constrast to this, the present
approach bases the categories of description on the surface 1
syntactic form of the sentence and is not restricted to the
single sentence. As an aspect of the relatively recent f“
developments in text grammar, it is also concerned with supra- U
sentential relations. Thus, although the individual sentence ^
Cor clause) is the primary unit of description, it also provides L
the basis for analysing grammatical (and semantic) relations
between sentences. Accordingly, two dimensions of syntactic Q
organisation in text are chosen for study. The first dimension
has to do with grammatical structure at the level of the
individual clause, while the second is concerned with grammatical
structure at the level of inter-sentential relations, as manifested r
in clause relations. ^
The approach used for dimensions of complexity derives from the 
work in English Grammar by Dr. Eugene Winter of The Hatfield Polytechnic.
The analysis for complexity in relation to the grammatical structure of 
the clause is based on Dr Winter’s analysis of the structure of clause. ^
The notion of Interpolation, for example, (See Chapter Three below) is 
examined in great detail in Winter's forthcoming book "Towards a context- Q
ual grammar of English: a study of the written paragraph in English.",
(George Allen and Unwin, in press). Also, some of the examples used in r
the present work (e.g. those used in the discussion of the long subject U
construction in Chapter One) are Dr Winter’s own unpublished examples.
Even more important, the analysis of semantic relations between sentences

D
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(or clauses) of the second dlmensioq îs a derivative account of the 
work done in Winter (ibid,) and Winter's forthcoming long article 
"Replacement as a fundamental function of the sentence in context"
(Forum Linguisticum Vol.Ill, No. 2 1980). The notion of Replacement 
used in my work is taken directly from the latter.
Replacement unifies both dimensions of complexity examined here, which
analyze the sentence (6r clause) in terms of its contextual role with the
'paragraph'. Inevitably, therefore, syntactic complexity at the level of
the individual sentence has implications for the degree of complexity 
of the grammatical structures beyond the sentence. If the sentence has 
a diversionary complexity, this may impair the comprehension of the 
clause relation of which it is a member.
It is hoped’ that the categories proposed in this work are relevant 
as (partial) criteria for a certain type of difficulty level in 
text. It should perhaps be emphasised, however, that these categories 
are put forward as 'possible* causes of syntactic complexity in text; 
as such, they must be subjected to empirical testing and possible 
revision in the -light of this testing. Most importantly, they are 
intended as practical explanations of syntactic complexity on the 
assumption that the obvious place to start looking for causes of 
difficulty in comprehension of the sentence is in its syntax.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND

ij The aim of the present work is to develop a set of descriptive categories
with which to approach the analysis for syntactic complexity in English 
text. This presupposes that 'difficulty* in text is partly a function of 
its syntactic organisation. The categories that are put forward are 
proposed as hypotheses for psychological or statistical validation. The 
initial formulation of the categories is based on analysis of English text.
The,notion of 'text' as opposed to 'sentence' is crucial here. 'Text' may 
be taken to subsume the category of 'sentence' but not conversely. This has 
important consequences for the scope of the inquiry into difficulty in text.
The grammatical analysis employed in the development of these categories 
rests on an alternative approach to language structure to that proposed in
transformational-generative grammar (henceforth T.G.). Unlike the latter,
the present approach is part of the current attempt to develop a text grammar
of English. Moreover, it takes the text in its real-world context as the
primary data-vfor linguistic description and rejects the view that the categories 
of linguists' grammar need not be subjected to éraprirical testing. The theory 

U  of T.G. nevertheless informs some models of text grammar that have been
proposed. In order to show how the present approach (as an aspect of text 
linguistics), differs from that of T.G., it is necessary to trace the 
development of syntactic analysis in T.G. from its early stages. T.G. itself, 
however, must be seen as a reaction against still earlier approaches to 
linguistic description. In the first part of this introduction, therefore, 
an attempt will be made to supply the necessary details of this background to 
recent trends in text linguistics. The main purpose here will be to draw out 
the implications of alternative theories for difficulty in text and to assess 
their validity and usefulness.

T.G., as expounded in Noam Chomsky's 'Syntactic Structures (1957) and 'Aspects 
of the Theory of Syntax' (I965), was largely a reaction against early American 
structuralism, the main exponent of which was Leonard Bloomfield. In his by 
now classic 'Language' (1955)1 Bloomfield attempted to delineate the scope of 
linguistic description. Rejecting all types of mentalism, he maintained that 
linguistics is concerned with the 'mechanistic' aspects'of language study 
(nhvsicalism); that is, it is concerned with those aspects of language behaviour 
which are observable and hence, measureable. Semantics, for example, was 
defined in behaviourist terms. Verbal behaviour is the result of (Response_to^)
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external influences (or Stimuli). More precisely, language is a substitute - 
response for physical activity. By the same token^ Bloomfield maintained 
that the meaning of individual lexical items should be defined within terms 
of the things to which they refer in the real world. Empirical science, he 
claimed, enables us to define the meaning of lexical items in this way.

(SoditmiChloride, for example, is defined as NAC1), Bloomfield was nevertheless 
aware of the inherent limitation to this approach. Put simply, this limitation 
is that a ’complete’ semantic description of language in these terms is 
possible only when we have an accurate scientific knowledge of everything in 
the speaker’s universe. In consequence, Bloomfield held that semantics is a 
subordinate goal of linguistic inquiry. The primary goal of linguistic 
description is the taxonomic classification of the syntax of
language. The taxonomic range of this classification extends from the phoneme 
to the complete sentence. However, Bloomfield (1926) regarded the sentence 
as the largest unit for description in syntactic analysis. The latter he held 
to be an independent linguistic form which is not included in any larger 
linguistic form. 1

Bloomfield’s method of approach to syntactic analysis was codified in 
Immediate Constituent analysis (I.C.). According to this method, a sentence 
is split into two immediate constituents, which are themselves split up into 
further constituents. At each cutting point in the sequence an identifying 
node or label is produced. A sentence is thus seen to be organized into a 
series of layers of constituents, not merely as a string of elements. For 
instance, the sentence ’The dog ran away’, would be analyzed by I.C. analysis 
in a form which is made explicit by the following tree:

D
Q

Q
D

SENilENGE

PREDICATESUBJECT

VERBDETERMINER NOUN

AWAYRANDOGTHE

D
D 
D 
D
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Bloomfield maintained that the latter was merely a formalization of the 
method used by native speakers to segment speech. The great advantage of 
this method was that it was explicit and concise: the sentence, according 
to this approach, was successively cut into its immediate constituents in 
a bottom-to-top direction. The transformational approach of 'Syntactic 
Structures’ however, reversed the direction of this segmentation; the 
sentence here was 'generated' from top to bottom. This latter approach 
resulted from the failure of I.C. analysis to account for certain observed 
facts of language. According to the account given in Jacobson (1977), I'C. 
analysis is an inadequate grammatical framework for three reasons. These 
are given as follows.

Firstly, I.C. analysis conndt satisfactorily describe discontinuous 
constituents in the sentence. For example, it cannot describe the following 
two sentences:

(1) Vi S Vii
Is John coming?

(2) Oind. V A. S V
Who was it actually that Jane said

Od.
U  l̂ you had so generously promised to give the. money to?

^  (Jacobson p. 13)

In sentence (1) the verb phrase is split, with the operator is occurring in 
sentence-initial position and the main verb (coming) occurring at the end of 
the sentence. This sequence is the typical interrogative mood of sentences 
and illustrates a case where I.C. analysis connot be applied. Similarly, in 
sentence (2) the relative pronoun who (which replaces the indirect object) 
occurs at the beginning of the sentence. The preposition (in this case jW) 
which should co-occur with the indirect object is separated in this sequence 
and is placed at the end of the sentence. The corresponding declarative 
form of this sentence is provided by example (3) below:

(3) S V pOd, pOd. -Oind — -
Jane said that you had to give Î the money to X

where 'X' represents the, indirect object. As can be seen from example (3), 
the preposition ^  immediately precedes the indirect object. The brackets
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(4)

D
Show that the sentence contains three objects. Once again, therefore,
example (2) illustrates a sentence which is outside the descriptive scope

of I.e. analysis.
Secondly, Jacobson maintains that for any two sentences which are clearly 
related but differ in structure, I.C. analysis can make explicit only _
their differences not their similarities. In Jacobson's account, such pairs [J
of sentences would be declarative/interrogative ; active/passive ; and cleft/
non-cleft. In illustration of this, Jacobson .cites the following four |j

” "“ " T  O S . 0 0
John expected[ [the doctor] to examine [ Helenljj n

(5) S 0 0 Vi Vii p S 1 1 7
John expeoted[ [Helen to be examined by the doctor .J JJ P

(6) S V |P S -| _ V p C -|
John compelled [ [the doctor JJ to examine [Helen.J H

(7) S V 0_ 0 Vi Viii i- ® -1
John compelled [ [lelen to be examined by [the doctor .J j

(Jacobson, p. i't) ^

I.C. analysis would pair sentence (4) with (6) and (5) with (7). According 
to Jacobson, this is misleading because, although (4) and (5) (i.e., active 
and passive sentences) may be said to have the same meaning, sentences (6) r
and (7) (again active and passive) do not. The reason here is that in 
sentence (6) the doctor has a double function : it is the subject of examine 
and the object of compelled. In sentence (7), however, it is Helen which has [
this double function. In sentences (4) and (5), the whole of the embedded 
sentence is the object of the verb expected. According to these criteria,
Jacobson maintains that sentence (4) should be syntactically differentiated 
from sentence (6) and that (4) and (5) are not related in the same way as [

(6) and (7) are.
The third and final reason for rejecting I.C. analysis is that it cannot [
show how ambiguity in sentences is manifested as a 'structural' difference by 
different parsings of the sentence. Jacobson gives the following example of

such ambiguity (p.15)•

(8) What disturbed John was being disregarded by his friends.
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The two possible readings of this sentence are provided in examples 

Q  (9) and (10) below:

1  1  ^ r ^ 1J  John's friends disregarded I him,J which disturbed him.
OO) V -  V v u  0

L  |_John's friends] were disregarding [_what disturbed him.J

(Jacobson, p.15)

D
0
Dn

0
D

The ambiguity of sentence (8) thus rests on a structural difference of 
transitivity. In example (9), for example the object of the verb disregarded 
is John himself (him), while in sentence (IO) it is 'what disturbed him'.
While this transitivity difference would receive two different parsings in a 
transformational analysis, I.C. analysis would assign sentence (8) only one 
structure

Apart from I.C. analysis, Chomsky also rejected Bloomfield's behaviourist 
position, especially in relation to semantic description.^ Against Bloomfied's 
physicalism, Chobsky based linguistic theory on mentalist doctrine (I965). 
Chomsky recaptured the Saussurean distinction between la langue and la parole 
with the corresponding distinction between competence and performance. In 
striking contrast to Bloomfield's empiricism, Chomsky asserted that the 
intuitions of native speakers provide the data for linguistic description. In 
the first version of T.G. (1957), Chomsky was concerned with the grammatical/ 
ungrammatical distinction between sentences. He also attempted to show the 
syntactic similarities (relatedness) between sentences; here, sentences are 
transformationally-derived from underlying Kernel sentences. Emphasis was also 
placed on the recursive aspect of language, where sentences could be of 
indefinite length and variety. It is interesting that Chomsky nevertheless 
retained the Bloomfieldian restriction of the sentence as the upper limit to 
syntactic description. Moreover,, in a way reminiscent of Bloomfield, he largely 
ignored meaning in this early version of the theory.

In the 'classical' theory of Chomsky (1965), the notion of deep structure was 
introduced. According to this modified version of the theory,; a sentence is 
seen to be organized on two syntactic levels: a deep structure and a surface 
structure. The surface structure of the sentence is derived from the deep 
structure by means of transformational rules, which involve such operations as 
deletion of constituents, the insertion of constituents and the movement of 
constituents to another part of the sentence, etc. The rules specifying the 
deep structure are rules of the base component (called phrase structure rules).
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Transformational rules màke up the transformational component and 
produce surface structures. In addition, there are two interpretive 
components to ̂ the grammai*: the phonological and the semantic. As a 
result of the latter, this version of T.G. came to be known as the 
interpretive semahtics position. Here, the phonetic representation 
of a sentence is derived from its surface structure by means of 
phonological rules, while the semantic interpretation of a sentence is 
derived from the deep structure by the operation of projection rules.
The important difference between this I965 version and that of 1957 Is 
the greater importance attached to meaning by the former. This was a 
consequence of the important article ’The Structure of a Semantic Theory’, 
by Katz and Foder (1965). In sum, the principal claims of this ’classical’ 
version of T.G. were that syntactic structure is the only level of syntax 
relevant to the specification of phonetic interpretation; and that syntactic 
deep structure is the only level of syntax relevant to semantic interpretation .J 
The latter claim assumed that transformations are meaning preserving» that 
is that they do not alter the meaning of the structures to which they 
are applied. According to this idea, all sentences with the same deep 
structure have the same meaning.

D

Since 1965, however, the ’classical' theory of T.G. has bee,i modified in 
an important respect. It was noticed that some aspects of meaning (i.e., 
those involving negation, quanitification and information focus) appear to 
be more trie result of the surface structure of a sentence ‘than its deep 
structure. The theory was therefore changed slightly so that the projection 

^  rules which specify meaning should operate on surface structures (and at 
\i/ certain points during a transformational derviation) instead of just on deep 

structures. In short, this revised interpretive position no longer holds 
that all sentences,with the same deep structure have the same meaning. This 
new version is illustrated by the following diagram:

SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION

[

D
(PROJECTION RULES)

DEEP STRUCTURE(BASE)

(TRANSFORMATIONAL RULES)

SURFACE STRUCTURE

]
LJ

(PHONOLOLOGICAL RULES)
PHONETIC INTERPRETATION (Leech, 1974, p.529)
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Within this new interpretive theory, deep structure is a level justified 
in large part on syntactic grounds.

Quite a different development of the 1965 version, however, is provided 
by the Generative Semantics hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, deep 
structure is held to be so deep that it is ’identical' with the semantic 
representation of a sentence. Whereas the base component in the interpretive 
semantics model is syntactic, it is semantic in the generative semantics model. 
The notion of a sentence's semantic representation is central to theories of 
semantic description, which attempt to account for the inference-relations 
between sentences. Consider, fob example, the sentence 'John hates to lose’. 
According to such theories; the semantic representation of this sentence would 
be: 'John hates[ Johh lose] (omitting for simplicity the particle 'to'). In 
this representation, the subject John is the subject of both verbs. The 
correctness of analyzing the sentence in this way is held to be affirmed by 
the relations of inference between this sentence and other sentences, where 
John occurs as the overt subject of the verb lose. ; This is the case in the 
inferred sentence 'If John loses, he will be unhappy'. In the generative 
version of TIg . ,' the deep structure of 'John hates to lose’ is also 'John hates 

John lose] ’, on the grounds that John is the subject of the main clause and 
the subordinate clause before the operation of equi-NP Deletion has • 
applied. In the generative semantics model, therefore, there is no longer the 
necessity for the projection rules to supply an interpretation of deep structure 
because the deep structure is the semantic interpretation. This idea is shown 
more clearly in the following diagram:

0
D
D

(TRANSFORMATIONAL RULES)

SURFACE STRUCTURE

SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION 
(or deep structure)

PHONETIC INTERPRETATION

(PHONOLOGICAL RULES)

D
D

(Leech, ibid, p. 350)
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Although the generative semantics model is simpler in that it eliminates 
the projection rule component, its disadvantage is that the transformational 
derivation of a sentence is muùh longer than in the interpretive semantics 
model.

These two different models of the representation,of a sentence, the 
generative and interpretive, developed because of the alleged distinction 
betweeh the base components of a grammar and the derived components which 
•interpret’ the output of the base component. In the case of interpretive ,,
semantics, the semantic representation of a sentence is derived from a 
syntactic base, while in the generative model the surface syntactic i

representation of a sentence is derived from a syntactic base. These two ■ J:
different positions have given rise to a vigorous debate in linguistics 
about the precise form of the grammar. The generative semantics theorists Q';
maintain that transformations do not change meaning. This latter,claim bas L);
attracted severe criticism in view of the way the scope of negation and r-, -
quanitification are Conditioned by the ordering of constituents in surface jj|
structure. The weak point in the interpretive semantics model, however, j
is the claim that there is a "vcilid level of linguistic abstraction correspond- jji
ing to the deep syntactic structure of classical theory'' (Leech, 1974, p.332). ■
Moreover, there is no necessary reason to assume that such deep structure jJ;
possesses all the properties that the interpretive theory ascribes to it.
Syntactic deep structure, for example, is the level where lexical items one O
inserted, relations of subcategorization are defined, the starting point for U
transformations and, finally, where the basic constituents of sentences p
(such as subject and object, etc.) are defined. (Leech, ibid.) , Li
Notwithstanding their disagreement on this issue, the generative and 
interpretive semahtics schools are unified by the concept of deep structure , 
and differ only in its interpretation. As we saw earlier, I.C. analysis 
' cannot account for such observed properties of sentences as structural ambiguity, J
grammatical similarity, discontinuity between constituents, etc. The existence . 
of such observable properties led Chomsky to assume that there must be such a Q
level of deep syntactic structure to explain these properties. The assumption 
of deep structure on these grounds, however, has been criticized by Botha fl
(1973) in logical terms. Botha suggests that the logic of justification for 4J
deep structure may be characterized as regressive reduction. The argument for 
deep structure, Botha suggests, may be characterized in the following form:

(B) If a level of deep structure is introduced into the general-linguistic 1
theory, then it follows that sentences can have the grammatical properties

^1 ? 2    ^n‘ n
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Sentences do have the grammatical properties, Pp , P̂

A level of deep structure should be introduced into the 
. general - linguistic theory.

(p. 82)

If we represent the premisses in this argument by prepositional letters, 
then its logical form is made even more clear in the following way:

P => Q, Q P P
This is a logical fallacy known as affirming the consequent. In other words, 
the consequent (Q) of the first (conditional) premisseis taken as the badis 
for the inference of the unknown antecedent (P). The deep structure argument, 
according to Botha, assumes the truth of certain observed grammatical properties 
of sentences, and infers the notion of deep structure as a possible explanation 
for the existence of these properties. Furthermore, the content of the 
conclusion is not associated with the premisses and, therefore, does not follow 
from the premisses. This means that the argument is an essentially non
demonstrative pattern of inference : it would be quite possible to select some 
other conclusion from the premisses. For example, from the statement 'If a 
man is shot directly in the heart, then he will die!, we cannot conclude that 
if some other person dies, then he too must have been shot in the heart; there 
may be quite a different explanation. By the same token, Botha maintains that 
the properties explained by deep structure could also be explained by some 
alternative hypothesis. He,concludes that "...transformational grammar will 
not make significant progress in its search for insight into the nature of 
natural language(s) by adding to the already large stocks of alternative 
linguistic hypotheses that fail to be sufficiently justifiable. Real progress 
towards such insight will not be made unless transformationalists clarify 
and motivate the diverse justificatory devices which collectively constitute 
the logic of justification of the field of transformational grammar" (p. 331). 
This is particularly the case with regard to the generative-interpretive debate.

This contention about the inconclusive nature of the justifaction for the 
existence of deep structure would be false if it were possible to psychologically 
validate the notion. That is, if it were possible to prove its existence by 
psychological tests. This Question of psychological reality applies equally, of 
course, to the notion of transformations. There are three possible positions to
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be taken on the question of the psychological reality of transformations: 
the isomorphistic, semi-isomorphistic and non-isomorphistic.^ According 
to the isomorphistic argument, the rules (transformations) of linguists’ 
grammars have a direct neurological correlate in the speaker/hearer.
In the semi-isomorphistic hypothesis, although the rules have no systematic 
correspondence in language, such linguistic levels as phonology, syntax etc, 
do, and speakers proceed from level to level in an ordered fashion. Finally, 
the non-isomorphistic hypotheses asserts that there is no systematic 
relationship between the rules of T.G. and language. With respect to the 
isomorphistic hypothesis, it is not clear whether this would apply equally 
to speakers and hearers; that is, between encoders and decoders. The f]
position of Chomsky himself on the correspondence hypothesis is not at all ^
clear. However, according to Sampson (1975), Chomsky is claiming that any 
language which can be defined can be specified by a finite set of formulae 
of the form (i.e., rules of an unrestricted rewrite system), where
^  and ly are sequences of symbols. He is arguing, Sampson maintains, that ^
attested languages fall within a special class of definable languages and the 
rules which describe them represent an empirical discovery.^ Unfortunately, ^
there is as yet no definitive psychological evidence which would enable us to 
conclusively decide the correspondence hypothesis in favour of any one of the 
three positions. The view adopted in the present work, however, is that the 
rules of T.G. and, more specifically, the level of deep structure do not pj
represent psychologically real properties of language; nor are they necessary 61 
on logical grounds.

We may, finally, consider the view of Johnson-Laird (1970) oii this question 
of the psychological reality of deep structure. Johnson-Laird claims that 
although deep structure is supposed to be a precondition for meaning, it 
nevertheless depends on meaning for its existence in some cases. For instance, 
he cites the following two sentences: '

(14) John promised the man to escape. .
(1 3) John persuaded the man to escape,

(p. 2 6 7)

He argues that if the listener (or reader) were not familiar with the. 1
meaning of promised and persuaded, he would not know that, in the first 
■sentence, the subject of escape is John, but is the man in the second
sentence. It will be recalled that Jacobson characterized the failure of D
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I.G. analysis as its inability to explain differences of this kind;

£  the alleged ability of T.G. to do so was held to be evidence for the
existence of deep structure. Johnson-Laird, however, concludes that in 

n  view of examples like (14) and (13) deep structure has no independent
i \psychological status and should be seen as "polarized into two separate 

components" (p.26?). The first component is concerned with the parsing 
of surface structure, while the second is concerned with interpreting 
lexical wohds. We mày also notethat transformational rules have themselves 
been criticized as non-predictive and un-insightful (Itkonen, 1975), owing 
to their reliance on native speakers’ intuitions as a decision-procedure 
for the grammaticality of sentences. If Chomskyan grammars cannot, as 
Itkonen suggests, predict properties of syntax, then it is difficult to 
see how they can justify the scientific and psychological claims made 
for them.

It has been necessary to pursue the various ramifications of the generative- 
interpretive semantics debate and to consider the psychological status of 
T.G. in ordei to provide the necessary background to the alleged implications 
of T.G. for syntactic complexity and comprehension of sentences. In this 
instance, consider the following claim by Larkin (1977, p-15)*

When we read we do more than recognise letters, words 
and grammatical structures. We also understand; that 
is, we unpack the words and surface grammatical
structures we are presented with into something
meaningful, into a deeper structure. A grammar which 
specifies the relationship between deep and surface 
structures will specify how surface structures can be 
unpacked.

Thus, understanding sentences, according to T.G., involves mapping deep 
structures onto syntactic surface structures. This mapping process is
mediated by the operation of transformational rules. According to this
idea, when we process a sentence, we de-transform it into its underlying 
structure. It is suggested that the syntactic complexity of a sentence 
is proportionate to the number of transformations which have to be undone 
during processing. This is known as the theory of ierivational complexity. 
Miller and MeKean (1964), were among the early proponents of the theory.
For them, however, the underlying structure, of a sentence was represented 
by.its kernel sentences, the model put forward in ’Syntactic Structures'. 
In spite of the theory’s initial attractiveness, it was found, according.

D
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to Fodor and Garrett (19&7) that it mispredicted sentences
which should be relatively easy or difficult to understand. Moreover, Cj
Huggins (1 9 7 7, p.24) cites an experiment by McMahon (1967) which found 
that although passive and negative transformations lengthened reaction H
times, the amount of lengthening produced by a particular transformation 
did not correlate with the application of other transformations. For ^
example, the increment in reaction times in moving from an active Lj
affirmative declarative to an active passive was almost identical to the 
increment frorù a hegativb active to a negative passive. This implies there 
is some other explanation, (i.e., non-transformational) for the operations 
required to process the passive construction. We have also seen how the 1
theory of deep structure is at best an inconclusive hypothesis. Transform- 
ations themselves are not at all necessary to the processing of sentences 
by speakers. Fodor and &arrett (1966) conclude that derivational complexity, 
does not correlate in any direct way with understanding and retaining 
sentences. They suggest that transformational grammars do not correspond 
to the way sentences are processed. In short, the relation between the 
alleged native speaker's competence and (psycholinguistic) performance is 
far less direct than is implied by the theory of derivational complexity.
For these reasons^ it̂  is suggested here that T.G. does not provide a  ̂
satisfactory framework in which to analyze syntactic complexity.

It is in some respects ironical that as far as breadth of syntactic descripticQ
is concerned, T.G. is no more advanced than Bloomfieldian linguistics. The
maximal unit of syntactic description in T.G. is still the sentence; no 
larger unit thah: this is given formal recognition within the theory. The
recent interest in text linguistics, however, has pointed to the existence
of supra-sentential discourse structures and has emphasized the structural 
and lexical-ties between individual sentences. The evidence adduced to ^
support this claim is perhaps most succinctly put by Halllday and,Hasan 
(1 9 7 6, p.1)wwho argue that

' ■ LIf à speaker of English hears or reads a passage
of the, language which is more than one sentence in |"
length, he can normally decide without difficulty 
whether it forms a unified whole or is just a
collection of unrelated sentences  We know as
a general rule whether a. specimen of our own 
language constitutes a text or not.

D
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In this sense, ’text’ refers to a spoken or written passage which 
n  forms a cohesive whole. The goal set for description in text

linguistics, therefore, is to explicate the Speaker’s knowledge of 
n  the cohesive devices in his language which make for well-formed
J texts and hence, account in linguistic terms for their structural
p  and lexical unity. The manifest ability of native speakers to recognise
J texts has led in text linguistics to the postulation of some structural

and lexical level of form to explain this ability. The structural and 
Q  lexical description of text has an important implication for complexity

and difficutly in reading. This is that the successful description of 
n  well-formed texts would, definitionally,provide the criteria by which to

assess difficult or malfdrmed texts. That is, it would enable the analyst 
to recognise a text which is not cohesive or where the cohesive ties are 
imperfectly realised. The latter would be able to predict difficulty in 
text on the basis of the lack of certain cohesive properties.

Van Dijk (1973) has also pointed to the narrowness of linguistic description 
within current versions of T.G. He nevertheless incorporates much of the 
theoretical framework of T.G. into the model he proposes as a possible text 
grammar. In place of a sentence-generating grammar, he proposes a text- 
generating grammar. The latter is justified on the basis of stronger 
generative capacity over sentence-generating grammars. Whereas a Chomskyan- 
type grammar has as its goal the generation of 'all and only' the well-formed 
sentences of natural language, a text-generating grammar of the sort proposed 
by Van Dijk has as its goal the generation of ’all and only’ the well-formed 
texts of natural language. Van Dijk’s model accordingly distinguishes, in 
theoretical terms, between grammatical and ungrammatical texts. In a way 
reminiscent of Chomsky, the purpose of the text-grammar is to explicate the 
native speaker’s competence for the comprehension of texts. Werlich (1976) 
also speaks of a text grammar explicating the competence of an ideal decoder 
and encoder of text. The text grammar put forward by van Dijk is concerned 
to formalize the relations in text which make for its coherence in this’ideal’ 
sense. The notion of textual coherence is central to all attempts to produce 

n  text grammars. In van Dijk's model (1977a) coherence in text has to do
^  with the logical/grammatical connection between sentences (including reference),

□ It is also concerned with such pragmatic factors as appropriacy 
conditions, narrative action and, finally, the distribution of given and n w  
information. He considers it possible, in principle*to augment the syntactic 
component of T.G. with a pragmatic component which delineates the non-linguisti 
narrative structure of a text.
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The purpose of the text grammar proposed by van Dijk is to explicate, 
firstly, the relations within the sentence and, secondly, relations  ̂ n
between sentences, using a process of progressive generalization until 
finally the global structure of the text is reached. The first stage 
in the description therefore entails delineating the leVel of micro
structure in text. Here, the grammar is concerned with the connections 
between propositions; connections which are expressed thi'ough the use of Q
conjunctions, adverbs, etc. Van Dijk (I977h) maintains that there is a 
systematic correspondencè between such connections in text and the logical ^
connectives used in the prepositional and predicate calculi. For instance, 
such connections as c on j unetion and disjunction (expressed in English by 
and and or respectively) are paralleled in logical notation by the connections 
i&i and 'V'.^ Similarly, the conditional construction of sentences (expressed 
in the form of 'if X, then Y') is paralleled in many cases in logic by the [J
material implication connective ’ O  The aim, therefore, is for the 
grammar to be able to specify the inference-relations between propositions ^
in text in truth-functional terms; some inferences will be valid, others 
invalid (or ungrammatical). ^

As an example of a valid inference-relation, van Dijk cites the following 
sentence (1977 a, p.46):

(16) John is a bachelor, so he is not married.

By extension of van Djjk's argument, this inference pattern is captured in
the rule of modus pcnendo ponens in the predicate calculus: |_J

(Vx) (Bx Ẑ  '-'Mx), Ba h '^Ma J

D1. (1) (Vx) (Bx Mx) A
2. (2) Ba . A

1. (3) Ba 0  Ma 1 UE
1,2 (4) Ha ' 2,3 MPP

Gloss: for every x, if x is a bachelor, then it is not the case that x is 
married, John (a) is a bachelor; .*. it is not the case that John is married.

As can be seen^the validity of this inference depends not only on the tr^th^_
value of the connectives but also on the 'reference' of the propositions 
themselves. According to these criteria, example (17) would not be a valid 
inference :

D
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' -  13 -C (17) John is a bachelor, so Amsterdam is the capital of the

D Netherlands.
(van Dijk, 1977a, p.46)

D  It is not necessary that the propositions are explicitly related by connectives,
only that the reference between propositions centres on a common topic for 
the completion of a valid pattern of inference. The latter also includes, 
therefore, thè pragmatic notion of presupposition in sentences. This micro
level description, however, represents only the first stage in the 
description by the text grammar: the description of all and only the valid 
inference-patterns between successfully-referring propositions in text.
Such a formal semantic description of text in van Dijk’s model is based on 
the use of propositional,predicate and model logics as the descriptive apparatus, 
This stage in the analysis is primary because "... the study of relations 
between sentences in a discourse will have first of all to show how the meaning 
and reference of sequences of sentences depends on the meaning of their 
component sentences" (1977 s, p.44). Moreover, van Dijk claims that many of 
the relations obtaining between clauses in a compound sentence also obtain
between sentences in sequence, and conversely.

. _ , ; !
The next stage in the analysis by the grammar is to describe the macro
structures > of the text. Macro-structures are compound topics, which are the 
result of successive amalgamations of the smaller topics of the sentences in 
text. That is, each sentence may make specific information-contributions so

D that a composite topic of discourse is generated, a macro-structure. Such 
macro-structures themselves make information-contributions to generate still 

—  larger macro-structures until, finally, the global macro-structure is
jJ generated. In short, the relation between micro-and macro-structure consists

of a sequence of successive approximations from the local topics to the larger 
n  global topic. These relations are seen as hierarchically-organized and

illustrate a process of progressive generality in the description of the 
n  text. The information-structure of the text is also taken to constitute

the narrative schema, or action provided by the plot. Thus, coherence in 
text according to von Dijk’s model is a function of the degree of 
interrelation between these various levels-

The text-generating grammar ,as proposed in von Dijk (1977 s) is, however,,
programmatic. More specifically, it is proposed as ar outline or set of
methodological principles for the construction of a text-generating grammar.
Such a grammar would include (as well as a sentence-generating component),
"a pragmatic component, a reference semantics, a semantics with world-knowledge

D
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interpretation conditions, and a macro-semantics" (p«7)« "̂ he function 
of the grammar is to explicate, at a high level of generality, the process 
whereby macro (deep) structures are mapped on to the syntactic surface 
structures of the text. Van Dijk admits to some extent the great magnitude 
of this task when he says (p.8) "We do not want to specify the precise 
structure of such a grammar but only to give some of its possible FRAGMENTS, 
and some relationships between the semantic and pragmatic fragments of such 
a grammar."

n
jn

]
n

D

Owing to the fact that it is based on T.G. theory, the text-generating 
grammar of van Dijk is bedevilled by the same methodological and theoretical 
problems. For example, as van Dijk notes, the generation of the content ^
of the information-structure of a text is a 'creative' process and has to 
do with such factors as world-knowledge, individual biography, etci if wb 
concede that this is a truly creative process, then it is difficult to see 
how texts can be generated from a finite set of rules in a text-generating 
grammar. It is certainly not easy to envisage the form of a component in 
the grammar of "world-knôwledge interpretation conditions." This is 
analogous to the problems in T.G. (see Chomsky, 1965)1 where the grammar 
attempts to specify selection restrictions by sub-categorization restrictions 
in the base component. The intention here, for example, was for the grammar J  
to distinguish between semantically acceptable and semantically anomalous 
sentences. This attempt failed precisely because of the creative use of 
language. A sentence which is semantically anomalous at one period in time 
may, conceivably, be semantically acceptable at another because of changes "1 
in the state of world-knowledge. Moreover, the distintion between acceptable 
and anomalous sentences is more of a gradient property than a 'yes' or 'no' 
one; some sentences are more/less acceptable than others. This contention [J 
applies particularly to the text grammar's attempt to differentiate between 
valid and invalid inference-patterns. Some inference-patterns will oe more/ J 
less valid than others. This is realised to some extent by van Dijk, who 
cites the following sentence as a 'borderline' pattern of inference: j”

(18) John is a bachelor, so he buys too many records.
(1977 a, p.46) DThe validity of this inference is certainly conceivable in certain contexts 

or states of world-knowledge. Thus, any decision-procedure for the validlty/r.
invalidity of inference-patterns between propositions must account for their U
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LJ creative (contextually-determined) properties. It is far from clear, 
n  however, kow this is best achieved in the model proposed by van Dijk. ,

By the same token, the distinction between well-formed and malformed

0 texts is more of a gradient property than a clear-cut one. Some texts
will be more grammatical than others, according to the extent of the 
validity of the inference-patterns which they display and coherence in 
the distribution of given and new information between sentences.

^  In conclusion, thè linguistic procedures posited by van Dijk for the[J analysis of text seem eminently feasible as descriptions of text. But
the claim to generate well-formed texts seems much less certain and remains 

n  to be seen. It would, also, surely be an advantage in any text grammar if
the cumbersome logical machinery envisaged by van Dijk could be replaced 

r  By descriptive procedures which use the connective items in natural language
to 'name' the connections. There is an obvious circularity in the translation 
of the connections in natural language into those of another (artificial) 
language. There seems a good case to be made .for using the natural meta
language of English to talk about connections between sentences (see chapter 
four of the present thesis). Perhaps the greatest practical limitation of 
van Dijk's model, however, is that it is really dealing with the competence 
of the encoder/decoder of texts rather than with aspects of performance.
Prom the point of view of providing a practical set of procedures for 
analyzing complexity or difficulty in text, van- Dijk's model seems very limited 
in scope.

The notion of information-distribution in text and how it is manifested 
structurally has led linguists and psychologists to postulate less formal 

ri descriptive procedures than van Dijk. The intention here is to delineate
the ways sentences are related by virtue of a commonality of reference. As

P) for van Dijk,' this 'commonality of reference' constitutes the various topics
which are responsible for the cohesion in text. In this account, cohesion 
is not restricted to the grammatical devices of connection but includes 
lexical devices as well. Cohesion in this sense is therefore also a 
qualitative concept: the complexity or difficulty of a text is a functionof 
the extent of cohesion it displays. More precisely, it depends on the way 
this cohesion is organised; how larger topics are composed of smaller topics; 
the part of a sentence occupied by a topic and its relation to other parts of 

^  the sentences etc.

’1 Thus Grimes (1975) analyzes text into three principal components: contentj_
cohesion and staging. Two types of framework are proposed to represent the

D
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structure of a text. The first is a graph, structured in the form of 
a hierarchy,which is composed of categories derived from case grammar 
supplemented by rhetorical predicates. The second framework is in the 
form of a table which is used to display the arrangement of the information p
in a text (e.g., the actions, settings, participants, etc.). In Grimes [_J
(1978)1 topics are analyzed accoriiing to their thematic importance. According 
to the latter, topics are graded to one of a series of levels of importance ĵj
in the text. This constitutes the staging in text, which "reflects how the
speaker calibrates the importance of different parts of what he himself ^
intends to say" (p.104)« For Grimes, a topic is the referential common- 
ground between speaker and hearer "about the identity of certain objects
in the real world. It may also be agreement about certain events or about Lj
certain relations that hold." (p.104). p

In the course of a text the topic, oncç established, may be developed, 
according to Grimés, inàt least three different ways. Firstly, it may p
be expanded, where things are added to the referential case. Secondly, U
it may undergo shifting,.where some referents are omitted and others added, 
thus changing the common.ground of reference. Finally, it may be l̂it,,»
Here, global topics are divided into a higher level and a lower level topic.
Meyer (1975) and Clements (1976) have refined this notion of topic-splitting F
into a higher and lower level. The framework they propose is a hierarchy
which shows the global topic, the local topics discussed in relation to the Pj
global topic and whatever lower level topics are discussed in relation to 
the local topics. This analysis produces a topic tree of indefinite depth. p
For Clements, three rules operate in the analysis for the global-local topic u

hierarchy: P!

' ■ J
(i) Topic rule: identify the topic of each clause or simple sentence.
(ii) Old/new rule: decide whether the topic is new (i.e., not mentioned ^

before) or old (i.e., mentioned in an earlier topic or comment). If
the topic is new, then assign it one level below the previous topic. H
If it is old, then assign it the same level as its first mention.

(iii) Co-ordinator rule: if a topic is co-ordinated with an earlier topic
or comment, assign it the same level as the earlier topic or comment.

These proposals of Meyer and Clements strongly suggest that there may be a 
hierarchy of topics in a text. One of the psychological implications of the 
latter is that a low position in the hierarchy makes for worse recall oi a 
topic than one in a higher position. In short, this work addresses itself
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to the question of.what factors in text affect text-learning and 
recall.

Crothers (1975) also refers to the distinction between 'old* and 'new* 
information in text structure but refers, in addition, to a third type 
of information, namely, contrastive. The latter is defined as a term 
"which is viewed as a textually new member of a textually old semantic 
category, the category having already been implied by the term against 
which the present one is being contrasted." (p.23). Such a constrative 
relationship is illustrated by example (I9) below:

(19) A nation's freedom conduces so much,more to art and creativity 
than a nation's dependence.

In example (19) there is a contrast between freedom and dependence, although 
both terms belong to the semantic category of nation. Crothers is concerned 
to develop a descriptive procedure for the analysis of paragraph structure.
To this end, his analysis attempts to derive the textual structure of the 
paragraph in terms of the semantic representation underlying the sentences 
and the inferencé-relations that obtain between the constituent propositions.

J  As for van Dijk, Crother's analysis deals primarily with prepositional
1/ connectives between underlying propositions. Firstly, the
') -^ ' sentences are analyzed into their various propositions. Secondly, the

J  various connections between the propositions are examined. Finally, the
^  information-structure of the whole paragraph is analyzed by means of the triple
J categories of old/new/contrastive information. Each paragraph analysis is

organized in the form of a tabular array, showing the content of the passage.

D  In sum, the analyses of van Dijk, Grimes, Clements, Meyer and Crothers are
linked by a common pedagogical implication: successful comprehension of text 
depends not just on 'what' is said but the 'way' it is said. This suggests 
that the organisation of prose-text can enhance or impair comprehension and 
recall of its content. Moreover, these approaches show that cohesion between 
sentences is as great a determinant of comprehension in text as the organisation 
of the individual sentence, if not more so. Given this, the analysis of T.G., 
with its confinement to the individual sentence does not provide a satisfactory 
framework in which to study complexity in text. With the exception of van 
Dijk, these approaches have also shown that it is not necessary (or even 
desirable) to invoke the notion of deep structure of text. Accordingly, 
complexity and difficulty in text is a function of the distribution of 
of information throughout the text, the connections between the variousD
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propositions or clauses, and the referential common ground between 
author and reader. All these analyses approach the text via its 
semantic organisation. It is argued in the present thesis, however, 
that syntactic complexity and difficulty in reading is also a function 
of the syntactic organisation of sentences and the relations between 
them. A proper examination of this question entails providing possible [J
syntactic categories with which to approach the syntactic complexity 
of text. The present thesis addresses itself specifically to this ^
problem.'. . . • - ■. . . . . . . . . .  ' D
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SCOPE AND approach OF THE PRESENT WORK

The main contention of the present thesis is that in spite of the varied 
and detailed approaches to complexity in text, we still do not possess 
adequate grammatical criteria by which to assess complexity. Moreover, as 
we saw in T.G., the categories proposed are based on the analysis of 
competence, not performance. Thus, not only do we need the necessary 
descriptive categories; we also need categories which are based on actual 
texts, as aspects of performance. Only in this way can we hope to develop 
a realistic and accurate analysis of complexity and difficulty in text. We 
have also seen that many of the various approaches we have considered are 
principally concerned with (semantic) relationships between sentences; 
consequently, little attention has been given to the relationships in the 
sentence itself. 'Difficulty' in reading, it is argued here, is also a 
function of syntactic complexity within the individual sentence, not just 
between sentences. '

Before we can successfully analyse complexity between sentences we must have 
some idea of syntactic complexity 'within' the sentence. The latter entails 
that we have.the means to delimit the boundaries of the sentence or clause.
The reason for the paucity of adequate definitions of the sentence, according 
to Lyons (1977, p.629), is that "Chomsky and his followers ... have been 
content to operate with the assumption that native speakers have an- intuitive 
appreciation of tRe fact that certain strings of forms are sentences and others 
are not. But they have failed to give any account, even in principle, of the 
way the sentence' as a theoretical construct within the linguist's model of the 
language system is related to the sentence as a contextualized product of 
language — behaviour." It is hoped that the definition of the sentences in 
this thesis satisfies this requirement of being a "contextualized product of 
language-behaviour."

Definitionally, the term 'sentence' is used in this thesis, to refer to the 
communicative f'unction of the independent declarative clause; that is, the 
communicative function of presenting new information. But the term 'clause 
is used to refer to the grammatical structure, of the sentence. The grammatical 
structure of the sentence consists of the following constituent categories.

(20) Subject, Verb, (Object), (Complement), (Adjunct).
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The brackets indicate thte optional nature of the items they enclose. Of 
course, the orthographic sentence frequently consists of more than one 
independent (declarative) clause but this is, str/ctly speaking, a compound, 
structure. The clause as defined in example (2.0) represents the 'minimal 
grammatical form of the sentence, which may be expanded by other clauses. 
Syntactic complexity within the sentence, therefore, has to do with the 
intrusion of extraneous grammatical structures within and between the 
constituents shown in example (20). In addition, it has to do with the 
delaying of parts of the structure of the clause by expansion of other 
constituents. In short, complexity in the sentence is a function of the 
degree of interruption and delaying of the structure of the clause. Sentence 
complexity is intimately bound up with the internal grammatical structure 
of the sentence (Bram, 1978). This is not, however, the only approach to 
complexity in the sentence in terms of its surface syntactic form..

The most useful and widely-used approaches to syntactic complexity within 
the sentence are readability formulae and cloze procedure. In the case of 
headability formulae, thé readability level of a given sentence is held to 
be a function of the number of words it contains, the frequency of the J
. individual words, the number of subordinate clauses or prepositional phrases, 
the proportion of concrete as opposed to abstract words, etc. However,
"Formulas measure only one aspect of writing-style ... Formulas do not touch 
on organisation. word order or imagery in writing «•«" (Klare, 1963» p.24; 
my underlining). On the basis of these criteria, the difficulty of a passage 
is ascertained from a set of- statistical descriptions. Cloze procedure, on 
the other hand, provides for an experimental procedure to measure the relative 
importance of individual words in the text. It does this by blanking out ^
certain words in the text, which students are then asked to complete. Student^ 
error patterns are taken as indicators of the relative simplicity/difficulty 
of the words in question. The distinct advantage of readability formulae [”
is that they provide simple, automated procedures which can be applied to 
large ammounts of prose-material to test readability level. The advantages r  
which this affords to editors who deal in large amounts of prose is that both L  
cost and human time are reduced. Nevertheless, readability formulae do not 
show 'why' a given sentence is complex. As Huggins (1977) argues:

Readability measures ... present statistical rather than 
structural descriptions of complexity- Unfortunately, 
correlation does not imply prove J causality, and. J
although passages that are highly readable tend to have 0
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short sentences, and few prepositional phrases 
or clauses per sentence, it does not follow that 
writing short sentences with few prepositional 
phrases yields highly readable text... Thus, 
although sentence length correlates with syntactic 
complexity, it cannot be used to explain it.

(p.19)

It is possible to have sentences which are abnormally long but structurally 
V  quite simple and therefore, easy to read. At the other extreme, there are 

sentences which are quite short but whose syntactic structure renders them 
quite difficult to read at first (Glazerfield, 1970-71, p.12-13). As an 
example of a sentence which, although abnormally long, has quite a simple 
internal grammatical structure, consider example (21) below.

J (21) S \ . V 0  ̂ 0
The museum contains various specimens of tropical fish,! I then L p«-oskeletal remains of dinosaurs from the prehistoric age j ĵa
variety of butterflies and insects of all shapes and sizes,̂

n  [authentic models of African and Indian elephants and other
wild animals,l|ah array of the fossilized remains of plants 

.—*^1 r 0-1 and small fishj , I a very impressive collection of meteorites
J . and rock; forms;] and, finally, f^a^'display of military equipment

and weaponary and the latest developments in lazer technology.]

Although example (21) contains seventy-six words, it is not a difficult
sentence to read. The reason is that the sentence's grammatical structure
is quite simple, consisting of a subject, transitive verb and seven object

" nominal groups. This simple transitivity structure creates in the reader a
strong expectation of what is to follow in the sentence (i.e., an object or 

n  objects). It is in cases where the syntax of the sentence impairs this
reader expectation that syntactic complexity and difficulty may occur in 
text. Sentence (21) is to be contrasted with the less usual word-order of 
example (22):D
(22) PP _PP j V

ĵ Down the street^ and around the corner ran, Louis.

The superscripts in this example denote two prepositional phrases, an 
intransitive verb and a subject. The syntactic order of the sentence thus
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displays two preposed prepositional phrases and an inversion of subject 
and verb. The more usual syntactic order would be as in example (23) below:

S  V   ̂ Pf- 1 r 1 7.
(23) Louis ran I down the streetJ and Laround the corner.j

Certainly, from the point of view of young readers, example (22) would 
pose greater difficulties for comprehension than example (23). Examples -
(21) to (23) thus illustrate the importance of syntactic form as a factor 
which influences the readability level of a given sentence. This is not 
to imply, however, that it is the only factor which influences readability; 
clearly, the semantic density and subject-matter of the sentence must also 
play an important part. Nevertheless, the syntax of the clause is a prime J 
determinant of the readability of a sentence.

Specifically, syntactic complexity as a cause of difficulty in reading is 
seen under the present approach as a phenomenon along two dimensions. Firstly, 
complexity is a function of the configuration and structure of items within 
the clause. In chapter one, the structure of the subject of the sentence is 
analyzed in relation to its length and delaying effect on the main verb. The J  
main verb of the clause is postulated as a crucial item for semantic 
interpretation in reading. When the main verb is delayed too long by the 
subject of the sentence, our comprehension of the total sentence is likewise 
delayed. The expansion of the subject in such cases is seen to involve the ^  
use of subordinate structures (such as relative clauses) to modify its centraj 
core, or noun head. The^effect of such expansion of the subject by subordinate 
structures'creates structural depth in the left-most part of the sentence. 
Expansion by subordination is made explicit in chapter one by tree-diagrams, 
which show the degree of branching involved. The solution proposed to 
excessively long subjects is to convert the left-branching structures to 
right-branching ones; that is, to delay part of the structure of the subject 
till after the main verb of the sentence. The second section of chapter cne 
considers the notion of depth in terms of right - and left — branching ^
structures in some detail. Firstly, branching is considered in relation 
to its use in T.G., where it is used to define formal languages. Secondly, 
it is considered in relation to the much more relevant use by Ingve (I960, 
1961), Yngve’s model of sentence depth, whilst defective in certain respects, 
seems fundamentally correct in its assertion that certain specific options 
in English are used to prevent excessive depth at the left-most part of a 
sentence. The use of the long subject construction rests, primarily, on 
desire for emphasis in the sentence. This need for thematic emphasis, howeve
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is subordinate to the need for syntactic clarity. When syntactic 
clarity is threatened, part" of the structure of the(long) subject must 
be delayed, even at the expense of reducing its markedness.

The first section of chapter two examines the internal structure of the 
major constituents of the clause referred to in chapter one: the subject, 
verb, object, complement and adjunct. It is shown that the structure of 
these items consists of a head which is preceded and followed by modifying 
structures (auxiliary structures). Thus, in the case of the verb phrase, 
there is a main verb and one or more possible auxiliary verbs. Similarly, 
the structure of the subject, object, complement and adjunct consists of 
a noun head which may be premodified and postmodified, or both. The noun 
head forms the central semantic core of these latter structures. Moreover^the 
reader relies on such heads for his basic semantic interpretation of the 
sentence. Syntactic clarity therefore requires that the relations between 
the heads of the various constituents are not obscured By excessive premodifi-n

[_ cation and/or postmôdification. In a similar way to the long subject, excessive
modification functions to delay the other noun heads in the sentence and hence, 
the sentence boundary itself. This section proposes an intuitive limit to 
the amount of modification which may precede and follow the head in the subject, 

" object, adjunct or complement. The second section of chapter two develops
this notion of headed structures in relation to apposition within the clause^

"I Apposition concerns a syntactic relation between 'like' grammatical structures;
J more specifically, it is a relation between headed structures where the second

headed structure further specifies the meaning of the first. The second 
_ modifying structure in the apposition relation, in most cases, is- thus

an optional part of clause structure. It is not directly integrated into 
the structure of the clause but interrupts the relation between its major 
constituents. Apposition can also interrupt the structure of the major 
constituents themselves. In sum, the suggestion of the second section of 
chapter two is that appositional structures should not be used excessively 
within the sentence. If this rule is not observed, then the repeated 
interruption of the structure of the clause will make the predictive task 
facing the reader all the more difficult.

Chapter three follows on directly from chapter two insofar as it, too, is 
concerned with interruption of the structure of the clause by extraneous 
modifying structures. This chapter considers the evaluative and subjective 
aspect of text and how this may be used to comment on or assess any item in 
the clause. This aspect of modification is considered under the title of 
Interpolation. In terms of its mobility within the clause, interpolation is
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shown to be a special extension of the adjunct function. Interpolation
may vary from a nominal group to a whole clause or sequence of clauses.
It is at the level of the clause that interpolation often entails the
most serious consequences for complexity within the clause. More precisely, ^
when the interpolation is in the form of an independent declarative clause
and interrupts the structure of another independent declarative clause,
there is a serious breach of the communicative function of the interrupted
clause. That is, the presentation of new information in the interrupted
clause is confused by that in the interpolated clause. Thus, although
interpolation in the form of a declarative clause is a perfectly acceptable
form of interruption, there are strict limits on its use. Chapter three
also includes a discussion of the treatment of interpolation within T.G.
It is suggested that the communicative function of interpolation, in the
form of an independent déclarative clause, is confused in T.G. with that
of the non-restrictive relative clause. Consequently, transformations in
this sense are not sufficiently sensitive to the contextual functions of
the clause.

Chapter four considers the second dimension of syntactic complexity in text 
under the title of Clause Relations. Here, the categories developed in 
chapters one to three (i.e., the long"subject, the nominal group, the 
appositional group and interpolation) are considered in terms of their 
delaying and interruptive function within the framework provided by Winter's 
theory of clause relations (Winter, 1977)- In this chapter, it is argued 
that special connective items in discourse function to connect members 
(of no fixed maximum length) in a binary relationship. Such clause relations 
have no necessary relation to the orthographical divisions in text. The n
second type of syntactic complexity is concerned with how the four categories 
that are considered can impair the cohesion in text by delaying and ^
interrupting crucial clause relations. The conclusion, chapter five, 
represents an attempt to synthesize the various categories of complexity 
that are considered into a coherent framework.

Clearly, the principal point of reference for both dimensions of complexity 
considered in this thesis is the independent (declarative) clause. A 
definition of the clause is proposed in example (20) above. This presupposes, 
of course, that the clause represents a valid unit of perceptual segmentation J 
of text for the reader. This is a crucial suppostiion. What evidence can 
be adduced in support if it? Perhaps the most important experimental studies n  
in this area are the 'click'' experiments conducted by Fodor, Bever,and Garret,
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(Fodor and Bever, 1965; Garrett, 1965; Garrett, Bever and Fodor, I966).
The purpose of thèse 'experiments was to test the 'psychological reality' 
of (surface) constituency structure, ^t was found that in sentences 
presented to subjects which had superimposed displaced (extraneous) click 
sounds, the clicks in verbatum recall were attracted towards major constituent 
boundaries in the clause . Most importantly, however,; these experiments also 
revealed a marked tendency for the clicks to be attracted to clause boundaries, 
The latter suggests that subjects were too -concerned with processing the 
clause itself when they heard the displaced click; consequently, they wrongly 
identified it to have occurred at a clause boundary, where they momentarily 
pause in processing. We'can also infer from this that the clause represents 
the unit by which sentences are processed and organized in memory. Further 
support for the integrity of the clause as a surface constituent is provided 
by Freedie (1978). This study showed that subjects took longer to complete 
ambiguous sentence fragments as opposed to control fragments, when the 
fragments were incomplete clauses. However, subjects in the study displayed 
no such difference when the fragments they were presented with were complete 
clauses. Freedle concludes that the clause represents a valid unit of 
segmentation in the processing of text. Finally, Flores d'Arcais (1978) 
also claims that the clause represents an important level of perceptual 
segmentation:

The unit within which syntactic processing would 
take place in order to extract semantic jinterpretation 
would normally correspond to the clause. Once a 
speech segment has been perceptually isolated as a 
clause, processed and understood, its information 
is stored in memory and processing of the next segment 
can take place.

(p. 156)

If the clause is indeed such an important unit of preceptual saunent- 
ation in text, as the studies above suggest, then the interruption and 
delaying of the structure of the clause is all the more serious. This 
means that the excessive use of the categories that are postulated in 
this thesis functions to disorientiate the reader, making his predictive 
task more difficult. This has implications for the reader's assimilation 
of the meaning of the sentence and his comprehension of its content.
Equally important, the interruption and delaying of the structure of 
the clause has the effect of interrupting and delaying the still larger
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unit of perceptual, segmentation in the form of a clause relation. All J
the categories for analyzing complexity which are put forward are, of
course, hypotheses which must be psychologically validated. Nevertheless, J  
they are supported as meta-theories for complexity by the writer's own
intuitive appreciation of the difficulties involved in reading. ^

The data chosen for the development of the categories of apposition and 
interpolation is formed by extracts from Open University course units and ^

current newspapers and periodicals. Three social science course units 
were randomly selected for detailed examination. These were. D305 Block 8,
(1A-I3 ); D303 Block 9, (16-17); and D3OI, (13-15)* It is hoped that a 
possible narhowness of empirical scope of these units is supplemented by —
the non-academic material also examined. Finally, a glossary of some of L
the technical terms used in this work is provided at the end of the thesis.
For convenience of reference, the terms given are listed alphabetically.
It is hoped that by providing definitions even of terms extensively examined 
in the main body of the work, the reader will have a set of useful mnemonics 
which he can refer to at need.
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Chapter One Thé Long Subject Construction

SECTION 1.1.

As readers of texts we have a dual need for clarity of syntax and 
emphasis. Broadly, this means that we will be motivated to read a 
text only if the text displays, in the first place, a clear syntax; 
that is, the main verb of the sentence must not be delayed too long 
or this will hinder our comprehension of the sentence. In the second 
place, we are persuaded to read a text successfully by assuming that 
the writer emphasizes (marks) those sentences or parts of sentences 
that he considers important. This assumption entails that every 
sentence is 'unimportant* (unmarked) unless it is signalled to be 
important by the writef. These two complementary needs,however, are- 
not ,of equal importance to the process of reading; rather, successful 
emphasis is a function of clarity of syntax.

What do we mean exactly by clarity of syntax and emphasis? Clarity 
of syntax is here used to refer to the common sense notion of using 
language in texts to communicate to a reader in as clear a way as 
possible; more specifically, how to transmit a message without causing 

_ confusion or creating an obstruction to his assimilation of the sentence's
meaning. The latter takes into account the well-known difficulty of 
excessive sentence-length; it also includes the point that a sucbession 
of long sentences becomes intolerable to the reader. In contrast,

1  emphasis has to do with the practice of marking certain parts of the
clause to signal their relative importance to the text as a whole. Here, 

n  certain material in the clause is highlighted by its syntactic position.

We may consider first of all the question of emphasis and the syntactic 
devices used to achieve this. It is well-known that in English it is 
normal to present the subject of the sentence first, with the verb following. 
This is the usual sequence so long as the subject does not exceed a certain 
length or degree of complexity. For practical purposes, however, we may 
assume a standard of simplicity. Thus, the shortest (and hence, most simple) 
subject may be a pronoun, as underlined in the sentence, 'Thi_s is true'; 
alternatively, it may be a noun*phrase consisting of the sequence 
determiner + noun, as in 'The man'. The noun phrase may vary from two 
words, as in the last example, to four words (as in 'The kindly old man')
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or even more.

Taking this definition of the usual (short) subject as our datum, 
the lohg subject construction has two definitions. Firstly, the 
Ibng subject may expand the subject noun phrase. Here, the noun 
phrase is further specified by the addition of relative clauses and 
their accompanying structure. The accompanying structure of the 
relative clause may itself contain verbs which precede the main verb 
of the sentence. In the example given below the underlined items are 
the verbs contained by the clause, while the relative clauses themsélves 
are denoted by round brackets:

The kindly old man (whom you described so graphically 
and whom you thought a complete unknown) is none other 
than the President.

D
D

In its second definition, the long subject begins with that (more generally, 
with a WH-pronoUn, denoted by such words as how, what, whether, etc.), 
which is used to embed a further clause, followed in turn by the 
verb and, optionally, by a complement (denoted in the example below, 
by brackets): o

That - clause V (C)

Alternatively, the long subject may take the form of an embedded non- 
finite clause, followed by the auxiliary and complement. In the examples _j
given below, the two subordinated that-clauses and infinitival clause 
function as the long subject (underlined in the examples):

(1) That small children should be allowed to roam, after dark, and to
knock on doors in neighbourhoods some of which have a dubious
reputation, never fails to astound me.

(Observer letter, 18/12/77)

(2) Why he wants just that formula is baffling to me.

(3) To argue that Jesus himself would welcome this interest in the shroud
because'"he rejected the temptation to give physical miraculous tokens 
of his Messiahship knowing impressions so created could not aid his 
purpose" is somewhat contrary to the evidence.

(Guardian letter, 13/5/79)

0
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Consider the following examples of the long subject, which are given
J

in order of subject-length and complexity:

(4) (The question whether their techniques could aid the police 
in tracing a wanted person) immediately arises.

(3) (Courses which do an all-round job and which provide the student 
with vèry‘powferful motivation for learning) exist.

(6) (The day when it will not be worth making a statement about style
in painting or literature unless the statement can be so precisely

\ viformulated that it can be translated into a computer programme; is
vii 'coming.

The long subject in all these examples is denoted by round brackets, 
while the verbs and adjunct are indicated by the superscripts. Firstly, 
we must note that all three examples are marked. By being placed in 
initial position in the sentence, with the verb(s) and adjunct following, 
the long subject draws attention to itself as the most important item 
in the sentence. In this way, the long subject is frequently successful 
as a device for achieving emphasis in.the sentence. Example (4) has the 
structure S A V, while example (3) has S V and example (6) has S 7;
(i.e., subject followed by,auxiliary verb) Vii (i.e., the main verb).
A].so, the main verb which follows the long subject in each example is 
intransitive. Using our earlier notion of clarity of syntax, it can be' ■ s ^
seen that the degree of sentence difficulty gradually increases through 
examples (4) to (6). We find it progressively more difficult to assimilate 
the meaning of the sentence as we read through this sequence. The reason 
for this increase of difficulty is best seen in the extent of the 
subordination contained by the subject which precedes the main verb in 
each example. Example (4), for instance, contains only one layer of 
subordination in the (long) subject (signalled by which). Because only 
a single subordinate clause precedes the main verb arises, the long subject 
can be tolerated by the reader; the main ver^ is not delayed too long 

^ after the subject and the sentence can be read with relative ease. This
latter point may, in fact, be put forward as an hypothesis about our 

r  comprehension of sentences; that is, that the main verb is the most cruc..al
item for comprehension of the sentence as a whole. Fodor (1971)i Schank 

p  (1972), and Winograd (1972), have all emphasized the centrality of the verb
J in the interpretation of sentences. Until we read the main verb of the

0
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sentence, we simply don’t know what the sentence is about. The 
perceptual task facing the reader in the case of a complicated 
sentence, for example, is to identify the subject and main verb 
and relate the two successfully. This crucial cognitive process 
is impaired if the main verb is delayed too long in the sentence.
The primacy of the main verb in sentence comprehension is illustrated 
by the following incomplete construction:

The kindly old man whom you described so graphically 
in your talk yesterday ....

We cannot understand this sentence because the main verb is missing.
By the same token, when the main verb of a sentence is delayed by too 
many levels of subordination, our comprehension is likewise delayed.
This delaying of the reader's comprehension is particularly characteristic 
of constructions with long nominal clauses in subject position, as 
illustrated by examples (5) and (6). In fact, nominals in subject position 
have been rated as more difficult to comprehend than nominale in object 
position (Bever and Weksel, 1966).

Example (3) is less easy to understand than example (4) because it
contains two s u b o r d i n a t e - before the main verb. (Signalled 
by two occurrences of which). Even more extreme in this respect is example
(6), which contains three subordinate clauses (signalled by w ^ ,  
unless and that, respectively); consequently, it is the most difficult 
of all to understand. As in example (3), the auxiliary verb is and main 
verb coming are placed in final position in example (6). It is interesting 
to compare examples (4) to (6) with a construction cited in Clark (1977i
p. 63):

(7) (The man offered a hundred dollars for the bottle of 1962 vintage
V CMouton Rothschild) is my uncle. p

Example (7) contains a long subject, which is shown in round brackets,
Clark does not attribute the relative difficulty of this sentence to its 
long subject. Although he maintains that the sentence places a more than 
average load on the reader's memory, he attributes this simply to the 
deletion of the relative pronoun and past form of the copulative verb 
between the man and offered. The length of the sentence, he argues, 
makes it difficult for the reader to infer that this deletion has taken
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place. But this seems only a partial explanation for the difficulty 
of example (7)« Such difficulty is more properly seen as a function 
of the long subject before the main verb is. As further proof that 
too much subordination in the subject delays comprehension of t%ie 
whole sentence (by delaying the main verb), consider example (8) below:

r ' ^(8) I The explanation (( advanced by Phillip J. Klass in an article 
in Aviation Week (Vol.83 No.8), in which corona discharges, in
the shape of balls of gas thrown up by the power lines, are held

]V A C Ais more convincing, however.

D
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In this example, the superscripts denote the noun head, main verb, 
complement and adjuncts. The double round brackets denote the post- 
modifying sub-clauses of the noun head, while the square brackets indicate 
the total length of the subject. Example (8) is a classic instance of 
attention being drawn to the subject of the sentence at the cost of reducing 
its clarity of syntax. Because emphasis in the sentence is subordinate 
to clarity of syntax, however, unacceptable sentences like example (8) 
must be rewritten, eveh though this may entail reducing the markedness of 
the subject.

As is fairly well-known, English Grammar has two main ways of improving 
the comprehension of excessively long subjects. The first is where we 
invert the sentence so that the long subject comes last (See Section 1.3)' 
The second is where we delay or interrupt the subject according to whether 
it is a subordinate clause or whether it is a nominal group having a subord

inate clause. (This is variously discussed as 'discontinuous noun phrases' 
in Quirk and Greenbaum and others). These latter two ways of delaying or 
interrupting the subject are made clear by the following diagrams:

( i )

( ii )

Subordinate clause 
structdre(s)
LONG SUBJECT 

H
Nominal Head— Subordinate 

clause
structure(s)

LONG SUBJECT

(a ) V (o )(c )(a ) becomes
Belayed subject 
signalled by 
Anticipatory ^

(intransitive 
verb )

Main verb interrupts 
or separates sub, 
clause or other 
postmodifier.

In both ( i ) and ( ii ), the analysis is S^ V Ŝ  , but in ( i ), S^ is the 
item ̂  signalling real Ŝ  to follow, and in ( ii ), Ŝ  is nominal head of
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real S, so that the postmodifying structure of real S follows as Sg, as can J  
be seen below if we rewrite examples (4) to (6) in the following way:

r 1 A V r(9) iThe questionj immediately arises ^whether these techniques
D

could aid the police in tracing a wanted person.

(10) I^CoursesJ exist jwhich do an all-round job and which provide
"the student with very powerful motivation for learning.

S. n Vi Vii rS ri
(11) {The day I is coming when it will not be worth making a statement J

about style in painting or literature unless the statement can^be 
so precisely formulated that it can be translated into à computer 
programme .j

In examples(9) to (11) the long subject (which is now in a delayed, 
discontinuous sequence) is shown in square brackets. The delayed 
subordinate structure (which occurs after the main verb) is indicated 
by single lines. The superscripts and denote the real subieciL 
and expansion of the subject, respectively; V^ denotes the auxiliary 
verb and V^^ the main verb. In example (9) we have interrupted the 
long subject by the adjunct and main verbĵ  both oij t^se being_ûnserted 
between the noun phrase The question (determiner + noun head) and the 
relative pronoun whether with its clause. In example (lO), we have inserted p 
the main verb exist between the plural nèun courses and the relative pronoun 
which and its clause. Finally, in example (ll), we have inserted the auxiliar 
verb W  and its lexical head (present participle) between the noun phrase L
The day and its relative pronoun when. The result of all these changes is to^
provide an increased amount of sentence clarity. Examples (9) to (ll) are 
not totally unmarked, however, in spite of these changes. Some markedness 
now comes from the front position of the main verb, as in example (lO), 
which begins "Courses exist which..."

In sum, all the examples of the long subject discussed so far point to [
sentence depth as a potential cause of syntactic complexity in sentences. ^
Sentence depth is here taken, broadly, to refer to the extent of the j j
expansion of the simple subject preceding the main verb of the sentence.
This can be illustrated in the following way:

DEPTH ----^  n
V (predication)

SUBJECT D
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We have taken the sentence depth of the long subject as 
proportionate to the layers of subordination preceding 
the main verb.^ It is suggested that the reader can tolerate more ' 
depth if it occurs in a discontinuous sequence; that is, depth which 
occurs after the main Verbi. The notion of depth is given a much more 
formal and detailed specification within Chomskyan linguistics. Depth 
is a crucial part of the argument put forward in T.G. j’or the grammatical 
creativity of a language such as English. T.G. theorists, however,\are 
concerned with the characterisation of the native speaker's competence 
and, as such, regard as irrelevant all real-world performance-constrainj:s 
on the use of language (Chomsky, 1963, P-3)* We have posited the need 
for clarity of syntax in relation to the long subject construction as a 
performance-constrâint. The latter is a factor (no doubt having important 
psychological correlates) which actively controls the way we speak and 
write. Because the notion of depth is so central to our analysis of the 
long subject construction, we will devote the following section to a more 
thorough treatment of this concept. Special attention will be given to 
the treatment of depth within the formal framework of Chomskyan linguistic 
theory and the implications which the present approach has for this.
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SECTION 1.2

The advent of Chomskyan linguistics (1937) represented an attempt 
to mathematize the formal basis of language study. Formal grammatical 
description became more abstract: the construction of a grammar, or 
particular classes of grammars, was part of a more inclusive grammar- 
type, or theory of grammars. Special classes of grammars were used 
(called phrase structure grammars) to generate classes of formal languages 
By generating such languages (or stringsets) it was hoped to delimit the 
boundaries for formal languages and, by implication, those of natural 
language. The aim of this approach was to develop some finite means 
(a grammar) for specifying all and only the acceptable strings (sentences) 
of a particular language, L. The assumption was that human languages are 
infinite classes of stringsets; through such processes as conjoining and 
embedding, it was argued, there is theoretically no limit to the range of 
sentences which speakers can produce. However, it was also argued that 
speakers can nevertheless differentiate between grammatical and ungrammatica.|J 
sentences in their native language. Since the creative potential of 
language is so infinite, speakers must have at their disposal some finite 
specification of what constitutes (and does not constitute) a sentence in 
their language. In short,^ the speaker is able to 'decide' which are p
grammatical and which are ungrammatical strings in his language. The latter LJ 
property makes the class of natural languages recursively-enùmer.able 
languages. The finite set of rules needed to produce the sentences of 
natural language was held to reside in the speaker's internalised grammar 
of his language: his linguistic competence (Chomsky, 1963)-

Phrase structure grammars are such finite devices for specifying languages 
These grammars delimit sets of terminal strings and assign to each a 
particular phrase structure. The rules of the grammar operate by replacing 
one non-terminal symbol in some finite vocabulary, V, by a corresponding jJ 
terminal symbol or set of such symbols. The rules of the grammar are ) 
rewrite rules which operate from left to right. As an illustration of this 
we may consider the class of context-free grammars, which generate cont^xt- 
free languages. Suppose, for example, we wish to generate a (formal) languagp 
which contains strings of the_ following formj ab, abc, abcdcd, abcdcdcd*•
That is, we have to provide a finite number of phrase structure rules to 
generate a right—branching language : a language which creates new strings D
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at the right-most end of a derivation. The rules of this grammar
must be right-branching or right-linear. They must also be
recursive: that is, capable of indefinite extension. A right-linear-,---------------  \ V
rule takes the following general form:

S — :---^ a X

Each application of this rule will generate one terminal symbol, followed 
by a non-terminal symbol that may be further rewritten. Thus, a right- 
branching grammar needed to generate the language just given would 
consist of the following set of rules (where each bracket indicates a 
possible option of choice):

D
0

-^a b (A)
-)>c (d c d (X))
-̂ c d S

When applied, these rules would produce the following phrase marker:

]

0 A left branching language which corresponds to this would have such stringo 
as ba, cba, dcdcba, dcdcdcba.. Thus, creativity in this l8J)giage 
is provided at the left-most part of the derivation. A left-branching 
grammar for this language would be :

D
"4 (A) ba

((X) d c d) c 
4  (8) dc

These rules would generate a phrase marker such as the following:
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X

S

A sentence from a natural language such as English which corresponds 
to the right-branching grammar just given is shown below (where the 
constituency-structure is denoted by numbered square brackets):

f f } Ï
This is the dog belonging to the teacher of the 
L L 5 6^ 7 ”
daughter of ^the gardener of |the friend of ĵ John̂  ] ] ] ] ]

The left-branching equivalent noun phrase of this sentence is:

Dr
7 :6 5 4 3 2

r"L.
4

[ t [ [ [ [ John]'s^friendj^s gardener

teacherj’s dog.]

’s daughter

For the sake of completeness, mention must also be made of so-called self- P
  .. ,      Lembedded constructions. Unlike the left- and right-branching structures /

just illustrated, creativity here occurs within the centre of a derivation. 
A formal language corresponding to this would be of the form a b c  and 
would contain strings such as abc, abbc, abbbc ... A grammar to generate 
this languageis specified by the following rules: Q

a b (X) c 
^  b (X)

U
which produce a tree such as: 0
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A self-embedded construction from English which would correspond to 
the output of this grammar, would be :

[rhe man [the'gardener [the boy saw jhit ]is in the hoüse.]

The latter example of à self-embedded construction contains two layers 
of centre-embeddings, which both interrupt the structure of the superordinate 
clause. Sentences with only one layer of centre embedding are quite common 
in English, as is illustrated by the following example:

1

[̂  [rhe purse [the woman left"j is on the table.]

Sentences which contain two layers of centre-embedding are on the border
line of acceptability. However, sentences with three or more layers are 
manifestly unacceptable as sentences of English. Chomsky and Miller (1963) 
argue that multiply self-embedded constructions cause such difficulty 
because of the way the speaker’s processing - strategy is organised. For 
example, they maintain that the human processing mechanisip can only with 
great difficulty perform a particular operation if it is already in the 
middle of performing the same operation. This explanation is plausible 
only insofar as one accepts the transformational approach to language 
structure. I n finitely-recursive self-embedded constructions, for instance, 
are perfectly grammatical as the output oi a formal grammar, as are 
infinitely-recursive left- and right-branching structures. But the putative 
correspondence between the output of such formal language giammars .and 
natural language is an as yet unproven one. Moreover, if the only reliable
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data we have for grammatical description is the speaker's linguistic 
performance (see, for example, Labov, 1975)» then the outputs 
permitted by formal grammars are irrelevant as criteria for the 
acceptability of sentences. For these reasons,, it is suggested 
that there are strict limits to the degree of branching permitted in 
English sentences. Right-branching structures,^ however, are preferred 
to left-branching structures (such as the long subject) in cases where 
the depth preceding the main verb exceeds on acceptable limit. The 
difficulty caused by excessively-long subjects is evidence of this,.

J

D
It is useful^at this pdint in ; our discussion to compare the depth hypothesis 
of Victor Yngve (196O, I96I). Yngve, too, was concerned with the structural ̂  
depth permitted in English sentences. The depth hypothesis distinguished 
between left- and right-branching structures in sentences and employed the p  
traditional I.C., approach to the classification of the sentence (see Ll
Introduction pp. 3-7) Yngve's.aim was to produce a computer programme to _  
generate sentences for machine translation. Because of its preoccupation wi"̂_j. 
the artificial generation of sentences, the depth hypothesis is particularly 
concerned with what a computer has to store in memory to carry out a 
programme. Like the formal grammars we have just examined, the rules of 
Yngve’s programme expand auxiliary symbols into terminal symbols (words). J  
The programme rewrites the initial symbol and follows this with the next 
symbol. The programme then progressively follows'each left-hand n
branch until it arrives at the first word of the sentence. After generatingLI 
the first word, it then retraces its path up the tree expanding each right
most symbol; consequently, it must store in the short-term memory any 
unexpanded symbols for fu,ture rewriting. The number of items 
which have to be stored in this way determines the structural 
depth of each word as it is generated.   .. .... .

D
Yngve called left-hand branching structures; regressive and right-hand D
branching structures progressive. As an example of a regressive structure 
in terms of Yngve’s model, consider the tree on page 4l,(example 1). The | | 
diagonal arrow indicates the direction of expansion in the tree.
The structural depth for each word is given in brackets underneath, while 
the dotted lines indicate the remaining non-terminal symbols still to be 
expanded for each word. Yngve argued that with a finite memory, there 
must be some limit to the number of these symbols that can be stored at any 
one time. In the case of the human-language-user, he maintained that the rn 
structural depth of a word ,is limited to about seven items. Moreover, the U

D
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D type of constructions that lead to greater or.lesser depth depend 

on whether the sentences are right-branching oh left-branching. In 
the case of a régressive structure, more items have to be kept in 
short-term memory than is the casein a progressive structure. For 
example, .the rifeht^branching (passive) equivalent of the structure 
just given would be as in (Example 2, P.42). ?

EXAMPLE 1

n
D
D
D

D

ADJ.'PER
VP

< / /

NPADJADV. PER

ADV.' /

MENLIKEGIRLSDRESSEDSCRUFFILY
(3) (2) (1) (1) (0)
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EXAMPLE 2

/ AGENTIVE

ADJ./PHR.

ADV.' PFIR. ADJ ,

D
D
0
D

ARE LIKED
(2) (1)

BY SCRUFFILY DRESSED GIRLS
(1) (2) (1) (0)

As the tree shows, this right-branching equivalent has a lower structural 
depth than the first (active) sentence. On this basis, Yngve claimed that , 
the syntax of English constrains the amount of depth for each word as it 
is generated and provides for certain stylistic options which reduce this 
depth. Thus one such stylistic option would be the passive construction 
just illustrated. Another would be the various constructions which function 
to postpone excessively long left-branching structures, what we have called 
interruption of the long subject in section i.1. Unfortunately, this model 
of speech porduction has certain weaknesses. It is by no means certain, for

D
D
0
L

D
0
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example, that speakers prbceéd in sentence production in the way-
described by Yngve. When producing the first word of a. sentence
they may, in certain cases (either through a knowledge of the language
or through linguistic dependencies of some kind), know how the sentence
will unfold.^ It is not clear that speakers produce sentences one word
at a time. When the sentence is considered from the decoder's point of
view, there are various suprasegmental properties of language which may

3 . . .provide hues to the forthcoming structure of a sentence. This is in 
fact suggested by Martin and Roberts (1966).

What is interesting about Yngve's depth hypothesis from our point of
view, however, is the importance it attaches to left- and right-branching

6structures in sëntehceè. In.the first section of this chapter, we, 
considered the use of the long subject construction (one type of left- 
branching structure) ahd the constraints governing its excessive use.
In the context of this discussion, depth was related to the level of 
subordination preceding the main verb. Moreover, this notion of depth 
is interpreted much less rigorously than it is in Yngve's model. There 
can, for example, be no statistical maximum of structural depth in the 
long subject construction. Nevertheless, we are guided in the use of 
the long subject by an intuitive rule of acceptability to the reader (or 
listener). In support of Yngve, it is suggested that there do exist certain 
linguistic options in English whose function is to reduce depth at the 
left-most part of the sentence, even though this may involve a concomitant 
reduction of emphasis in the subject. Such & device is provided by subject 
interruption of long clausal subjects in sentences with intransitive verbs.

The criteria chosen for left-branching structures in this study is the 
expansion of structure which occurs before the main verb of the sentence, 

j In illustration of this, we may reanalyse example (6) above (see section
1.1) according to the type of branching it employs, as follows:] 3 4 3 2 1  1

I r r ' The day! when it will not be worth makingD ■/ 4^ ‘ a statement about style in painting or 
2

literature unless the statement can be 
4 3

P) so precisely formulated I that it can be
4 vi-vii

translated into a computer programme IS coming.
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n
j

THE
DAY

18
COMING

subject interruption has taken place the structure is rearranged to\vhen

THE
DAY

IS
COMING

0
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
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This constraint of subject interruption for excessively long subjects
is acknbwledged by Quirk et. al. (1972). Quirk suggests that "it is 
a dominant tendency of syntactic structure that the greatest depth of 
subordination is reached in the final part of the sentence" (p. 792)»
This dominant tendency of English for right-branching structures of 
subordination is simply a function of the need for clarity of syntax.

In sufti, this section hàs examined the notion of sentence depth in terms 
of the expansion of structure at some point in the sentence: the left
most part, the centre or the right—most part. For most practical purposes^ 
the kind of branching which occurs can be determined from its relation to 
the main verb of the sentence. Within the context of a formal grammar in 
T.G., describing linguistic competence, there is no limit to the degree 
of branching which may occur in a sentence. However, from the point of 
view of a performance-based grammar, there are strict limits to the extent 
of the branching that is allowed. Right-branching structures are preferred 
beyond a certain limit. A reason for this preference is suggested by the
depth hypothesis of Yngve, although not all of the assumptions made by the
latter can be unreservedly accepted.
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SECTION 1.3 D
interruptions of the subject that we have considered so far (see 

section;1.1 y are open to sentences whose main verbs are intransitive.
There is, however, another way of delaying the subject and this applies 
to passive clauses, participle clauses and S V C clauses in which V is H
the auxiliary verb be and C is an adjective. According to this method, 
we simply invert the wbrd-order of the clause. It is worth noting here, -i
as noted by Huggins (1977), that cases of subject interruption from an LJ
active clause to a passive clauses may result, in some cases, in a less 
'difficult' sentence. One reason for passivisation is to avoid having 
a subject nominal group separated from its main verb by long modifying 
structures, such as relative clauses. By placing these modifying jj
structures at the end,Of the sentence (as in a passive construction), the 
memory load on the reader is reduced. This would seem to be strong evidence H  

: against the theory of derivational complexity.

Consider the following two passive constructions,

(1) A new research laboratory built by Hitachi at Mito for-testing 
lifts and for reporting on their behaviour is illustrated below.

(2) Seven of the clothes that represent the best of Paris in London, 
from the expensive to the cheap, are drawn here. j

If we represent the passive clause by S Vi Vii, where Vi the auxiliary verb 
be and Vii is the past participle, then the inversion of the long subject 
in the passive is Vii Vi S. When we apply this rule to examples (1) anÜ
(2), the following constructions are produced: F

Vii • A Vi 8
(3) Illustrated below is [a new research laboratory built by Hitachi r

at Mito for testing lifts and for reporting on their behaviour,] Li

Vii A Vi 8
(4) Drawn here are [seven of the clothes that represent the best of

Paris in London, from the expensive to the cheap.]

Whenever a passive is inverted, it requires an adjunct of some kind (e.&.,
here, below etc.) to be interposed between Vii and Vi for the clause to be 
acceptable English. In examples (3) and (4) the adjuncts are denoted by D
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the superscript A, while the long subject is shown in square brackets. 
These examples illustrate how the inversion of the clause in this way 
is a function of the long subject in English; that is, like subject 
interruption, clarity of syntax requires,that we delay excessive depth 
in passive structures till after the main verb. This fact is illustrated

”1 if we shorten the subject, as in examples (3) and (6) below:
J

Vii A Vi p -I
n  (5) Illustrated below is ^a new research laboratory .J

■ Vii A Vi p • ^
(6) Drawn hère are ĵ seven of the clothes.]

D
0

0
D

D
D
D
0
0

By their strangeness, examples (3) and (6) illustrate the ^interdependence
between inversion in passive structures and the need for clarity of
syntax. Many adjectives,/too, behave in a similar way to the past participles 
illustrated and drawn ; they also take adverbial modification of some kind 
when the normal word-order is reversed. This is illustrated by the following 

U  incomplete construction:

• V
"I ‘ Even more significant are ... (SUBJECT)

A more intelligible illustration is provided by example (8) in section 
1.2. Using the method just introduced, this sentence can be rewritten 
in the following way :

□ (7) More convincing, however, is the explanation advanced by Phillip 
"] J. Klass in an article in Aviation Week (Vol. 83, No. 8), in which

corona discharges, in the shape of balls of gas thrown up by the
power lines, are held responsible for the UFOs themselves.

(original version of text)

It is clear that if we were to omit the adverbial premodifier from the 
example (7) (i;e., if we delete the intensifier more from the beginning 
of the sentence), this .would produce an odd-sounding example.

There exists another (though less usual) method of improving the clarity 
of excessively-long subjects in passive structures. The subjects of 
sentences (l) and (2), for example, could be interrupted in the way 
discussed in section 1.1. The syntax of example (l) could be changed by 
inserting the sequence Vi Vii A between the nominal group a new approach 
laboratory and'the verb built. Similarly, in example (2) we could insert 
the sequence Vi Vii A between the nominal group seven of the clothes and
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the relative pronoun that. Such changes are illustrated in examples 

(8) and (9) below:
Si Vi Vii A r S:^

(8) new research laboratory is illustrated below [(which is) built ,
by Hitachi at Mito for testing lifts and for reporting on their 
behaviour.] i p|

S -1 Vi Vii A r Sp LJ
(9) jseven of the clothesj are drawn here [that represent the best of

Paris in London, from the expensive to the cheap.] fj

Before closing our discussion we may recall the second definition of the 
long subject, namely, that it may begin with a that-clause (WH-pronoun clause 
or, also, a non-finite nlaUse), followed by^a verb and, optionally, |a 
complement. It is interesting to compare the analysis of the long subject [j 
adopted here with the analysis used in T.G. In T.G., for example, the  ̂
long subject is analysed as an embedded complement sentence. An extrap^iti_ 

. transformation moves (extraposes) the embedded complement sentence to the 
end of the full sentence in which it is embedded. Next, an It-insert]̂  ”1
transformation places It at the beginning of the new sentence (Faulk, 1978 
pp. 220-229). Essentially, the effect of these transformations is
to-delay the subject, which we have already mentioned. In T.G., 
ho^eveF; Guch'ti'ansforoi^tm^ are optionalInd'therefore not motivated by
the need to avoid a complex syntax. According to the present approach,
there is no need to invoke the notion of formal transformations of under-
lying phrase markers for long subjects of this kind. It is sufficient to
see changes of this kind as simply a function of the need for clarity of

syntax. [

[

Consider the following examples : 

S(10) [to say that receptorè function by reporting external^conditions r
in terms of a frequency code of nerve impulses] is safe. L

(11) [ihat you- would have taken such a negative attitude towards our [
proposal!was obvious f^om the start.

[
(12) [whether they should have analysed the problem with theii limited 

resources and inadequate concepts] is doubtiul.



D Long subjects like the ones illustrated in these examples can be 
n  clarified by, firstly, fronting Anticipatory^- It (s^) and, secondly,
J shifting the long subject to a position after the verb and its adjunct

(or complement).7 In examples (13) to (13) below, the delayed subject 
J is denoted by Ŝ :
—| S, V C r Sp ^

(13) It is safe I to èay that receptors fuhction by reporting external,
conditions in terms of a frequency code of nerve impulses.

. S. V C  ̂A r S
^  (l4) ic was obvious from the start [that you would have taken such a
n  negative attitude towards our proposal.]

 ̂S, V . C r 8
, (13) It is doubtful Lwhether they should have analysed the problem with

their limited resources and lack of adequate concepts.]

0
n

D
0

D

The additional superscripts denote verb and‘complement. Once agàin, by 
shifting the subject in this way, there may be a consequent reduction in 
the markedness of the subject.

In this section, therefore, we have examined two types of change that 
I must be made to excessively long subjects. Firstly, we have seen that

in passive clauses we invert the clause pattern S Vi Vii to Vii Vi S. 
Secondly, the long subject may be shifted and the total sentence structured 
by Anti‘diipâté>3?y - It, where 8, is anticipatory - It and 8^ the delayed 
subject structure which follows the complement. There seems to be some 
support for our argument of the relative difficulty of sentences whose 
main verb is delayed from the work of Limber (1973). Using children as 
subjects. Limber’s experiment was concerned with the use of relative 
clauses. It was found that the children regularly used relative clauses- 
which they attached to objects of main clauses. However, the children 
never used relative clauses to interrupt the main verb of the (main) clause

* The term Anticipatory is taken from Quirk et al (72), where it is discussed 
in Section 14.23 as anticipatory subject. What is said here of Anticipatory 
It applies in principle to the signalling function of Existential There, 
except that instead of signalling a clause of some kind to follow its main 
verb, it signals a nominal group of some kind. Consider the rewriting of 
example (lO) on Page 34 above, which illustrates this signalling:

S'i s/ S X
(10 A; There are[courses Ymich do an all-round job and which provide 

the student with powerful motivation for learning.^]
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Summary

U

n

This chapter has cônsiderèd one use in English of marked syntactic 
structure, namely, the long subject construction. Although this is a 
very useful means of achieving emphasis in the sentence, its excessive 
use is controlled by a superordinate need for clarity of syntax. The » 
latter requires that excessively long subjects be interrupted or 
delayed so as to reduce the perceptual load on the reader. Accordingly, 
the main verb of the clause is presented as the primary constituent as 
far as comprehension i& concerned. In addition, it is possible to 
determine what type of branching occurs in the sentence from its relation 
to the main verb. English has a tendency for right-branching structures 
when the main verb is delayed by too much subordination. The latter is p
offered as support for Yngve’s assertion that English has in-built  ̂ U
alternatives to left-branching structures. Such performance-constraints

I
:ori:the degree of branching permitted in different parts of the clause, p
however, are taken as evidence against any assumed relation between the 
recursive branching allowed by formal grammars and that which is possible 
in English syntax.

L

D 
D

D
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Chapter Two: The Structure of Nominal Groups 

SECTION 2.1

In chapter one we examined the structure and function of the long 
subject construction in English text. It was necessary to discuss 
the role of this construction in relation to two important aspects 
of textual organisation, namely clarity of syntax and emphasis. While 
emphasis was seen to be frequently successful as a device for marking 
certain parts of the sentence as semantically important, clarity of 
syntax was seen to be a much more basic requirement from the reader’s 
point of view. It was also shown how the long subject can itsèlf 
contain other structures which further specify the meaning of the noun 
head. Although such structures were not examined in any great detail, 
it was clear that they either premodify or postmodify the noun head.
For convenience, the noun head and the premodifying and postmodifying 
structures which accompany them will be collectively referred to as 
nominal groups. While one source of difficulty in text may derive from 
excessive use of the long subject, yet another may derive from complexity 
within the structure of the nominal groups themselves. In what follows, 
it will be argued that a reader may well tolerate fairly considerable 
modification before or after the noun head but will experience great 
difficulty with excessive modification which occurs in both ppsitlons at 
once. This section will therefore be concerned with clarity of syntax 
from the point of view of complexity within the nominal group. Finally, 
an attempt will be made to list those structures which typically occur 
before and after the noun head and to show how, when misused, they may
adversely affect the clarity of the sentence as a whole.

In chapter one the main terms introduced were: Subject (S), Object (O),
Complement (c )  and Adjunct (A).(This ignores the ubiquitous prepositional 
phrase as ’carrier’ of the nominal group). Such terms, however, are only 
general labels for structures which are often more complex than might appear 
at first. Thus, it is possible for any of these structures to contain a 
nominal group. In the analysis of the nominal group in what follows, we 
will denote the premodifying items of the noun head by M, the noun head
itself by H, and the postmodifying clause(s) by Q (qualifier ). A nominal
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group will therefore, broadly consist of the following type of structure

M H Q------J

The arrows illustrate the direction in which the various modifying 
structures are pointing; that is, in the direction of the noun head 
contained within the square box. Further, we may say that the modifying 
items at M predict the occurrence of the noun head at H. (it is, of course 
possible to have nominal groups which have zero realisation of M and Q.”) 
Clearly, the head in the nominal group is the central (and hence, most 
important) semantic item. In fact, when we read à ’difficult' sentence 
it is to the hèads that we refer for our basic semantic interpretation.
In this sense, the word ’head’ should be construed in quite broad terms. |- 
It is not only nouns which can be used to form grammatical groups; adjectives, 
and verbs, for example, can form adjectival and verbal groups, respectively 
The heads of these groups are referred to as lexical heads. In the case 
of the nominal group, consider the heads in the following sentence

H Q %
It is the poor (who are to be pitied) not the rich 0

□In this example, the definite article and the adjective heads are under?- ■ 
lined and the postmodification (the 'cleft* or marked relative olausejis shown
in- brackets. The zero-symbol 0 denotes the deletion of the relative clause _ 
'who are to be pitied’ from the second head rich. The adjectives rich and ^  
poor are heads because they have the definite article as premodificatior|_
In other words, the two adjectives are here functioning as nouns. The 
gerund or verbal noun can also be a head in the nominal group.

M H Q
The teacher’s hitting (of the boy) shocked the whole school.

More technically, such groups are referred to as endoeentric constructions, 
that is, constructions where the head performs the same syntactic function 
as the whole group and may stand in place of it (Hockett, 1958, pp.183-190).

So far, it has been argued that the main semantic value of the sentence is 
carried by the heads. Going even further, the meaning of a sentence may be p
characterised as consisting essentially of the relationship between ’headed’
structures. In the case of the nominal group, the purpose of the various ^
modifying structures is to amplify and further specify the meaning of the ^

[
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heads. Accordingly, it is often possible to delete this modification 
(i.e., either M or Q, or even both at the same time) from the nominal 
groups and yet still retain a ’grammatical' sentence. This is not to 
suggest, howevep, that a sentence so changed will be synonymous with 
the original, only thht the broad semantic value will be retained. In 
illustration of this, we rriay consider the following sentence (whose 
constituency structure ife shown in square brackets):

^  1 S Vi A Vii
(1) T (without going through the details,] l̂ you can probably see that 

2 0 M H 5 Q
[the very low spatial frequencies] [represented by rhe straig^
L 3 0 4 M' H 5 Q
line]and [the very high frequencies] [associated with the sharp 

“J 4 5 Vi Vii yiii 2 1 A
corners

V 2 V ± VJLX VXJ-J- c- \ n.

3]] will be attenuated, ] ] giving the result shown in 25c

J (ST. 291. 1 & 2)

In this example, which displays left—branching structure, the superscripts 
indicate the adjunct, subject, verb and object. This is the level of 
analysis used in chapter one. However, when we refine the analysis we 
see that the (long) object contains two co-ordinated nominal groups.
The two nominal>groups and verb phrase (i.e., Vi Vii Viii) together 

J constitute the object of the verb ’see’ in the main clause. The heads
of the nominal groups, together with the accompanying modification at M 

I and Q, are indicated by the notation introduced on page 52. We mây delete
the postmodification (Q) from the nominal groups and produce the following 
minimal grammatical form:

n  (2) Without going through the details, you can probably see that the
LI very low spatial frequencies and the very high frequencies will be
rn attenuated, giving the result shown in 25c.
0

Although this new sentence does not contain anything like the .specificity 
of the unreduced sentence, it nevertheless retains what the original was 
’about’: a certain state (attenuated) is predicated of the subjects 

jj (frequencies) and, as such, produces the minimum form of structure which
the reader can still accept.D
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The second thing we notice about example (2) is that the items 
which premodify the head, as with all premodification in general, 
obey a strict sequential order. These items are:

H
Mthe very low spatial.------ a-- ---- ■■TT~̂ frequencies

Mthe very high. frequencies

We could not alter the order of this sequence without impairing its 
acceptability. This can be seen if we rewrite the sequence as follows

D
Dn

(5.) very low spatial . the frequencies.

(6) high the very frequencies.

This sequential order of the items which premodify the head is generalised 
in Halliday*s mnemonic of A.A. Hill’s description of the Noun Phrases

D

determiner
or

predeterminer

0

ordinal
or

cardinal
numeral

E

term of
evaluation
(adjective)

noun

N

noun
head

n
U

[
Ü

Using this rule, we can produce a sequence of items such ass

(7) [All th^(ten)(fine old")stone houses. (A,A, Hill Pages 230/239)
VI V IV III II 1 (Hill's sequence numbering)

but not:
(s) Fine old stone all the houses.

0

In a Chomskyan grammar, position E allows for recursion; that is, it has . 
no restriction qn the number of evaluative items which it may contain. 
However, once again, when linguistic performance is taken into account, 
there are obvious limits to the number of adjectives which may appear in 
premodifying position. Thq number of adjectives which may appear at 
position E depends on the number of postmodifying clauses which follow the 
head (position Q). We would have great difficulty in reading a sentence

Q
u
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which contained a noun head preceded by, say, six adjectives and 
followed by five postmodifying clauses. As with the subject of the 
sentence;, the numbers of premodifying items which may appear at 
position E is limited by an intuitive rule of acceptability to the 
reader: too much modification at M and Q will obscure the noun head.
This in turn affects the clarity of the whole sentence.

If we recall example (1), it can be seen that the two postmodifying 
clauses of the subjects frequencies themselves each contain a noun head, 
line and corners, respectively. This is illustrated in examples (10) 
and (11) below:

■Ü  ..  . Q M H
(10)

(11)

frequencies represented by the straight line

frequencies
H . Q ' M   E

associated with the sharp corners

The two heads line and corners take the attributive adjectives straight 
^  and sharp. The two qualifying clauses thus illustrate another position

in the structure of the nominal group which admits multiple repetition of 
n  ' grammatical structure. We could add another postmodifying clause

to the each of the noun heads line and corners. To do so, however, would 
-q considerably complicate the structure of the nominal group. In the same
J way that there is a limit to the number of evaluative items which may

precede the head of the nominal group, there is a limit to the number of 
postmodifying clauses which can be added to the head. In this way, thehe 
is a self-limiting relation between the premodification at M and the post
modification at Q. The latter may, in fact, be postulated as an in-built 
performance-constraint of English which regulates the amount of modification 
which occurs before and after the noun head. One of the things we look for 
when we try to characterise 'difficult' writing is writing which allows too 
much lexical detail at positions M and Q in the structure of the nominal 
group. This idea is made explicit by the following diagram:

J [fj
[h h q]

J  si
V

M ' H

0

V 0

V 0

f
V

?
1 2etc.

V 0
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So far, we have delineated the basic structure of the nominal group 
in terms of M, H and Q‘. Much of this discussion has been spent 
describing the principal characteristics of M and H. In the case of 
the former, we have noted the sequential character of its typical 
constituents; in the latter, we have given the criteria for 'headedness' 
in the nominal group. Three kinds of lexical item have been seen to 
function as heads: nouns, adjectives and gerunds. Until now, however, [1
we have only glossed the structures that typically occur at Q. In the 
remaining part of the discussion, we will be concerned with the 
classification of such postmodifying structures. Finally, we will apply 
the notion of the nominal group presented here to an example from poetry.
It is hoped that the latter will illustrate even more clearly the potential 
of the nominal group for complex syntactic structure.

Probably the most common type of qualifier of the noun head# ip the 
prepositional phrase:

D
M H    ' Q

(12) The judge's attitude towards the accused was totally uncompromising.

M H Q
(1 3) His I involvement! in the illegal trafficking of drugs promises to

0
I

pave the way for his downfall. L

A more diverse group of structures which qualify the head is'that of 
non-finite clauses. For example, when the head of the nominal group is 
an abstract nom, the structure of the postmodifying clause is sometimes 
that of preposition plus gerundial clause :

M H - Q
(l4) His |ix)le in rallying the support of the electors was recognised

by even his opponents.

M  a. Q
(1 3) His I preference I for arranging things with the greatest economy of

effort often contributed to his success as an administrator. |j

Other non-finite constructions which follow the head are those which 
contain a present partieiple:

■ M H__ Q
(16) The detective is the man jstanding in the vestibule c
* A point long recognised in studies of nominal heads is that abstract 
nouns like those in (l2)(l3)(l4) and (15) are potentially more difficult 
to comprehend than concrete nouns like man in (l6).
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or a to-infinitive:
M H Q

to address yourselves to has already been mentioned.(17) The •problem

D
n
D
D
D
ij
LJ

0
0
-J

D

or finally, a past participle: 
M . H Q

(18) The I applicant I rejected by the interview panel decided to look 
elsewhere for employment.

Adjectives may also follow the head:
M H Q

most anxious to work is not necessarily the most(19) The student
intelligent.

The latter is, strictly speaking, an adjective plus a to-infinitiye.
A variety of adverb forms may also follow the head:

■ ' M, H Q
(20) Conrad's experiences in Africa are at the heart of his novels.

M H
(21) We spent our holidays

Q ■
last summer on the Norfolk Broads

Relative clauses are another common way of qualifying the head (formfed by 
who, whom, which, that, whose, etc):

M H Q
(22) Their handling of the problem I which I had found quite impossible

was a success.

There are also constructions which contain nouns in apposition to the 
subject of the sentence. Where the item in apposition is a clause, it is 
called an appositive clause (Leech, 1975, P* 270). In the case of the 
simple noun head in the postmodifying clause, however, we say that there 
is modification by a second noun head:

H M H Q
of President Kennedy, had(25) I'Lee Harvey Oswald, the assassin

access to highest priority secrets when he,was a marine....’

(Guardian, 20.2.78)

The postmodifioation in example (23) contains an endoeentric head and the 
apposition relation is therefore between two endoeentric structures. This
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is to be contrasted with example (24), which has a noun head followed 
by a subordinate that clause :

M -. k , Q
(24) The assumption that differences between different populations

or different ecotypes would disappear if they were subject to 
a common environment is a hangover frbm the early descriptive, 
phase of ecological genetics.

(ST. 291 (1 & 2))

In example (24) the appositive clause, together with the subject (the 
assumption) creates a nominalisation. This nominalisation takes the 
form of turning- a finite clause into an abstract nominal group. For 
example, the corresponding finite clause to example (24) would begin:

People assume that ....

Examples (12) to (24) represent the main types of postmodification of

which is quite complex in structure. The final (object) nominal group, 
for example, embeds two further object nominal groups ('All thinking 
(things, all objects of all thought). These latter nominal groups are the 
direct objects of the verb impels. Thus; the structure and complexity of

D

u

the noun head. To complete this discussion, we may now apply our total 
characterisation of. thé nominal group to an,example from poetry.. Consider, 
for example, the following extract from Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey:

u

D
And I have felt
A presence that' disturbs me with the joy 
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused.
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns.
And the round ocean and the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man; p
A motion and a spirit that impels J
All thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And rolls through all things.

The first thing we notice about this extract is that it provides an 
example of what has been called the verse paragraph (Widdowson, 1975)" 
That is, the extract constitutes one complete sentence which spreads over 
many lines (10 in all). The second thing we notice is that the total 
sentence consists, broadly speaking, of a subject (I_) and a transitive 
verb (felt) which takes three nominal groups as direct objects, each of
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this extract can be explained in terms of the structure of its 
constituent nominal groups. The basic structure of the extract is 
given in examplfe (À5) below:

0
D
n
0
0n

D

S Vi Vii

Embedded
objects

(25) 1. 

2. 
5.

. 4.

5.

And I have felt 
M' H 4

Oi(A
Q

presence
M H

that distracts me with the -------- H------

Of elevated thoughts;
Qi "H \ Q .

)Oii (a sense
M

sublime

Of
Qii

something I far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns.

7.

And the round ocean and the living air.

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;

M H H Qi
8. Oiii(A [motion and a spirit that impels

9.

10.
(All thinking things, (all objects of all thought.

Qii
And rolls through all things, )))

In example (25) the Q superscripts denote the postmodifying 
clauses, and the other superscripts (i.e, M, H and q) denote' 
the embedded modification within the clause* Clearly, not all of 
the smaller nominal groups are shown in this analysisç for clarity of 
presentation, only the superordinate nominal group structures are indicated. 
The. square brackets indicate the total length of the (inclusive) .postmodifying 
clause, while the round brackets show the length of each of the object 
nominal groups. As can be seen, most of the postmodifying clauses at Q 
are relative clauses (see example (22) p. 57)* The relative clauses 
begin on lines (2), (5) and (8) with that, whose, and that, respectively. 
Multiple postmodification is illustrated in lines (2),(5),(4),(5),(7) «nd (9), 
with the embedded heads and their accompanying modifiers. Frequent use 
is made in this extract of the co-ordinating conjunction and to conjoin' 
headed structures (signalled by double lines). We might also note, finally,
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the inversion of the normal order of premodifier + noun which occurs 
at the end of line (3). Here the n o r m a l l y ,attributive adjective sublime r
occurs in position Q, where it becomes a postposed adjective.

In conclusion, the purpose of this section has been to increase the 
specificity of our categories for analysing syntactic'complexity in 
English text. This complexity cannot be satisfactorily analysed with only 
such broad constituents of the clause ad S, 0, C and A. These major 
constituents often contain an inner complexity of their own. Any analysis p
of syntactic complexity must try to characterise this internal structure. L
This structure has been seen to consist of a lexical (or grammatical) 
head with its accompanying modifiers. It is the scope for indefinite 
repetition within the various modifying structures that often-creates 
syntactic complexity in the sentence. Once more, this scope for indefinite 
repetition is controlled by an intuitive rule of acceptability to the 
reader. Excessive modification at positions M and Q in the nominal groupes) 
will obscure the semantic relation between the various heads; a concomitant 
effect of this will be'to delay the sentence-boundary. Perhaps the most p
important implication here is that large-scale syntactic complexity in 
text is often a consequence of complexity at a much more micro level of 
structure. L
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SECTION 2.2: Apposition

The previous section illustrated the focal importance of lexical heads 
in sentence structure. Next to the main verb, the heads are the mobt 
important constituents of the clause and represent its basic semantic 
content. The function'of the various modifying structures is to make ; 
more precise or further specify the meaning of the heads which they 
accompany. From a strict, semantic point of view, therefore, the 
modifying structures within the sentence occupy a more subordinate role 
than the lexical heads. The syntactic clarity of a sentence is impaired 
when its modifying structures obscure the relation between its lexical 

"\ heads. A 'difficult’ sentence may also result when the headed structures
J themselves, due to excessive modification, delay the main verb (and hence,

also, the sentence-boundary). Up to this point, howevep, we have only 
"1 considered the modification of lexical heads in terms of the premodifying

and postmodifying structures of the individual nominal group. In this 1 section we will consider anothep, equally important, way of modifying the
heads of a sentence, namely, apposition between headed structures. In 

'1 section 2.1 we briefly introduced apposition in terms of its postmodifying
^  function (see examples (23) and (24) above) but did not examine it in any

great detail. Although apposition may occur between the heads of a great 
U  variety of the elements of clause structures (e.g., between adjectives,

verbs, complements, etc.), the examples of apposition we will consider will 
f be apposition between nominal groups. The aim of this section is to show

that apposition, if used excessively, may also contribute to syntactic 
ij ' complexity in text. . -

Apposition denotes both a semantic and grammatical relation between heads
J  or headed structures. Items related in this way are called appositives.
 ̂ The grammatical relation between appositives besides in an identity of

J  grammatical form; the semantic relation concerns the co-referential nature
of the constituents. 'Identity of grammatical form' means that' the second 

^  appositive must repeat in some way the grammatical form of the first. Such
repetition may take the form of direct lexical repetition, deletion,

‘ substitution or a combination of these forms. The technical name given to
such repetition of clause structure is replacement (Winter (80)-forthcoming)?
'The co-referential nature of the constituents' means that the two appositives
must either be identical in reference or the reference of the one 
must be included in that of the other (Quirk et al., 1972). Thus,
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in example (1)

(1) Mrs Jones, the farmer's wife, was elected chairperson of the 
committee last week.

L Jn
-J

D
•Mrs Jones’ and ’the farmer's wife' refer to the same person. The two , 
are both nominal groups and so produce a relation of nominal apposition^" F
There are two types of noniinal apposition, however, which must be 
distinguished. The first, as illustrated by example (1) above, is where pj
the second head.of the relation does not repeat the lexical item of the 
first head. In the second type, the second head repeats the lexical item 
of the first head, as illustrated in example (2) below: U

(2) Tbe PrARidAnt sooke of the problem, America's problem, of how to Q
avoid engaging in a nuclear arms—race with Russia.

n
In example (2), the first head (piqoblem) is lexically repeated by the 
second head. The replacement also takes the form of subsitution of the p
premodifier America's for the definite reference of the first head. This lJ
relation is sometimes made fully explicit by such adverbiale as more p-
precisely, more exactly, etc. L

One good test for apposition is to try and rewrite the two appositives in Fj
the form of à S V C Structure. The appositives in examples (1) and (2)
would therefore be rewritten as (3) and (4): . Q

8 ¥ r C -j
(3) Mrs Jones is [the farmer's wife.J -j

8 V r C 1
(4) The problem is [America’s problem^] D
In this resepct, apposition is an intensive relationship (Quirk et al.,
1972). If we take the first appositive as our point of reference, then |
its relation with the second appositive is clearly cataphoric. However, 
this cataphoric relation is not a defining feature of apposition and does p
not enable us to distinguish it from other types of grammatical relation. L
Consider, in this instance, example (5) below: [
(5) One thing is sure; the B.B.C. will be broadcasting the truth long

after the present regime can make trouble for the Teheran correspondent

(Daily Telegraph, 27-3"79)»
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In this example, the whole of the second independent clause is a lexical 
realisation (See Winter ill) PP.86/87 and Chapter Four) of the nominal 
group One thing in the first independent clause. One thing anticipates , 
the lexical detail provided by the second independent clause. The latter 
simply adds information to the general statement of the first independent 
clause. There is no replacement of structure here, no common head between 
the two clauses', ib exkmple (5), therefore, we do not speak of apposition 
between the two clauses, but of cataphoric substitution. Apposition must 
also ,be distinguished froà verbless adverbial adjuncts. ,This is illustrated 
in examples (6^ and (7) below:

^  / - " /4. d ... ^
(6) Normally a quiet person, John nevertheless became indignant at' 

his neighbour’s suggestion.

(7) A close friend of the policeman, Paul was able to take great 
liberties with the law. .

In example,(6) the verbless adjunct is concessive (Although he was a 
quiet person’), while in example (7) it is causal ('Since he was 
a close friend of the policeman'). Examples such as these are clearly 
distinguished from apposition when their lexical content is taken into 
account.

Like Q of the nominal group, the second appositive postmodifies the
n  first appositive (or first head). As for M and Q, the function of the
U  second appositive is to amplify or further specify the meaning of the
r-j . first. The implication here is that the first appositive is the most
L  central semantic item of the two; just as for M and Q of the nominal

group, we can often delete the second appositive and yet still retain 
^  a grammatical sentence. An incidental effect of this second head is to

interrupt the relation between the first head and the adjoining clause
1  structure. In example (I), for instance, the second appositive ('the

farmer's wife') interrupts the relation between the first appositive 
Mrs Jones (subject) and the main verb was. In a similar way to the 
long subject construction, the second appositive is here delaying the 
main verb of the sentence. There is thus scope in apposition for Relaying

J  important parts of clause structure; moreover, its over-frequent use in
the sentence will result in a complex syntax. The likelihood of 

] excessive apposition leading to a difficult sentence is all the greater
when we reflect that it may occur between or within the structure of the
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major Constituents of the sentence, namely S, V, C, 0 and A.

Apposition has no single typographical signal; in fact, in some cases 
there is nb punctuation used at all. Appositives may be linked by 
any of the following tupes of punctuation: semi-colon, comma, dàsh or 
round bracket. Therè are, in addition, certain adverbials which make 
further Explicit the appobi$i6nal meaning of the relation. Typical items 
of connection in this respect are: namely, that is,- that is to say, this 
is that - clause, more specifically, in particular, to be more precise, 
more precisely, what this means is, for example, for instance, etc. In 
those cases where there is no such explicit indicator of the relation, 
the nature of the relation is implicitly signalled by its repetition semantics. 
That is, tAe identity between the heads of the relation denotes the 
appositional meaning; it is a characteristic of implicit apposition, 
however, that it can be made explicit by the insertion of adverbials.

The first set of examples we will consider represent the most common 
type of apposition, namelyV where the second appositive interrupts the 
relation between the subject and main verb of the clause. A variety of 
types of apposition'may perform this same interruptive function. Consider, 
in this instance, example (8) on page 65.

n
In what follows, we will examine a variety of types of apposition, paying Q
close attention to the nature of the interruption in the structure of the 
Claude which results from its use. It is hoped that the examples analysed 
will be sufficiently comprehensive to allow certain"generalisations to be 
made about the range and structure of apposition. These examples will, 
at the same time, enable us to characterise certain examples of 'difficult' 
text at the end,of the section. The bulk of the examples used in this

' 4 (1analysis of apposition are culled from Open University course units. With jJ
the exception of certain examples considered at the end of the section, ^
however, this selection is purely one of convenience. The source of each
example, together with the page reference, is given in brackets underneath.
The constituency-structure of each sentence is 'indicated by a' labelled 
bracketing, while the first appositive is denoted by a single horizontal 
line and the second appositive with two lines. Finally, any deletion which 
occurs in the second member of the relation is shown by the zero-symbol 
0 in that part of structure where it occurs.

D
0
D
Q
D
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8 ; M H Q

(8) Fia systematic 1comparison) of the two descriptions (that is, 
L L  M  . TT ' H  , 0 Vi'*   V tT---M . Ë - H . Q v r  Vii
some kind .of I content’analysis! of the two 0) might have 

  — ---- — —  ^
given l̂ a different impression^"]

J . , (D. 305. Block 8, 14-13, p.32)

In this example the second appositive is typographically signalled by 
round brackets and is made fully explicit by the adverbial that is. The 
appositional meaning of this relation is one of narrowing-down; the second 
head provides a more precise specification of the first appositive. What is 
especially interesting about this example is the replacement which occurs 
in the second member of this relation. The latter replaces the subject of 
the sentence; more precisely, it replaces the' subject's lexical head and

1  ■J modification. The head of the first nominal group (comparison) is shown
in the box; so, too.,, is the compound noun head in the second nominal group
(content analysis). The new head of the second nominal group is postmodified
by the same prepositional phrase as the first, namely,'of the two', except
that the head (descriptions) has been deleted. In short, example (8)
illustrates an apposition relation between two nominal groups, the second
of which delays the verb phrase of the main clause. The replacement meaning
of the second member is thus manifested by a combination of substitution 

.and deletion.

Example (9) below illustrates a slightly different type of replacement of
the postmodification of a nominal group in the second appositive:

8 M ,H : ,Q
■ M „

(9) rfMr. Pym's vision of the EEC's future] - 0 of an evolutionary 
H ^  ■ —  -

development I leading to an exciting new future at the end of the
T

- is Fas éntlcing-'as it,, is .vagueJl l
(Guardian, 21.3*79)

The head of the subject.in this sentence is postmodified by the possessive 
phrase 'of the EEC's future'. The second appositive replaces this post
modification by a new nominal group. The common noun head between the two 
appositives is vision, although this head and its premodification have 
been deleted in the second, apposed nominal group. Unlike example (8), the 
interruption between subject and main verb in this example is typographically 
signalled by the dash and there is no explicit item of connection between 
the tw6 apposed members. Ekample (9) is therefore a case of implicit 
apposition.
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The relation in example (10) is also typographically signalled by

the dash: ;
S M H Q ____________

(10)rr The actual Icharacterisatlonj of male or female (Tonsciousnesi| - 
LL  ---  “ ' C M H

pE^^ it feels like'to be a woman or a man and the J difference

it makes, to the, wavs in which we are in the world - demands

I considerable subtlety. 11 "1
L. , -J”* (D 3 0 5. Block 9. 16-17, p.10) U

Example (1 0) illustrates apposition between a nominal group (first appositive)jj 
and à co-ordinated WH-olausé and nominal group. The WH-item in the second _
m e m b e r  functions as a noun head, so that there are, in fact, two noun heads |_j
in this second member of the relation. If we take apposition as an intensive 
relationship, then the second member could be seen as deleting the noun |“
head characterisation, together with its postmodification 'of male and 
female consciousness', and adding a complement. Thus, the two members .  ̂ pj 
might be rewritten: 'The actual characterisation of male or female consciousna, 
is ...' The main verb demands is delayed by the second appositive. Finally, 
example (1 0) also illustrates implicit apposition: the explicit indication 
of the relation (that is) has been deleted, although the latter could, of 
course, be inserted without changing the meaning of the relation.

Another type of grammatical replacement is illustrated in example (11 . p
- - H H LS M

H-Il [[This rather surprising I finding - that | occupational appear _|-

to be listed in rank order for certain parts of the country,
" ' i' " . - ~  V 1  V 1(1 ^  f—

not for others, in a. country-wide survey. - r.hould serve as [a , L

warning against making assumptions about how lists are drawn^up, T

[without very careful examination of the whole documents,] [ prior 

to any sampling procedure that may be undertaken]]j
r

(D. 301, 13-15, P-28) L

The replacement that occurs here is of a tbat-clause
apposed to the nominal group 'This rather surprising finding'. The intensive
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J relation between the two members is shown if we rewrite them as: 'The
rather surprising finding is that X'. Thus, the head of the subject of
the sentence is replaced by a new noun head (occupations) in the subordinate
that-clause, which delays the main verb of the main clause.

-n
.J A substitute this as head in a relative clause which defines it can also

function as appositive, as in (l2) below:

0
0
D

D
U

D
0
0
D

mentioned on page 111 are founded on this class structure,] [ so 
S H ■ H Q L

D
3  that |“ capitalists J- |th

0

S
(12) (According to Marx,] jthe other aspects of social organisation 

LL . i U Vii PP

who wield economic power - tend to

be [the most economically privileged to control political power

and to enjoy higher status than the labouring class.

(D.301. 13-15, p.l4).

Here, the subject of the first member (capitalists) is replaced by the 
deictic item those in the second member, which is qualified by a restrictive 
relative clause. Thus, the subordinate clause of the second appositive 
interrupts the relation between the subject and verb (to be) of a (super- 
ordinate) subordinate clause.

The apposition relation of example (13), too, functions to interrupt the 
subject of a subordinate that-clause from its main verb:

8 Vi A Vii M H
ri (13) riThe biographies] were so constructed [that f the individual items]
[J . Lg M H L NT II M

comprising then] (type of background , social status!. school
JL

achievement
Vi A C A Vii^ ,

etc.) were systematically and independently varied.jJ

(D 305. Block 8, 14-15. p.59)

In this example, the subject nominal group is more specifically replaced 
in the second member by three separate nominal groups, which are typo
graphically signalled by round brackets. The appositional meaning of the 
relation is implicit, but could be made explicit by inserting an adverbial 
such as for example or that is before the first head in the second member.
Once more, the second member delays the main verb, in this case were.
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In example (14) below, however, the adverbial item for example does 
appear explicitly, thereby marking the relation as one of instantiation; 

A 8 H Q .
(14) jjPhus, [ demotions which were subjectively rated as similar to one

H C H : V C
another] (for example, noy and cheerfulness ) were [more difficult

to distinguish than f lemotionsT rated as different!! (for example, 
h" C H '  ̂ ' " ■ Jj -

illustrates a case of two-fold parallel apposition, where the relation in 
each case is both functionally and grammatically the same.

Correlative commas are used in example (15) to signal the second appositive; 
8 H '

(15) r fïPrivatisationi1 an ugly word for a simple solution to over-manhing,
■ Vi A Vii , 0
is already attracting [attention from go-ahead authorities.]]

( (The Daily Telegraph, 27.5-79)-

D
D

Hoy and disgust )^ ~j
(D 505. Block 8, 14-15, p.76). nThe subject of this sentence is composed of a noun head and a restrictive U

relative clause. The second appositive replaces the latter with two co- 
ordinated nominals 'joy and cheerfulness', thereby delaying the main verb jj
were. Example (l4) is especially interesting in that it contains two 
instances of apposition. In the second relation, the second member also  ̂ Q
consists of two co-ordinated nominals in apposition to the subject emotions.
The first head in this relation, however, is part of a complement which is H
functioning as a comparative clause. Although there are two instances of 
apposition in this sentence, there is only one case of interruption between m
subject and main verb, in the first relation. Example (l4) therefore U

D
D

The second member of this relation occurs within an evaluation of the first | 
member and is limited to 'a solution to over-manning'. As we will see in 
chapter three, the lexical items evaluating the first member of this relation fl 
fulfil quite a different semantic function in the sentence to that of apposition^ 
Again, the second member of the relation delays the main verb (in this instancep 
is) of the main clause. H.

In sum, examples (8) .to (15) all illustrate how the same interruptive function p  
(i.e. between subject and main verb) can be carried out by a variety of U
appoèitional forms, all operating within the-structure of the nominal group. ^
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The interruption between subject and main verb may occur within the 
context of a main clause or a subordinate clause. A variety of typographical 
devices may be used to signal the same type of interruptive relation. In 
the examples which follow, we will see that there,are many more parts of 
clause structure which admit interruption by an appositive structure. For 
example, it is possible to have an apposition relation-which interrupts an 
embedded adverbial adjunct from its main clause:

A A
(16) [[Finally,] [when Triandis and Hambert came to look at the emotion

categories intô which the subject groups had placed the expressions,]
J  r B -V _ 0 p A M

rthey found 1 that I while the American group made fairly 'accurate'
^  H p  ■ M H > Q V v^ G
L  lidentifications j (i.e. the categories that they chose matched [the

D

D
0

D
D

"J emotions intended by the photographic model)] [the Greek groups made

 ̂ a significant number of misidentifications]]

D 305, Block 8, 14-13, p.81)

nvJ In example (16), the main structure is represented by a matrix-clause of
the form 'they found that X'. The function of the matrix-clause is to embed 

[_ another sentence, which it then comments on or evaluates in some way. In
this sentence, the embedded sentence of the matrix-clause is represented by

[] «the Greek groups made a significant number of misidentifications.® The latter
is delayed by an adverbial clause which is embedded within the total matrix 
clause. This adverbial clause, however, is itself part of an apposition 
relation which further delays the embedded sentence of the matriz-struoture.
In the second appositive, the head identifications is replaced by the head 
categories and its postmodifying (restrictive) relative clause. The apposition 
which occurs in example (16) thus interrupts the larger matrix-clause; moreover, 
it further delays an already delayed clause by securing immediately after an 
embedded adverbial adjunct clause.

This same type of interruption by an apposition relation is illustrated in 
example (17):

s V A m

(17) [[The most interesting feature of Little's results! was [that [on the 
• ' H Q M ^

second [ measure of complexity (the number of independently deployed
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categories ) [femâle students tended to score higher than

males, on the third measure male students scored higher than 

females, and on the first measure the scores of the tv;o groups 

of students did not differ significantly]]]

(D 303, Block 8, 14-13, p.44).

In this example, the embedded structure of the matrix-clause (i.e.'the most 
interesting feature of Little's results was that X') functions as the 
subjective complement. The latter consists of three independent clauses, 
which are delayed by the second appositive. Once more, an embedded adjunct 
clause precedes the clause embedded by the larger matrix-clause. Thus, 
example (17) also illsutrates a two-fold delaying of clause structure.
The second member of the apposition relation replaces the head measure by 
the head categories and its premodification, which is typographically 
signalled by round brackets.

Apposition can also interrupt an adjunct clause from a main clause which 
does not occur in a matrix-structure. This is the case in example (I8) 
below:

A
(18) [jwhen writers like Simone de Beauvoir and Sheila Rowbotham begin ;

0:
0not only to delineate the constructed nature of such dimensions,

r-A V ■ ° Q mi ' n
[but also to propose [new modes of apprehending reality[ (for example,[j

in
H Q,

notionsl of transforming women's consciousness), [then our view

of sections of the world and of ourselves as stable and natural may 

be temporarily undermined.]]
(D 303, Block 9, 16-17, p.11). u

The first appositive in this example functions as the direct object of the 
verb propose and is part of a larger adjunct clause. The second appositive 
interrupts this adjunct from the main clause (beginning 'then our view of 
sections ...'). In this example, there are thus three separate structures 
which all function to delay the main clause: two sentence-initial adjuncts 
and an apposition relation. Finally, the head modes is replaced in the 
second appositive by the head notions and its modification. A parallel
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t
type of structure is provided by example (19):

; A A M H{  i-
(19) [[certainly,] [in the choice between major perceptual classesj

H H H H
(e.g. {attitudes,) ideas, | abilities, | traits| ),[ individual

perceiver factors (as well as context) must play a larger part

than the characteristics of the perceived person]]

(D 3.03, Block 8, 14-13, p.43).

In this example, there are also two adjuncts (the first of which is a 
sentence adjunct'} before the main clause (which begins 'individual perceiver 
factors... '). Here, too, the main clause is delayed by three levels of 
structure: the two adjuncts and second appositive. The example differs 
from example (18), however, in that the first head (classes) is replaced 
in the second member of the relation by four, unmodified noun heads. But 
like example (1$), the appositional meaning is one of instantiation, 
explicitly indicated by the adverbial for example. , .

Co-ordinated structures are also frequently interrupted by appositives:
M ,

(20) [ihis is true lbabh_ of [our inferences about the more-static 
H Q H

features of others] (e.g. traits M

H H H
of personality) and [the more

dynamic features (e.g. mood emotion )•]]
(D 303, Block 8, 14-13, p.34)

D

D

In this example, the correlative co-ordinators are shown by the broken 
line. There are two instances of apposition in this sentence, the first 
of which interrupts a co-ordination of two nominal groups. In the first 
relation, the head features is replaced by the head traits in the second 
member, while in the second relation, the second member adds two unmodified 
noun heads. Thus, although there are two separate apposition relations in 
this sentence, there is only one case of interruption.

A different type of co-ordination is interrupted in example (21) below:
A 61 Vi C

(21) [|ln discussing the inferences we draw about others] [it is useful
Vii M

jto distinguish be_twe_en [those which concern relatively static
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unchanging {features! pf others (e.g. {personalities, IT^titudes^
H C 0

ah il it i ^  ) ^nd [these which concern relatively dynamic changing
■ ■ , _ a ----------1------ H-------- 1 H__  m - m[features] (e.g. thoughts,{ emotions I and fmoodsj )JJJJ J

(D 3 0 3. Block 8, 14-13, p.33) jLj

In
The main clause of this sentence begins with Introductory-It (S.) followed 
by a complement and the real subject (8-). The latter contains two co- [
ordinated object nominal groups, both of which are objects of the verb |Q
distinguish. Both objects are each apposed to a second appositive which 
consists of three unmodified (plural) noun heads. It is only the first rQ
apposition relation, however, which interrupts the structure of the clause, j
In this relation the second appositive interrupts the co-ordination of the (p
two object.nominal groups. In sum, this example illustrates an apposition [Ü
relation which is used to interrupt the structure of a delayed subject.
We might also note, finally, that the second appositive in both relations 
occurs at the end of a relative clause. > |■ ■ ■ ■■ . . ' nA final instance of the interruption of co-ordination by apposition is JlJ
provided by example (22)J V

A A
(2 2 ) [[However] [as the months went b] (overall we visited the wing ;

- M H M H M H Q M
the. locks, the landings. the guards on every corner, the

H M tt
oppressive heat.J the lack of ventilation - but rathe_r the type

!U

for a period of four years) [we began to lose interest in the

nature of their criminality and became increasingly absorbed by Q

the problems which they faced in coping with their present realityH 
' M H Q

of inner subjective life which developed in response to those

-n Uoppressive circumstances. J J  »

(D 3 0 3 , Block 9, 16-1 7, p.1 3).
. , '  ̂ u

At first sight, this example contains only one instance of apposition: the p
head properties is replaced an the second appositive by five separate nominal ij
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groups, which complete a relation of instantiation. On a closer 
examination, however, the whole of the second part of the sentence 
(i.e. that part after the semi-colon) can be seen as supplying the 
particulars of the 'problem’ referred to in the first part of the 
sentence. This second part of the sentence can therefore be seen to 
be in an apposition relation with the head of the first part (problem).
In sum, there are two instances of apposition in'this sentence, where the 
second instance is embedded within the first. Moreover, the second relation 
interrupts the correlative co-ordinators not only .... but also, which are 
used to co-ordinate two nominal groups.

Another case of double apposition is provided by example (23):
A S V : C

(2 3 ) [[For hirnl [Mar̂ O , pclass' is the mechanism of social change,]
C A ^ 8 Vi Viii M H
and fin general]|a person's clas] is determined by one [criterion 
Q ^ M lî^ ' . Q M H Q
only: his position in relation to the |means of production; in

-R IT----
]  other words, ̂ hether he is an owner of capital employing labour

in the pursuit of profit,F a non-owner who has to sell his labour

to a capitalist in order to survive, for a non-capitalist landowner.

U  (D 301, 13-13, p.11).

[] The third appositive in this example is shown by the three horizontal lines.
The head criterion in the first appositive is replace by the head position 

U  in the second. The latter, however, is replaced by three separate nominal
groups in the third appositive, these heads being owner, non-owner, and 
landowners, respectively. The explicit item of connection for the third 
appositive (in other words) suggests that this third relation is one of 

'I he-phrasing.
I

All the examples that we have considered so far have been of appositional 
relations Within the samè sentence, even cases of double apposition such 
as examples (22) and (23). Apposition can also occur across sentence

^  boundaries, where the, first and second appositives.are in different sentences,
J  In such cases, the appositional meaning of the relation is often made

explicit by an adverbial of some kind. Thus,consider example (24):

(24) [it seems likely that [the jcategoriesl which are ^salient' to the
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individuaîj are fthose with 'functional significance' ]]
. S ^

(Tajfel, 1969)^1 r In other words, fthe salient IcategoïdeèlI    - I - - - - - - -- ---I - - - r-mr i-i..  —  , ■■  - —«.—
'V c
are Fthose which are.of most use to the individual in organising

Iiis world.]]
D 303, Block 8, 14-13, p.41)

Clearly, when apposition does occur across sentence bounderies there is 
less deletion of structure and more repetition of the structure of the 
preceding appositive. For example, in the second appositive (sentence (2)) 
there is a diîrect repetition of the S V G structure of the first appositive. 
In additioii, there is also repetition of the noun head categories and its 
premodification (salient)., However, while in the first appositive salient 
is part of a ppstmodifying relative clause, in the repeated structure it 
becomes attributive to the noun head categories. The repeated complement 
of the second appositive rephrases the complement of the first member. 
Nominal groups are still the basis for such repetition; in example (24) 
the nominal groups represent the subject of each sentence. In such cases of 
apposition (which occur across sentence-boundaries) we can no longer 
speak of interruption of the structure of the clause. As we will see in 
Chapter four, this type of apposition interrupts larger discourse 
structures which are respdnsible for the relations between sentences.

There is a similar repetition of structure in example (25) below:
; s ■ \ A ; V M

(25) f[rhe judgement Studies,] [like Darwin's studies,] assume the
: H ' V C , M H • , Q . ;

determinacyl and discrete |qualitylof emotional states and their

associated expressions.j|| In other words, in posing emotional 
S '* ̂  V 0 M

1.1 assumed that [they were obtaining 'the

associated with the different emotions aimed at by the models
I

' D 303, Block 8, 14-13, p.74). ^

0

n

D

right' emotion poses, and that those used were in real life uniquely p
   : : : L

In contrast to ekample (23), in this sentence it is the object (nominal 
group) of the verb assume which is repeated in the second appositive sentence D
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This-complex nominal group is repeated in the form of an embedded 
“I sentence in a matrix-clause, which is of the form: 'Feleky et al»
J  assumed that X."’ There is also repetition in this second member of
_  the relation of the (notional) subject and main verb of the first
jj appositive. Like example (24), the same adverbial (in other words)

is used to make explicit the semantics of the relation, namely, rephrasing.1
J The apposition relation in example (26) is even more interesting from the

point of view of lexical repetition: ^
S V . A H .

(26) I All our belief J] are [to a degree] Fgroundlessl That is,_ LLg ^ C J L -I g vl — IT—
tbcy are [ const met ions about the world] they are F provisional]

U  they_are_^ubject to invalidation in the face of counterinstances]]

2  Co..305, Block 8, 14-15, p.62).

In this example, tÉe first clause is an unspecific declarative which is
followed by a specific (appostive) declarative clause,̂  Within the second
appositive clause, the S V C  structure is repeated three times, so
that the original complement is specified by three appositional complements.
The second member of this relation is highly marked in structure because
of its strong repetition semantics. The appositional meaning of this
relation is in contrast with the rephrasing semantics of examples (24) and
(25); here, the relation is one of narrowing-down the meaning of the (abstract)
noun head groundless in the first appositive. Example (27) also replaces
the complement of the first appositive sentence:

A 8 Vi Vii Viii
(27) IiFinally,] I the process of perceiving emotion] may be regarded as

C H. Q S Vi Vii Viii C H
[a process of inference^] j~ That is, it may be regarded as a process
Q
of going beyond available data in order to construe experience. ]]

< ;

(p 305, Block 7, 14-15, p.67).

Like example (26), the second member of this relation repeats the S V G  
structure of the first member. Like example (26) which repeats 8 V lexically 
twice, there is an even higher degree of lexical repetition of the verb and 
its adjunct complement (it may be regarded as a process..) In terms of
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its direct lexical repetition, example (27) is even more marked than 
example (26). There are two reasons for lexical repetition between 
adjoining sentences. The first represents an attempt to avoid ambiguity 
of reference. The second, however, has to do with the rhetorical marking 
of certain parts of structure, as illustrated in example (27).

The examples of apposition that we have analysed so far enable us to make 
certain generalisations about the structure and function of apposition withir[J 
the sentence. Firstly, replacement semantics is an obligatory part of 
appositional structure, “this replacement is a function of an underlying F  
semantics of renhrasing or narrowing-down of the lexical content of some 
part of clause sthiicture. Viewed in this way, apposition is a postmodifying 
structure whose scope of backward reference is to the nearest identical 
grammatical or lexical structure. As we have seen,.heads constitute the 
principal items of appositional structure; it is around such items that 
replacement takes place. Secondly, a variety of typographical devices p
are used to perform the same appositional function, although-apposition [
cannot be defined in terms of any one of these. Thirdly, the implications 
of apposition for syntactic complexity in text arise from its interruptive [  
role within structure. In the context of the clause, apposition may 
interrupt the relation between major constituents, such as between subject Q  
and main verb. The latter is illustrated in examples (8) to (15). It may 
also interrupt the relation between clauses. Thus examples (l6) to (19) 
illustrate how an adjunct clause is separated from the main clause which 
it modifies. Moreover, examples (20) to (22) show how co-ordinated (main) 
clauses may be separated by appositive structures. Perhaps the most 
important implication of all for syntactic complexity, however, arises 
from the potential of apposition to be used more than once in the sentence, 
either separately (as in example (l4)) or consecutively (as in example (25)). 
As with the long subject construction, the excessive use of this interruptivQ 
function delays our compréhension of important items in the text. Finally, 
examples (24) to (27) have shown that apposition may occur across sentence 
boundaries. In such cases, there is a tendency towards marked structure 
in the second appositive. Also, the nature of the relation here is always .— 
made explicit by the use of adverbials which denote appositional meaning. '*L 
We have noted, provisionally, that apposition across sentence boundaries 
can interrupt larger discourse structures. The latter will be discussed 
more fully in chapter four.
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The examples of apposition that we have analysed enable us to appreciate 
the role of apposition within the clause and to develop some idea of 

r  its interruptive range within text. , • The types of interruption
that'we have'c'onsidered in relation^ to apposition certainly do not 
exhaust the full range of possibilities; nevertheless, they provide 
a sufficiently comprehensive picture to show the potential of apposition 
for creating syntactic complexity in text. Moreover, they have provided 
us with enough categories for us to be able to analyse certain examples 
of ’difficult' text. Consider, for instance, example (28) below:

S A V 0 M H Q
(28) [[Berger et al] also consider more [“direct |con.junctions | between

JL

of technological consciousness] (
H .. Vi Vii . Viii

reality can be divided into
G. C ^ M H ._. 0.

self-contained unitsi) and fthe 'taxonomic propensity' of
_ M H Q

bureaucratic consciousness! (the urgejto categorically classify
M ■ H ....

T>Vionnmfirin V and also [moro basic disjunctions such as between

the technological emphasis upon the separability of means and ends

(the cogs the workers produce can go into a motor car as a 
C

nuclear weapon) and [the bureaucratic 'non' separability of means 

and ends.]] (It's rarely a question of an individual just getting 

a form, it's essential that the correct procedure is gone through 

to receive it, for example, by application to the right place - the 

link between means and ends has a 'positive moral value.')

(D 505, Block 9, 16-17, p.26).

After a first reading of example (28) one's initial reaction is simply 
to consider the sentence as long and unwieldy. However, on closer examinâtlor 
the structure of the sentence is seen to consist, basically, of a 8 V 0 
structure, where the transitive verb consider takes three nominal groups 
as objects. The overall grammatical structure of the sentence is therefore 
quite simple. It is when we consider the structure of its constituent

L
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nominal groups that the reason for the initial difficulty caused 
by this sentence can be seen. The complexity of this sentence arises 
from an over-frequent use of apposition within ,the structure of the, 
nominal groups. In the first nominal group, for example, there is an 
instance of double apposition (shown by the,double lines). Here, the 
head (conjunctions) of the first member, together with its modification, 
is replaced in the second appositive by the head componentiality. The n
appositive relation between the two heads is made explicit by the adverbial LJ 
for example. The head componentiality (and its modification) is itself p  
replaced in the third appositive by the head reality. : The third appositive^ 
is a passive clause, which consists of a subject, verb and object complement. 
In the second object nominal group, the head propensity is replaced in the Q  
second member of the relation by the head urge. There is no explicit 
item of appositional meaning for this relation. In the third, and final, Q  
object nominal group, the head disjunctions is replaced by the Head 
emphasis and its modification in the following appositive. The syntactic pj 
complexity of this sentence therefore arises from the appositional complexity 
of its individual nominal groups. We might also note that the first p
apposition relation (i.e. double apposition relation) interrupts the Ü
relation between two co-ordinated nominal groups (signalled by and).
Finally, there is also a long sentence-final 'comment* (contained within |J 
round brackets) which, while not making the parent sentence anymore 
complex, interrupts its relation with its adjoining sentence(s). The 
latter contributes to syntactic complexity at a more macro-level of 
structure (see chapter four).

A similar type of complexity is illustrated by example (29):
A S A

(29) [Thus |~ the journalistic attitude towards problem-solving,][apart

from displaying the extrinsic occupational features of polarisation,
A V 0
ilso shows [ th(

A - " 0̂  %
dramatisation, etc.',1 also shows[ the presence of exported modes of

r   ̂ r     nconsciousness | in its tendency to break down complex }processes] i
TVA ■ U ■ i—)

(e.g. racial integration . economic recession ) into simpleU RX ci U XWXX # c L/ UXiUiliJ- V xcuCooXUXi- / xxiUwH ■  _ i _  Q

quantifiable items (the number of blacks in the U.K., the ,siẑ
Q TT A
of the

H _ n
gold |reserves!) ;]] | in its emphasis upon straightforward U

O'
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casual relations (cutback immigration! - hold wages at a certain
A

[ level);] [in its concentration upon the allocation of the problLem

to a specific agency which will then solve it through an appropriate 
A i

programmen[ in its insistence upon avoiding 'extremes' of emotional 

commitmentVI I
(D 5Q5, Block 9, 16-17).

Although this sentence is abnormally long, its complexity cannot be
Q  explained simply in terms of this. In one important respect, for example,

its length is a necessary (and quite valid) consequence of the author's,
n  attempt at a rhetorical marking of the subject-matter. The latter is

indicated in the strong repetition semantics of the four adjunct clauses, 
which each begin with in its. In fact, this structural and semantic 
repetition in some ways mitigates the sentence's abnormal length, creating
in tVia reader a strong expectation of what is to follow. However, within
the first adjunct clause there occur two instances of apposition. Both 
relations are of the instantiation-type ; more specifically, their form 
is of the general-particular relation, whose form is also made explicit 
by such adverbials as for example,, etc. For instance, the lexical head 
of the first appositive in each case is an abstract noun. The nominals 
which follow in the second appositives provide concrete particulars for 

fl the preceding generalization. Similarly, in the following adjunct clause
U  there is another apposition relation, also of instantiation; this, too,
rn could be màde explicit by for example. In sum, there are thus three
U  separate sets of apposition relations within a relatively short distance
_  of each other in the same sentence. The first instance ofJ apposition interrupts the relation between the direct object

(nomnlex nrocesses) and the object complément (simple quantifiable items). 
]  Onoe again is is suggested, that the syntactic corapleitity of this sentence

is a function of its appositional structures, 

j A comparatively less complex sentence is provided by example (30) :

' A G . Vi
1  (50) [[in the nineteenth century,]] the sociologist George SimraelJ was
J  A Vii A

already detecting [within the identification of 'man' with 'human
"1 0 B ~

being'Q  [a jmeansT whereby all culture could come to be seen as_
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a Iwaylin which (objectivity

JL
- I daims I that

the statements being made were free from bias and true for all
,̂Vi Vii viii A

people - came to be equated with masculin!

]
n

(D 505, Block 9, 16-17, p.9).

Thé'initial difficulty caùsed by this sentence arises from the interruption 
to the structure of the clause by the apposition relâtion. Basically, 
the sentence consièts of àn adjunct, subjeèt, verb phrase and two objebts; 
it is therefore quite uncomplicated in its overall grammatical structure. 
However, the second object nominal group of the transitive verb detecting 
is interrupted by the apposition relation. More specifically, the subject [ 
noun head of the postmodifying clause of the head objectivity is separated 
from its verb phrase by the second appositive. The precise nature of 
this interruption within the structure of the clause is made more clear 
by the following tree:

D
(31) A S Vi A Vii A

H H

M H Q M

a means whereby way iiL-which

V group C =as
V

n
L

all culture could come to 
be seen as male-defined.

J. ViVilVill A

objeotivity^^laims that the statements being n
made were free from bias j  
and true for all people*^ 

-came to be equated with masculinitv,L
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Example (31) shows the depth of the interruption by the apposition.
In the appohed clause, the first head (objectivity) is replaced by 
the head claims and its postmodifying clause. Thus, although there 
is only one instance Of apposition within this sentence, the sentence 
is quite complex because of the delaying effect of its appositional 
structure.

In conclusion, the reasons for analysing apposition in such detail 
in this section are two-fold. Firstly, we have attempted to show the 
important interruptive (and hence, 'delaying*)•effects of apposition 
within the structure of the clause. Considered from this point of view, 
apposition has much in common with the long subject construction (see 
chapter one). Secondly, we have seen that what might be referred to as 
the 'mechanics' of apposition consists, essentially, of replacing 
constituents from the first appositive structure.Such replacement focuses 
on 'heads' within the clause, which it may delete or lexically repeat.
Like the modifiers which accompany the head in the nominal group., the 
second appositive is subordinate to the head which it postmodifies. The 
important implication Here is that the use of apposition within the.clause 
is a function of clarity of syntax. The latter proscribes the use of 
excessive apposition which either obscures the relation between lexical 
heads or interrupts crucial grammatical relations. It also proscribes 
the use of multiple apposition within the same sentence which delays the
sentence boundary too long. In addition, apposition which occurs in many

p, sentences in close succession can place a great load on the reader's tolerance;
(_J this, too, is to be avoided for a clear syntax.

PI I hope to have shown that the severity of the interruption by apposition
U  depends on its position within the sentence. Thus, apposition need not be

abnormally long to confuse the reader or delay his comprehension of the 
[j whole sentence. For instance, consider the following extract from a recent

newspaper article: -
1  A S ' H ■

(32) ^Pas China warns the world that [the treaty following ISalt II ~j

0
0
0
D
D

Q

M p . . Vi ~ A
[J the second round of Strategic . Arms Limitation |Talkq - will merely

vii u ~  3
n  free [Russia's hand for more mischief in the Far East, j Moscow
L  ^ Vi Vii

and Hanoi] are admitting to [ questionable military moves in Indo

china that they previously idignantly denied.
(Observer, 3.«6.79)
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This sentence begins with an adjunct clause, followed by a main clause 
(beginning with the subject ’Moscow and Hanoi’). As can be seen, n
however, the adjunct itself is interrupted by an appositive nominal Lj
group. Here, the head Salt II is replaced in a rephraoing appositional 
relation. îhe interru&tiàn occurs between the subject of the embedded 
sentence of the matrix-clause (i.e. 'the treaty following Salt II') and
its verb phrase. This,sentence does not merely illustrate interruption jJ
between subject and verb, however. The difficulty of this sentence is 
a function of the interruption between subject and main verb in the p
environment of an adjunct clause at the beginning of the sentence. This 
lends weight to the point made earlier about the importance of the part 
of clause structure where apposition is allowed to occur. The advisability 
of using apposition thus depends not only on what constituent(s) it 
interrupts but 6n the &lace in the sentence where this interruption occurs.

D
Q
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SUMMARY

In this chapter we have explored the structure and function of the 
J  nominal group within the context of the clause (see especially section

1.1). Next to the main verb of the sentence, the lexical heads of the 
Q  sentence are the most important items for comprehension. The various

modifying structures which accompany the head of the nominal group 
P  therefore occupy a relatively less important role within the basic

semantics of the sentence. If there is any question of syntactic 
PJ complexity resulting from complexity within the structure of nominal
Li groups, then the modifying structures which accompany the heads must be

in some way responsible for this. Thus, in any attempt to rewrite such 
a complex sentence, the modifiers themselves should be the first items 
affected. This analysis of the structure of nominal groups has also 

1 explained in part the structure and function of apposition within the
sentence. Apposition, too, relies on lexical heads within the clause 
and frequently consists of nominal groups. Like Q of the nominal group,

^  the function of the second appositive is to postmodify the head of the
first appositive. More specifically, the scope of backward reference of 
the second appositive extends to the (nearest) preceding 'similar' grammatical 
or lexical structure.
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Chapter Three: Interpolation 

Section 3.1: General Criteria

In the second section of the last chapter we introduced the notion of
interruption to the structure of the clause by the postraodiiication 
(apposition) of the heads within the nominal group. Such appositive 
structures were seen tb be extraneous items as far as the essential 
construction of the sentence is concerned. Like the normal modifiers 
M and Q of the nominal grbup, appositive structures can often be deleted ^
from the sentence without making the sentence ungrammatical. In this U
chapter we will consider another structure which, like apposition, modifies 
different parts of the clause or even the whole clause itself. We will refej 
to -HTri R structure as interpolation.̂ ' As for apposition, interpolation is 
not an obligatory part of minimal clause structure^but occupies a subordinat 
role within the sentence. Unlike apposition, however, interpolation can 
have either anaphoric or cataphoric reference to the item it modifies.' n
Moreover, it is not constrained to modify only similar grammatical iteips; U  
it need not, in fact, bear any grammatical resemblance to the item it 
modifies. This is not to suggest that interpolation does not replace scmie 
part of the preceding sentence, but this is not its distinguishing feature. 
The distinguishing feature of interpolation is rather to be sought in its 
semantic function within the sentence. This semantic function is to 
comment on or evaluate some part of the adjoining clause structure. Also 
unlike apposition, it does not further specify or narrow-down the meaning 
of some other item within'the clausa. Ae ah essentially modifying structure-, 
interpolation can delay or interrupt major constituents of clause structureJ 
When used excessively, it can delay our comprehension of the whole sentence 
or obscure the relation between important parts of grammatical*structure ; [J
it may, also, delay‘the sentence boundary. ^

In the same way as apposition, interpolation is typographically signalled 
by a variety of punctuation marks. These punctuation marks comprise the 
following: the comma, the dash and (round) parentheses. In the case of [j
the dash, there are two possible forms it may take to signal àn interpolation 
Firstly, if the interpolation occurs in the middle of clause structure, J  
then two dashes.are used (one preceding and one following) to demark the 
extent of the interpolation. Secondly, if the interpolation occurs in ri
sentence-final position, then only one (preceding) dash is used and the 
interpolation is followed by the period. This situation is the same for ^
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the comma. Sentence-final interpolation is interesting in that 
it contains twb diffeheni forms of punctuation, the dash (or comma) 
and the full-stop. In other cases of interpolation (i.e. when not in 
sentence-final position) the interpolation combines the same formsnJ  of punctuation to indicate its boundaries. - On this type of use ,of
the daèh Quirk (et al., 1972) remarks that it tends to "give a somewhat...

Q  dramatic and informal impression, suggesting an impromptu aside rather
than aiplahned inclusion." (p. IO7I.) Quirk maintains that such punctuation 

n  marks as the ones we have mentioned (i.e. the bracket, dash and comma)
are not interchangeable. At the bottom end of the scale, the comma is 
the least obtrusive. However, when there is a possibility for confusion 
with neighbouring commas, brackets and dashes are preferred.

The type of interruption that Quirk seems to have in mind should not be 
identified with the grammatical type of interruption with which we are 
concerned. Quirk's notion of interruption has to do with levels ofnJ  formality of the intrusion of additional information into sentence structure.
Moreover, it does not seem correct to assert, as Quirk does, that inter
polations denoted by the dash are not as planned as interpolations indicated 
by other means (i.e. commas). As we hope to show in what follows, if we 

J  recognise that interpolation performs a well-defined and specific semantic
function within the clause, then its use in text is both purposeful and 
deliberate (not withstanding the punctuation used). Further, it is argued 
here that the criteria for recognising interpolation are semantic rather 
than typographical. In respect of the purely grammatical type of inter
polation we are discussing, any consistent use of the types of punctuation 
mentioned is acceptable for interpolation. The word 'consistent' is crucial 
here. From the point bf view of consistency, the punctuation in exàmple
(1) below is surely wrong:

n  ■ 8 V CLi (1) He was [not only a great reporting cameraman] - which his awards 
recognised (they included Cameraman of the Year for his portfolio 
of Vietnam films with Julian Pettifer), he was also a remarkable 
loner, a man who believed in flying his own plane anywhere in search 
of a visual story.

(The Listener, 15»3»79)«

The total extent of the interpolation in this example is indicated by the 
single line and is used to comment on the complement of the preceding clause 
'not only a great reporting cameraman'. The first (superordinate) interpolation
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embeds another interpolation, which is denoted by brackets. Because 
the inclusive interpolation begins with a dash, it should also be followed 
by a dash after the second bracket. To have a comma after the second 
bracket is therefore incorrect here. Apposition can make use of a'hy of 
the punctuation used by interpolation, especially the dash. Thus, the 
semantic criteria for interpolation are important because they serve to 
differentiate it from apposition. The main point about the punctuation 
used by both apposition and interpolation, however, is that it signals 
the interruptive nature of these two different forms of modification.

The distribution range of interpolation is equal to that of apposition. 
For example, it can interrupt the boundaries between major constituents 
or it can interrupt the structure of the constituents (see P.130 '
themselves. The following diagram makes this point more clearly, where 
the asterisks denote the possible areas of interruption:

' ■ * * ' * * *

s * V ' * 0 * A * ' c
— m

In the diagram V denotes verb phrase. Obviously, this level of generality 
does not capture the full range of interruption by interpolation. For 
example, it does not show what part of the constituent may be interrupted.
In the second sèction we will present a morè comprehensive picture of this 
range through examples. An important point illustrated by the diagram is 
that interpolation never occurs in sentence-initial position. Thus, if we 
were to: select an interpolation which occurred in any of the asterisked 
positions in the diagram and place it at the beginning of the sentence, 
this same structure would be no longer qualify as an interpolation- The 
latter is the only distributional constraint on the use of interpolation 
within the sentence. Finally, the interpolated item need in no way resemble 
the part of structure which it interrupts. There is, also, no typical 
grammatical forms of interpolation; it can vary from a nominal group, 
adjectival or verbal group to a whole clause or sequence of clauses.
An interpolated clause need not,however, contain any verb; it may be 
a verbless clause.
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So far, we have said that the characteristic semantic function of interpolation^
is to comment on or evaluate some part of the clause. In other respects, p

!however, the semantic chaiacter of different grammatical forms of interpolation^ 
is not as uniform as this might suggest. This difference is realised once 
we consider interpolation in the context of the clause; more precisely, 
when we consider the informât ion-value of the clause (for subordinate
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and main clauses). The two possible types.of interpolated clause, 
subordinate and main, perform quite different contextual roles within 
text. The contextual function of the subordinate clause, for example, 
is to present 'given* information (theme), while that of the indepentent 
clause is to present 'new' information (rheme). In the case of the 
former, the information presented is contextually-dependent; in the latter,
the information is relatively independent of context.

\
As a concrete illustration of the contextual difference between given and 
new information in the clause, we may compare the non-restrictive relative 
clause with its corresponding independent form. Both types of clause are 
possible forms of interpolation. Consider, for instance,,examples (2) and 
(3) below: .

S Vi Vii 0
(2) Mrs Smith - and she should know better - has approached [that awful

man in the ministry.]

S Vi Vii 0  ̂ .
(3) Mrs Smith, who should know better, has approached [that awful man in

the ministry]

In each of these examples, the interpolated clause is underlined. In 
example (2), the independent clause is demarked by correlative dashes.
The interpolation adds new information to the second independent clause, 
which has the structure S Vi Vii 0 (shown by the superscripts). The 
grammatical indicator of the independent status of the interpolated clause 
(apart from its internal grammatical structure) is to be found in the inter
polating dse of and. It is a rule of the syntax of■English, for example, that 
co-ordination combines similar grammatical structures. In short, example
(2) consists of two independent clauses. In contrast, example (3) consists 
of an independent clause (also with a structure of S Vi Vii 0) and an 
interpolated subordinate clause, which is denoted by correlative commas.
While the independent clause of example (3) provides the 'new' information 
of the sentence,the non-restrictive relative clause contextualises this 
information in terms of what is already known about the subject, Mrs Smith. 
The basis for the latter assumption is that the information provided by 
the subordinate clause has either been mentioned in some part of the 
preceding discourse or simply becasue the speaker or writer assumes this 
knowledge on the part of the hearer or reader. Both the non-restrictive rel
ative clause and the independent.(declarative) clause receive separate tone 
unit boundaries from the other clauses in the sentence when uttered in actualD
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speech. The independent (declarative) clause would receive a falling 
intonation nucleus, while the non-restrictive relative clause would 
receive a fall-rise. This difference is illustrated by examples'(4) 
and (5) below, where the individual tone groups are denoted by vertical 
lines : '

V \ \
(4) The teachers - they are communists - are ready to strike.

V V '
(5) The teachers. whp are communists. are ready to strike.

given in B. Jacobson's book 'Transformational Generative Grammar' (North- 
Holland, 1977)^p.341, of non-restrictive relative clauses.

c
n
u

D

The different contextual roles performed by the subordinate and main clause 
lies at the basis of cohesion in text (Winter 74:501 and Winter 77î 45/52).
The information structure in text, for instance, depends for its coherence 
on the alternation between given and new information. After it is first p
introduced, the new information provided by the interpolated independent 
clause becomes pert of'the given information of the text. This chaining 
effect may in fact be taken as part of the explanation for the ability 
we have to differentiate between 'connected' and 'unconnected' discourse 
(Keen, 1978). In sum, both the subordinate clause and the main clause 
are valid vehicles for interpolation meaning, but they play quite 
different contextual roles in text.

It is convenient at this point in our discussion to consider the analysis 
of interpolation within current transformational-generative grammar [
(henceforth T.G.). In what follows, it will be argued that T.G. does not 
distinguish between relativisation and interpolation in terms of their 
different contextual roles within text.^' One possible reason for this is 
that T.G. is almost exclusively concerned with specifying grammatical 
relationships within the same sentence. But we have just seen in relation 
to the non-restrictive relative clause that grammatical relationships also 
obtain between sentences. It follows that such inter.sentential relations 
cannot be satisfactorily explained by confining attention to the sentence 
alone. It is a serious weakness of T.G. that it does not provide for an [
adequate account of linguistic context in the sense that we have been 
discussing (van Dijk, 1973, P-37)- We may begin by examining the analysis 
  n .Tr,ricr>n >.CÎ hnok 'Transformational Generative Grammar' (North-

u
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According to Jacobson's account, for example, non-restrictive relative 
clauses are derived from two conjoined sentences. The non-restrictive 
relative clause cited by Jacobson is given below in example (6):

(6) Peter% who is still a student, mind you, has travelled all over 
Europe. ,

This sentence is assumed to be derived from two conjoined sentences, given 
in examples (?) and (8):

(7) Peter has travelled all over Europe, and Peter is still,a student, 
mind you.

(8) Peter - and Peter is still a student, mind you - has travelled all 
over the Europe.

The derivation of this sentence is shown by the following phrase-marker 
(omitting 'mind you'):

AND

VP

VP

PETER
; PETER IS STILL A STUDENT

HAS TRAVELLED ALL 
OVER EUROPE

At this stage, two transformations are possible. In the first one, 'and' 
is dropped and the second conjunct is adjoined to the right of the subject 
NP of the first conjunct. After this, a relative rule is applied which 
converts the second NP to the corresponding pronoun, which will derive
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sentence (6) above. The alternative transformation retains 'and' and 
does not adjoin the second conjunct to the right of the subject NP of 
the first conjunct. ïhis latter transformation would yield sentence (8) 
above. The operation of both T. rules is clear and straightforward.
However,', thé operation, asWmes that both derived structures are equivalent 
in meaning because they have the same common base. That is, both the 
non—restrictivê relative clause in sentence (6) and the interpolated clause 
in sentence (8) are assumed to be grammatically equivalent transforms cf 
sentence (7). But we have seen that both types of clause (i.e. subordinate p  
and main) are quite distinct in terms of their contextual meaning: while L  
the one presents given information, the other presents new information. p  
The two types of clause cannot therefore be equivalent in meaning and hence,^ 
the transformations posited here cannot be meaning-preserving (Partee, 1971X  
T.G. suffers from an excessive concern with intra^sentential relations. As|̂  
a consequence of this, it cannot provide an adequate account of sentence 
meahing which, as we have seen, is related to a wider linguistic context

This discussion of the role of subordinate and independent clauses as 
interpdlative items within clause structure has important implications for 
syntactic complexity within the clause. For instance, if we accept that 
the function of the independent (declarative) clause is to present 'new' p  
information, then there is a possibility of over-loading the information- , L  
structure of a sentence if it is interrupted by many such independent 
clauses as interpolations. Syntactic complexity would also result if the 
sentence were interrupted by an excessively long interpolated independent 
clause. Winter (forthcoming) calls the clause containing the interpolated 
clause a' host-clause. Because of the adjunct-like mobility of interpolation, 
a great vahiety of interruptions of the same clause is entirely possible. 
However, clarity of syntax places severe constraints on the number of such 
independent clause within the same sentence. For example, we would not 
seriously expect to encounter more than one independent clause interpolated 
within a host (declarative) clause. This notion of interruption illustrate— 
a confluence of syntax and semantics. Thus, while syntactic complexity 
could be caused by the nature and extent of the interruption', the 
interruption itself would have implications for the semantic complexity of ^  
the sentence as well.

At the other extreme, '■he subordinate clause, when it occurs as an 
interpolation, may also contribute to syntactic complexity for semantic 
reasons. Subordinate clauses are notoriously more difficult to process

D
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than their corresponding independent forms. There are two possible 
explanations for this, both of which are semantic in character. According 
to the first explanation, the contextually-dependent nature of subordination 
might well entail more sophisticated semantic processing than corresponding 
independent clauses. An alternative syntactic explanation is that the 
syntactic relationships introduced by subordination are more complex than 
the relationships entailed by the independent clause (Morgan, 1978, p.4). 
Research into subordination has pointed to the complex dependencies created 
by this type of clause. Goodman and Greene (1977) claim that the relative 
difficulty of subordination is especially marked for young children. In 
relation to such subordinating conjunctions as although, even though, 
unless or when, they state that ’’even when children can read these structures 
smoothly, they provide evidence when they discuss or retell what they have 
read that they do not understand the semantic relationships*” (P,24)e 
The authors claim that this is due to the fact that co-ordinating conjunctions 
are structurally more flexible and semantically less constrained than 
subordinating conjunctions. According to their argument, co-ordinated 
structures are principally concerned with consecutive or concurrent 
temporal relationships. With subordinate structures, in contrast, we 
introduce the more subtle semantic factors of ’cause’ and ’effect’. However, 

[J one problem with this argument is that, in addition to expressing temporal
relations and evaluations, co-ordinating structures can also express 
deductive inference. This is illustrated by example (9) below:

D

n

0

□
Dn

(9) It was raining _so we sheltered in the house.

The •distinotion :made, by the' authors betweed the semantic relations ; entailed 
by subordination and.co-ordination therefore seems rather dubious. At 
least, their claim remains to be proved. In sum, the former semantic 
explanation for the relative difficulty of subordination seems 
preferable although this, too, remains to be demonstrated.
In conclusion, we may make the following generalisations about the use of 
interpolation to interrupt the structure of the clause. We have already 
referred to the rich syntactic mobility of interpolation within the clause. 
Because of this mobility, interpolation should be seen as a special form , of
adjunct function within the clause. In broad terms, adjuncts are those clause 
elements other than pre- or postmodifiers which can be removed from the 

n clause, leaving the basic structure S V (o)(C). In a sentence of 8 V structure
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we would expect to find an adjunct in any of the following positions 
(denoted by asterisks):

V

In a sentence of S V C 0 structure, adjuncts could occur in any of the 
following positions :

* 8 , *1 V * C * 0

The important restriction on the mobility of interpolation, however, is 
that it cannot (unlike the ordinary adjunct) occur before the subject 
itself. This restriction has to do with the semantic function of inter
polation within the sentence. Its characteristic feature is to comment 
on or evaluate in some way some part of the preceding or following clause 
structure. Clearly, the great advantage of interpolation for the writer 
is that it provides a vehicle for his subjective judgement, which he can 
use to modify anything he s a y s .8* Insofar as it is also an extraneous 
postmodifying component of the sentence, interpolation is very similar 
to apposition.

D
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As we will see in section 3-2 of this chapter, interpolation may take a 
variety of grammatical forms. Of the various syntactic forms it may 
assume, it has been suggested that its status as an interruptive clause 
(independent or dependent) could create the most serious problems for sentence 
clarity if used excessively. On the other hand, there is scope for syntactic 
complexity when a host (independent) clause is interrupted by another ^
independent clause or clauses. It is suggested that the latter could J
over-load the information-structure of the sentence. On the other hand, 
because the information presented by the subordinate clause is context- Q:
depëndent, it introduces additional semantic relationships into the sentence.
Thus, if it occurs more than once (as an interpolation) within the same R
clause, the reader may be confused by the additional semantic relations 
introduced. Finally, because of the quite different contextual roles p
performed by the subordinate clause and independent clause, it is a serious L 
weakness of T.G. that it confuses this distinction.

D
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Section 3.2: Examples of Interpolation

In this section an attempt will be made to exemplify the points made 
in section 3«1» Firstly, We will present a short collection of excerpts 
from texts to give some idea of the distributional range of interpolation. 
Secondly, we will then present a much more detailed and extensive analysis 
of interpolation. A great many of the examples here will be culled, once 
again, from Open University course units. A slightly larger proportion 
of the examples presented will be taken from journalist articles. The 
purpose of the analysis will be to illustrate the semantic function of 
interpolation within the sentence. That is, both its replacement meaning 
and evaluative function will be considered in relation to the items of the 
clause which it interrupts* Finally, in the light of this discussion, we 
will consider an example of interpolation which seems to create unnecessary 
syntactic complexity. ,

A brief indication of the mobility of interpolation throughout the sentence 
can be given by listing the most typical contexts for its occurrence. In 
the examples which follow, the dotted lines indicate the interrupted 
structures, while the single horizontal lines denote the interpolated 
structures. In this instance, consider the following:

(1) Interpolation used to interrupt a noun head and its premodificatioh:

The use of an all — in — step — or, as it is more usually described,
’coherent* “ £â i£.'ti.on to carry information can be effected in
principle at any wavelength.

J (Times, 28.1.66).

Q  But.while we ought to repudiate the illusory - and, if translated
into nuclear terms, dangerous - in^ep^endgiee from America, we should 

J also recognise that the criticism that Britain is trying to live
politically above economic means carries the sting of truth.

(Observer, 29.1.6?).

(2) to interrupt the verb and its object (in this case a noun clause):

They suggest in all seriousness - and,, what is even more remarkable, 
the suggestion has been taken seriously - that__in tti_e j_9l4-̂ l8 war 2_0_

D
D
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i
Bavarian officer^, all Protestants, served wi.th Po£s_sl_er_in 
the same company ....

(Observer, 8.1.67).

(3) to interrupt the subject and main verb:

The theory — and it , is only a theory — is that those early 
frogs fed on smaller animals along the shores and banks of 
ponds and streams, and the shortest cut to safety when attacked 
was to leap into the water.

(New scientist, 23*6.66).

" and it is not just Mr. Powell’s conclusion - 
that two of their assumptions are no longer valid.

(Guardian, 26.10.65).

The only real alternative - and the survey’s forecasts make 
this point clear - j^s_more road-building in London.

(Observer, 16.1.66).

(4) to interrupt the main verb and adverbial adjunct :

They op£rat£, of course - and so they should - unde_r ̂ t^ingen^ 
checksj^..

(Observer, 7.10.66).

(5) to interrupt a subordinate clause and a main clause:

Now w i ; y : i _ t h e _ n ^ this year there are Q
spot checks all along the route - th^ characWr £f_the_Tow_is 
likely_to £han£e_^

n
□

DIf the_ir_j)re_st_ig£ i.s__c£mmi^t£d_t£ £pst£in £0£niun£smi in_puba - 
especially now that China can now claim no part of it - CASTRO 
shows that he believes his own r e v o l u t i o n a r y  sjta;tu£ in_Iat£nJlmeri£a

Gt£.t£Sj_
('Daily Telegraph, 31*8.66).
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(6) to interrupt an adverbial adjunct from a main clause:

Wittî d£f£i£ul̂ tŷ  - ,it is an open secret - Mr_̂  R̂ obins£ii_has__
£pbine_t £ol^lea^£s_t£ £ont dpue_t£lksjj_. »

(Guardian, 10.1.66).

The examples given above give some idea of the interruptive range of 
interpolation. We can now begin to analyse these principal types of 
interruption in more detail. Consider, for instance, example (?) below, 
where the interpolation interrupts the relation between subject and main 
verb :

S M ,__H__ n ...■-jL_  s M — a— .-j ------
"] (7) rr A new En£l£sh DevelO£m£njt jA^encyjJ - the [proposal! which the

A Vi Vii .LJ anvprnmpnt meema most likelv to adopt- simplv means setting upGovernment seems most likely to adopt- £i^lyjn£ans_s£%ing_U£ 
[another public body, funded with public money, to make investments, 
some of which are too risky for the banks to back.]]

'(Guardian, 16.3»79).

In this example, as in all those which follow in this section, the , 
various superscripts and brackets denote the sentences constituency- 
structure. As with examples (l) to (6), the broken lines indicate the 
part of structure interrupted, while the single horizontal line denotes 
the interpolation itself. In example (7), there is a clear case of 
replacement between two nominal groups. The subject nominal group’A new 
English Development Agency' is replaced by an interpolated nominal group,

p  which consists of a noun head (proposal) and a restrictive relative clauseJ ('which the government seems most likely to adopt'). This restrictive
relative clause supplies the actual comment of the interpolation.nU  In the second sentence of example (8) the relation between subject and
main verb is also interrupted:

4 ' n  F
J  (2)[|Probabiy [because [_a modern council flat built to Parker

Morris standards! (often higher than those of private 
^ r"I estate housing) i’s ^a snip at a rent around, one tenth of

national average earnings.]]J

/\ (The Daily Telegraph, 27.3*79)

(8) (1 ) Why have t%ants not bought before?
A -e-a ' cr

in sentence (2), the subject is the subject of an adjunct clause. It is
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interrupted from the main verb (is) by a comparative clause ('often 
higher than those of private estate housing'), typographically signalled 
by round brackets. The interpolated clause evaluates the prepositional 
complement 'Parker Morris standards' included within the subject.

In the interruption of subject and verb in example (9), the subject is 
the subject of the embedded sentence of a matrix-clause : p

A 8^ V C
(9) [[whatever the truth of specific allegationsl[ it appears most

r ^  ^ n
likely that the Minis_try__o_f ln_format£on - under the superintendance

C , A J
of Dr. Mulder, and probably with the connivance of some in the 

V O
Government - wa£e_d [a secret propaganda war with public funds.^ |J

(The Daily Telegraph, 27.3*79).

In broad terms, the total sentence is of the structure A S V 0. The 
sentence also illustrates extraposition of the subject (see section 1.3 
of chapter one). The dummy-it is denoted by S^, while the extraposed 
subject is shown as 8^. The interpolation itself consists of two c6- H'
ordinated (commenting) adjuncts which postmodify the extraposed subject.

In example (10), the subject, which is interrupted from the main verb, H
is preceded by a long composite adjunct:

- * fl(10) £jjrn the long history of cynical and manipulative decisions taken U
by the United States the course of its frequently conflictive 
relationship with the countries of Latin America over a century [J
and ,a half] |” ihje, sp_ee£h__on ^hur£day_by_ Gy rus_ Vance] - calling
for the downfall of President Somoza and his replacement by a I |

V-X A-i V Ü  0government of national reconciliation - wiri__sur£ly;_ ̂ e_sery_e| a
prominent place.]] I

(Guardian, 23.6.79)*

The interruption in this example is betw'eèn the subject 'the speech on 
Thursday by Cyrus Vance' and its verb phrase 'will surely deserve'. The 
interpolation consists of a present participle clause, which is used to 
comment on and further specify the meaning of the noun head speech. We 
may also'note, in passing, the frequent propositions of the adjunct clause 
which precedes the subject of the sentence. These prepositions are indicated

0

0
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0 by the short horizontal lines. Such a frequency of prepositions 
within a single (sentence-initial) adjunct clause is best avoided 
in the interests of clarity of syntax.

As an instance of the interruption between the verb phrase and its 
adjunct, consider example'(11) below:

_S, Vi Vii Vii A Vi Vii Viii A
(11) [_l_DiscrepanciesJ £oul_d be found (indeed have been found) [amon^

£the£ £P£V£s__o_f £ul'tnre_sjj
(D 305, Block 8, 14-13, p.8l).

0
0
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The verb phrase in example (ll) consists of a modal auxiliary (could), the
auxiliary verb W  and the past participle verb found. The aspect of the verb
phrase is therefore possible evènt. This verb>phrase is replaced by a present

perfect verb phrase which affirms the truth of the possibility. This 
' '

affirmation is made explicit by the adjunct indeed at the beginning of the 
interpolation. This example is also interesting in that it illustrates 
another aspect of the evaluative function of interpolation. Evaluation, 
for instance, is merely a generic term for the subjective judgements of 
the writer (or speaker). It subsumes authorial comment, affirmation of 
the truth of a preceding claüse or structure, or a denial of the truth 
of something in the preceding text. Evaluation may therefore have either 
a positive or a negative orientation. If we assume the statement preceding 
the interpolation as representing the facts of a situation, then the 
interpolation will represent the subjective assessment of the writer in the 
light of these facts. That is, whether he considers the facts to be true 
of false, or whether he needs to add more specific information (commentary) 
to theses facts. This idea may be made more clear if we represent it in 
the following way:

D
D

D

FACTS 
(or situation)i ■

EVALUATION

AUTHORIAL COMMENT (I.E. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION/ 
FACTS).

SUBJECTIVE
JUDGEMENT

AFFIRMATION 
(OF THE FACTS)

DENIAL 
( OF THE FACTS
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In example (11), the verb phrase which is interpolated is thus an
aspect of subjective judgement on the part of the writer. ^

The.verb phrase itself chn be interrupted by interpolation. This is 
illustrated sentence (2) of example (12): j]

(12) ■(1) This block will follow William James in stressing the
nature of subjective experience...

r- Vi
(2) [hut it will go beyond William James ^byattempting. - 

aibeit j^in^an introductory fashion 
experience with objective reality.

- to^iinkI subjective ^

U

0

and to show [the ways 
V fin which being and acting within the world influence (or. 

even determine) Qqur_conpep£ion,_no£ qnly_of_thajt wp^dj_ 
of our^elv^sj]]]

(D 305, Block 9, 16-17, p.8).

In this example, the present participle attempting is interrupted from 
the infinitive verb to link by an interpolation which consists of two 
adjuncts. The semantic function of the interpolation is that of the simple 
adverbial function of postmodifying the verb attempting. There is also 
a second instance of interpolation in this sentence. The latter interrupts 
the transitive verb influence from its object. This interpolation replaces 
the verb influence with the transitive verb determine. This second instance 
of interpolation is embedded within the object of the verb to show; that is, 
the second object in this sentence embeds another object.

The nominal group is open to interruption by a variety of interpolative 
forms. In this instance, consider example (I3): > • J

M
(13) n  If the occupants of the residences can be identified from £the_r P

i-L • H ' M \ ' H V C Q • U
Isourcesî - the obvious |one|being census returns - îving__the_ir__ '

, , M H Q ^
£C£U£a_ti£nj_ and £erh£P£ {^£ir rateable [value ] (from ratebook£)j_

TamiljjL £"i£l£yment_of £e£yan̂ s_%_ £lace £f_b£rth^ Gtc.]] [then 

it can be ascertained whether, and to what extent, social polarisation^

on a spatial plane existed]]
(D 301, 13-15, p.32).

0
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In this example, the sentence begins with a conditional if-clause,

I which contains a prepositional complement in the form of the nominal
group other sources. The head sources is replaced by the head one 

R  _ in the interpolated structure, which consists of the structure S V C .
The effect of this interpolation is to interrupt the relation between

D )J the noun head sources and its postmodification (Q). Tĵ e interpolation
is clearly evaluative in its use of the attributive adjective obvious.
This sentence also contains a second instance of interpolation (typograph
ically signalled by round brackets) in the form of a postmodifier 
(prepositional p̂hrase)\ to'.the noun head value. The semantic function of
this latter interpolation is to comment by the addition of further 
information. > .

In example (14) below the noun head beliefs is also interrupted from its
postmodification by the (evaluative) interpolation:

S _
(14) Our inferences concerning the characteristics, qualities and inner

V C A M .states of others are based on __b_el_ie_fs_ (sometimés quite,
erroneous) abSut h.ow ̂ h_ese_ _fe£t£3£_s_a£e_exp£e£S£d_anU_a£S£ci£te^
with one another. >

' ' (D 305, Block 8, 14-15, p.54).

The evaluative nature of the interpolatibn in this example is indicated
by the use of the postmodifier erroneous. The interpolation itself

'consists of an adjunct and two modifiers. Btrictly speaking, the last 
two items of the interpolation consist of an intensifier and adjective.

In.'.contrast to examples (13) and (l4), the interruption in the second 
sentence of example (15) occurs at the end of the premodification, thus 
separating the premodification from the noun head sense :

I '
(15) (1) Was KME doomed from the start because it was an uneconomic

Government subsidised job-saving scheme. (2)j Was it doomed
j- M N ___ .because m  a_ strict legal (and philosophical) [sense) it was
not a co-operative at all?]] (KME never felt able, under 
current legislation, to register as a co-operative).]

(Guardian, 29.3.79)*

The interpolation here consists of the conjunction and and the adjective 
philosophical. The total interruptive sequence occurs within the context 
of a subordinate clause, which is indicated by the subordinator because.
We might recall in this connexion our suggestion earlier of the greater 
difficulty of subordination for the reader. If this suggestion is accepted, 
then excessive interpolation within the context of a subordinate clause 
should be avoided all the more. The sentence also contains an instance 
of sentence-final interpolation (see below for a fuller discussion). The
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function of the interpolation here is to comment on the noun head
co-operative in the preceding clause. While this type of interpolation
does not interrupt the relation between the major constituents of the 
sentence in which it occurs, a consequence of its use is to delay the 
sentence-boundary. In this sense, it may be said to interrupt the 
relation between the sentence and its adjoining clause structure.________ _j

A frequent type of interruption by interpolation occurs between clauses. 
However, the clauses so interrupted are of various kinds. Consider, for
instance, example (l6) below?

s s
(16) pit\ s  interesting [to note that [in__criminal_ law the crime is 

defined ^  the inten-yjon_to commit it (hence the distinction 
between manslaughter and murder), w^reas in civil__3.aw_̂ h_£ 
offence is defined without reference to int_ent:^.j[ J  J

(D 305, Block 8, 14-15, p.64). |J

J

In this sentence, the interpolation, which is signalled by round 
parentheses, comments on the embedded (independent) clause of the matrix- 
clause. The interpolation interrupts the relation between this embedded 
independent clause and its adjoining subordinate clause (which begins 
with the subordinator whereas). The semantic function of the interpolation
is to introduce a deductive sequence into the sentence, this is mad© ©xplicij
by the adverbial item hence* _

In example (17) below, the relation between a subordinate and main clause bJ
is also interrupted by the interpolation:

A Vi Vii_ H Q -, M _
ri7 P̂Pïïayin_g- lost _ J command |of the commons J- the essentJalJJ:estJ_of 0

whether a Prime Minister goes or stays - tfe %ow fa&s spring “j
election at a time he would never have chosen.]]

(Guardian, 29.3*79).

The subordinate clause in this example takes the form of a non-finite 
(present) participle clause. The meaning of the object of its verb lost 
(command of the commons') is then evaluated by the interpolation. The 
interpolation replaces the head command by a new head (test) and its F
modification. The relation of evaluation is made explicit by the 
attributive adjective essential, which modifies the new head test in P
the interpolation. The interpolation itself consists of a nominal group 
which replaces the nominal group in the preceding participle clause, 
while the main clause following the interpolation is of the structure 
8 A V 0. T— ^  .. .
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A main clause is also separated from a subordinate (adjunct) clause in 
example (l8):

/ Q\ rr ̂  . . I r̂  \ \ -^Vi Vii
R ”' LlAnd in the SALT dialogue] ĵ the Cart_er _admin£stmtion J is taking

risks withJiis_own^publi£ opinion (though not with United States
Security j Ay offering the Russians a treaty in which they by no
means__get__the_wo_rst_pf the_bargain fl

. . ( . \ \  A -J
(Guardian, 29.5.79).

Basically, this sentence consists of the structure A S Vi Vii 0 A, and 
the interpolation occurs at the end of the object in this structure.' More 
generally, the interpolation interrupts the relation between the main 
clause 'the Carter administration is taking risks with his own public 
opinion' and its adjoining adjunct clause' by offering the Russians 
a treaty in which they hy ho means get the most'of the bargain.' Once 
again, we hâve a subordinate clause ('though not with United States 
security') functioning ks an interpolation. Thè semantic function Of this 
interpolation is to postmodify the preceding main clause.

In a large number of cakes, the clauses interrupted by interpolation are 
explicitly co-ordinated structures. Consider,for instance, example (19): 

c A A S Vi
( 19 ) r r Ank yejt ,_s£m£h_ow_

Vii
.^ll9_Tj.aJbi]^ity__fo]£n£gli^ent_^ateme£tjB 1 

c A ' 4
l£n_barri8ters 1 and - in cases not cited in the 

A r  S Vi aT Vii o' S

Vi
book (perhaps he would rather forget them)

ha.s__noit

t£ _thje £t£d£n_t £i^t hie__wjel fa£e_rec££ien, tĵ

to the individual faced with group pressure 
Vii , A Viii , RÔiïïdT   ;

been readily extended

(Listener, 15.5.79).
So far, the examples of interpolation that we have considered have been 
anaphoric in reference. In contrast, example (19) contains an interpolation 
which is cataphoric in reference. The relation here must be cataphoric 
since the interpolation occurs after the conjunction and, which conjoins 
the preceding independent clause with the following independent clause.

R  The interpolation here is especially striking in that it comprises a double-
J  interpolation: one interpolation (signalled by round brackets) being

embedded within the other. The second instance of interpolation refers 
back as a comment (of adding more information) to the first interpolation. 
However, taken together, the two interpolations clearly refer to the 
following main clause, whose structure is S Vi Vii 0. More precisely, the
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nominal cases and the (objective) prohoun them are cataphoric substitutes 
for the particulars supplied by the following main clause. This composite 
interpolation interrupts the co-ordination relation between and and the 
following independent clause.

The relation in example (20) is once more anaphoric, with the interpolation 
referring to the preceding main clause (o^ structure S ViAVii O):

A Vi ' Vii
(20) I jFor the time being, suffice it to say that if we manage to come

J. . 1to some conclusions aboutthe occupational structure of the location
■ S Vi A

and period we happen to be examining, £®_u£e_ji£t£n£C£S£a£ily__
Vii 0 M HJ L C

£a£i£gjanyjyiin£ about _so£ial_ |strajki^i^at i£nj_ - and 0 even less
t. W  c S Vi Vii A Viii '

- Wjb we_jmy_b£ mere]j-_d£S£rjlDin£: #about social class

of the social structure, j
- - (D 501, 13-15, p.20). ri

- . ■ ' ^  The replacement that occurs in the interpolated clause in this example
takes the form of a deletion of the preceding subject (we) and verb phrase jj
(we are saying). Allowing for the deletion that occurs here we may say
that there is interruption between two independent declarative clauses J
(signalled by the co-ordinator but) by another independent
declarative clause (signalled by the conjunction and). The replacement O
also includes the change of the prepositional complement (social stratificatxo 
in the preceding main Clause to a new prepositional complement (social class-̂

Iin the interpolated clause. ^

The interruption in example (21) is similarly between co-ordinated structur

C S. V c A _
(21) in^uat£ial_a£t_io£ _is_c_rimina]̂  _w£r£t_ - if it means denying

prisoners access to their lawyers, as happened last year - 
unju£t_if£̂e_d £t__b£S^. J J

(Guardian, 21«5•79).

Cand 0

The interpolation in this example consists of a conditional if-clause 
('if it means denying prisoners access to their lawyers, as happened last

nyear'). Both co-ordinated!structures are of the structure S V C A. The jj 
second independent structure illustrates replacement by deletion of the 
subject and main verb of the preceding main clause. The semantic function.
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of the interpolation is concessive : it conditionally postmodifies 
the preceding clause. If we were to prepose this if-clause, however, 
it would no longer qualify as an interpolation but would become merely 
a subordinate clause in a subordinale/main clause sequence.

The deletion that occurs in the second co-ordinated structure in the second 
sentence of example (22) is slightly different:

D (22)

D
0
D
D
0
D

(1) Agnes felt like a woman, the homosexual prisoner felt
■ S A A ' ' V

like a man. (2)
0 H Q
j^he |ne_ce£sity __t£ (be_one__o£  ̂ he_ £the£

Both, of course, like most of us,? felt
€l A

- although, of course,

jthere are degrees to which gender is salient for a person 

and 0 to see others in the world as one or the other.
L J .

(D 305, Block (, 16-17, p.15).

The deletion in the second to-infinitive clause of this sentence is of 
the noun head necessity. The replacement here is also of the postmodifying 
to-infinitive clause by another to-infinitive clause. The interpolation 
evaluates the preceding main clause and begins with Existential there after 
the subordinator although and the attitudinal adjunct of course.

Finally, in example (25) two co-ordinated structures are also interrupted 
by the interpolation:

(25)
. 8 V C .
'Status' allows of 'static' analysis - always much easier to

undertake than dynamic analysis - an£

(such as those mentioned above),

V 0
and 0 refers to clearly

«
definable and measurable indices 

instead of the elusive class '3"elations]_ ̂ hat__conœrned_Marx 

(elusive, that is, in surveys, parish registers, censuses and 

the like). ^
(D 501, 15-15, p.l8).
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Here, the interpolation evaluates the noun complement of the preceding
independent clause as 'eaéier to undertake than dynamic analysis'. In
the second co-ordinated structure of the sentence, the subject status
is deleted. The sentence also contains two instances of apposition R

' . . .  1(signalled,by round brackets). The second instance of apposition is a
rephrasing relation, which is made explicit by the adverbial that is. p
This same relation also repeats the attributive adjective Glusiy©,
the second appositive. The two co-ordinated structures which are interrupted
in this sentence are not identical in structure. The first, for exkmple,
is of the structure S V C, while the second is S V 0. Examples (19) to
(23), in sum, illustrate the interruption of conjoined independent ptructureej^ 
by either anaphoric or cataphoric interpolations. They have also illustrated 
the deletion that may occur in the coordinated structures and that 
the coordinated structures need not be identical in grammatical structure

Perhaps a less frequent type of interpolation is that which separates the |" 
object complement from the direct object. This is illustrated in example
(24) below:

Od. 1 8 Vi

U

rr ud. 1 ^(24) I What_mosjb £eople_de_s£r£b_e as_the_BriUshJD_is£a£e J I £ons_id£r_
Vii _ 6 ' n r CO n . .
jboj3£ - [in the long run - £U£ £f_Bri_taj,nj_s_str£ri£est_and

most attractive‘virtues.
JJ The Listener, l6.3«79)«

c
D

The first thing we notice about this sentence is its marked grammar; that 
is, through the fronting of the direct object (WH-clause), the sentence ^
highlights the semantic importance of this item. The interruption in 
this sentence is by an interpolated adjunct which separates the direct "1
object of the verb consider and the subject and vehb phrase from the object L)
complement. The reference of the interpolated adjunct is thus cataphoric p
to the following object complement. The corresponding unmarked form L
of example (24) would be: ^

S Vi Od. n Vii : [ ,Ü VI ua. « vx
(25) 11 consider 1 what most people describe as the British Disease to

L A L Co.
be - jln the long run J -A ^ _ Co.

one of Britain's strongest and most

attractive virtues.' 0
D
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We might note here that even in the unmarked sentence of example
(25), the reference of the interpolation is still cataphoric.

In the first section of this chapter, reference was made to the non- 
restrictive relative clause as a possible form of interpolation. An 
Illustration of this provided by example (26) below:

(26) Whenever the election (which is a large question in itself)L Ls" Vi Vii G
j]ui_e fu^£e_of tha EEC_ _wlll̂  8e_jpart £l_the_cam£a_ign.

(Guardian, 21.5.79).

In this example, the interpolation (typographically signalled by round
' ' ' ' f'brackets) separates the adverbial adjunct from the main clause (of 

structure S Vi Vii C). The interpolated non-restrictive relative clause 
evaluates the preceding adverbial adjunct. Th© typographical signalling 
of the non-restrictive relative clause here is to be contrasted with that 
of example (27) below:

[[’(27) I The Conservative Party
Vi Vii Viii r* 0

the Education Actis pledged to repeal
J

of 1976“1 which required local education authorities to submit
c r s

plans for going comprehensive - and the message from Conservativen ' 1 V cJ Central Office to the local parties is clear : 'Hang on, help

is coming.'
(The Weekly Educational Review, 29-2.79)

In this example, correlative dashes are used to demark the extent of the 
^ interpolation. The interpolation here interrupts the relation between twoJ independent clauses, the first of which has the structure S Vi Vii Viii,

while the second has SVC. The non-restrictive relative clause interpolation 
j postmodifies the direct object of the verb repeal in the preceding

independent clause. As we saw in section 5.1 of this chapter, Quirk 
n (et al.,1972) would argue that the typographical signalling of examples

(26) and (27) is more informal and intrusive than the corresponding form 
where correlative commas are used. As far as the essential modifying 
function of interpolation is concerned, however, these three types of

, punctuation are interchangeable and do not change the meaning of the
I . ' ' '
U  interpolation.
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Thus far, tfee example^ that we have considered, have been of interpolations 
which occur in the middle of clause structure. We may now consider some 
examples of sentence - fihal interpolations. Such interpolations do not 
interrupt Ihe structure of the clauses-but instead delay the sentence~ 
boundary of the sentences in which they occur. Consider, for instance, 
exampe (28):

(28) So Ithe industry's case
V C
is fine -

A
0 as far as it goes, 

(èuajfdiah, 21.3«79)«

]]
In this bxaibple, the interpolation consisté of a sentence- 
final adverbial adjunct which evaluates the scope of the preceding 
complement (predicative adjective) in the preceding independent 
clause, of structure A S VC. Once again, if we were to prepose 
this adjunct, it would be no more than an adverbial adjunct; it 
would no longer qualify as an interpolation. The replacement that 
occurs in the interpolation takes the form of a deletion of the ' 
preceding independent clause.

In the second sentence of example (29) the replacement is between nominal 
groups:

A
(29) ^(l)^i^er the years

double figures.

running almost into 

have taken I illustrious and ultimately

I innumerable crusades,
Lvi Vii 0 .

triumphant flame in these columns.
. Vi Vii A _ A M H J
will prove today j with the 
M H , q ^wi

(2)
Q

A A S
So, we trust, it

campaign for a Permanent November

campaign for reality and for revolution.

(Guardian, 16.5*79).

0|
Di
n:
L':

D
u

In this example, the postmodification of the first nominal group ('for a 
Permanent November') is replaced by the postmodification of the repeated 
head (campaign) as 'for reality and revolution'. It is notable that the 
latter case of replacement is not appositional in form: the replacement of 
of the postmodification is a subjective assessment of the head campaign.

D
0
0
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In example (30)' below the replacement is of the subject and complement 
of the preceding main clause:

S V C 'A
(30) |^|For once in education, this is an argument where all parties

undoubtedly■have only the interest of the children at heart
S V C 
it is not sectional.

(The Weekly Educational Review, 29.3*79)•

The lexical function of the interpolation ih this example is to deny
the suggestion that the parties' interests are sectional. The interpolation
therefore postmodifies,the. whole of the preceding clause.

The interpolation in example (31) consists of a present participle clause 
which postmodifies the subject of the preceding main clause:

S Vi A Vii
(31) Psychologists have too often swung to

^sacrificing |t

■]]]]

A
the other extreme 
- A ‘

the richness and complexity of material at the altar

of rigour.
D 303, Block 8, 14-13, p.86)

D
D
D
0

The interpolation here refers to the consequence of psychologists swinging 
to the other extreme. That is, it supplies the result of the psychologists' 
actions, described in the preceding main clause. In fact, the whole 
participle clause functions as an adjunct of result to the preceding 
independent clause, which constitutes its evaluation.

The sentence-fipal interpolation in example (32) contrasts with examples 
(28) to (31) in that it occurs after the full-stop of the sentence which 
it postmodifies:

A
(32) I I As will become evident.

S M H m

this methodological approach
Ü Agent •*r

is influenced by a particular theoretical position,as any other,
^Agent
by a set of assumptions about the relationship between man and the

world, between his consciousness and his activity. 
. M H

(One might

only claim that this approach! has a certain self-consciousness
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about this link between theory and method, /which/ gives it 

some slight advantage over those other more naive approaches n
/which/ continue to ignore the ways in which methodological H

u
techniques contkmihate , and are contaminated by, the very

£®£k_t£ £omprehend^)

, ' n(D 303, Block 9, 16-17, p.7). b;

Although the interpolation in this example is typographically separated Q
from the sentence it modifies, it nevertheless repeats the main head 
approach of the subject of the first sentence. The next thing we notice 
about the interpolated» sentence is the repetition semantics of relativisation, 
represented by three occurrences of the relative pronoun which (shown in R
the oblique lines). This interpolation is all the more interesting in ^
that it embeds another, smaller, interpolation. The replacement which occurs-, 
in this second interpolation is between the two verbs contaminate (active U
voice), a change from the active to the passive form. This latter ^
interpolation, typographically signalled by correlative commas, comments £
on the verb contaminate by adding more information in the form of the-----------  p
passive voice. The interruption by the embedded interpolation is of the 
transitivity relation between the (transitive) verb contaminate and its 
object ’the very matters which they seek to comprehend'. Although the H
superordinate interpolation does not delay the sentence boundary (as do 
examples (28) to (31), it could interrupt the relation between the sentence p
which precedes it and the sentence(s) which follow it. Fortunately, this U
long interpolation occurs at the end of its (orthographic) paragraph and 
so avoids this danger. However, if it were to occur in the middle of a 
paragraph, then' it would create a serious interruption to the semantics 
of the adjoining clause structure. We will discuss this latter type of 
complexity in chapter four in the context of clause relations.

. rFinally, we may consider an example of interpolation which, from the point j
of view of sentence clarity, seems excessive in its delaying of important 
parts of clause structure. Thus consider example (33): ^

(33) (1) There is a lesson here, for the Conservatives especially.
' M H
(2) They will not be too muôh fooled by their own Ipropaganda
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or perhaps more accurately, by thejpropaganda
Q
which is being put out on their behalf. (3) 

Vi A Vii ViiifA
Yesterday's

may well have sensed from this debate thatradio audience

r ^ £T_thè_j)£e£ent_s_ta£e_o£, £o£i£i£S£fldiich_is 
L - --H______  M H.

- in which Mrs Thatcher}, a leaderpeddled in some newspapersd&hm wmmm mm. mm mm mm #MM — mm MM m̂m

Q
whose attributes place her somewhere in a line between Demosthenes

' Vi A Vii - Od. “Oind
and Queen Boadicea, has already inflicted mortal wounds on a

Labour Government whose only remaining function is to creep away
Vi A

quietly into a. corner and ignominiously die
Vii A 

sustained by the facts.

is not fully

(Guardian, 29.3.79).

The first thing we notice about this example is the sentence-final 
apposition which occurs between two nominal groups in sentence (2).
More specifically, the apposition relation occurs between the two noun 
heads propaganda. The replacement in the second appositive consists of 
the noun head propaganda and its postmodification('which is being put out 
on their behalf ). The meaning of the relation is explicitly signalled 
by the adverbial 'or perhaps more accurately.' It is sentence (3), however, 
which is most interesting from the point of view of syntactic complexity.
In this sentence, for example, there is a simulataneous occurrence of 
apposition and interpolation. In fact, the apposition is embedded within 
the interpolation itself. The interpolation is explicitly signalled.by 
correlative dashes and interrupts the relation between the subject of the 
embedded sentences of the matrix-clause ('the picture of the present state 
of English politics which is now being peddled in some newspapers') and 
its main verb is. The interpolation itself is a non-restrictive relative 
clause (signalled by which). An apposition relation occurs between the 
proper noun Mrs Thatcher and the noun head leader. The second appositive 
replaces Mrs Thatcher, together with its postmodification ('whose attributes 
place her somewhere between Demosthenes and Queen Boadicea')* This;apposition 
interrupts the relation between the subject Mrs Thatcher and the verb phrase 
'has already inflicted'. In sum, we have here two instances of subject- 
verb interruption in the same sentence (sentence (3)); in fact, we have a 
superordinate interruption of subject and verb which subsumes the interruption
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by the apposition relation. This idea of a double interruption is 
perhaps made more cleap by the following tree: PJ

(34) VP

THAT-SUBJECT

SUBJECT Vi A Vii A

INTERPOLATION

Vi A Vii A

SUBJECT APPOSITION

D
n L

* in which 
Mrs Thatcher...,’

'a leader 
whose...,"

V OD. OIND.

A configuration of structures in the sentence such as that shown in 
example (34) need not necessarily result in a difficult sentence. However, 
what makes this sentence more difficult than anything we would normally 
encounter is the sheer length of the interpolation it contains. The main 
verb is is delayed too long by the intervening relative clause and 
appositional structure. Because interpolation is, strictly speaking, :
a non-essential extraneous item of clause structure, we could remove 
the interpolation in sentence (3) of example (33) to produce example ,,

(35)» .
s Vi A Vii Viii A

D
D
n

Œ(35) Yesterday's radio audience

debate to r o —'
hat the picture of the present state of British politics

may well have sensed from this[■ n
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which is now being peddled in some newspapers 
Vii

Vi A
is not fully

F  sustained Tby the facts.JJJj

n  The main point about ekample (35) is that we have here preserved the
minimal clause structure of the original; consequently, the sentence is 
still prefectly acceptable to the reader. It does not, of course, contain 
the detailed specificity of the original, through the loss of the interpolation 
However, in the interests of sentence clarity, example (34) illustrates an 
instance of interpolation which is best reduced or deleted (as in example
(33)), even at the expense of some of the sentence's meaning.

In conclusion, the examples of interpolation that we have considered in 
this section illustrate four important aspects of the role of interpolation 
within the sentence. Firstly, we have seen that an interpolation mky interrupt 
clauses or the relation between major constituents of the clause; alterhativèly, 
it may interrupt the structure of the constituents themselves. In addition, 
the interpolation may occur at the end of the clause, where it delays the 
sentence boundary and thus interrupts the relation between the sentence 
and its adjoining sentence(s). In terms of its mobility with the sentence, 
interpolation may be seen as a special case of the adjunct function within 
the clause. This identity with the ordinary adjunct gives rise to the need 
to develop a new category which is not directly integrated within the 
structure of the clause. It might well be possible to describe this new 
category as that of evaluative adjunct (Winter, forthcoming). Secondly, 
we have seen that the semantic function of interpolation is to evaluate, 
cataphorically or anaphorically, some element of the adjoining clause structure 
This relation of evaluation may often entail replacement meaning between 
the interpolation and the item evaluated. The latter, however, is not a 
defining characteristic of interpolation; evaluation is a generic relation 
that subsumes many modes of expressing authorial comment. This may include 
a denial or affirmation of the truth of the facts (or situation) evaluated.
On the other hand, this evaluation may consist of the additioh of new 
information, in the form of a comment, which in some way judges or assesses 
some item of the adjoining'-clause. All such aspects of evaluation have in \ 
common a subjective judgement of some kind on the part of the writer; this 
expresses the essential modifying function of interpolation. Thirdly, it 
has been shown that a variety of forms of punctuation may signal an 
interpolation. With the exception of sentence-final interpolations, the 
punctuation used is correlative in nature, with identical punctuation used

Ü
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on each side of the interpolation. Finally, we have seen that the 
grammatical form of an interpolation may range from a nominal group 
to a sequence of (co-ordinated) clauses, or even more. As example
(34) showed, the limit oh the use of interpolation depends on the 
nature and extent of the interruption created by the interpolation..
Once more, the latter has to do with an intuitive rule of acceptability 
to the reader. Interpolation thus has much in common with apposition 
(see chapter' two, section 2.2) but is not limited like the latter in 
its scope of backward reference.
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SUMMARY

ps In this chapter we have presented the notion of interpolation as an
J essentially,modifying,\extraneous grammatical structure. Interpolation

is not directly integrated within the structure of the clause and enjoys 
J  an adjunct-like mobility.within the clause. Like apposition, interpolation

interrupts the relation between major constituents of the clause and also 
^  the structure of the constituents themselves. The effect of the interruption

by interpolation is to delay important parts of clause structure. It is 
this interruptive role of interpolation which provides scope for syntactic 
complexity in text. Sèopé for difficulty in text may also be provided 
by interpolation at the level of the clause. In the case of the suboidinate 
clause^it is suggested., that this type of structure may entail a greater 
level of perceptual processing because of its contextual dependence. When 
the subordinate clause occurs as an interpolation, therefore, the difficulty 
of the sentence is increased by the greater load placed on short-term 
memory. In ;COJntrast, the independent clause, as an interpolation, may 
introduce a greater level of difficulty into the sentence because of its 
relative independence of context. For example, the likelihood for difficulty 
in the sentence is increased when an independent (declarative) clause 

p  interrupts the structure of another independent (declarative) clause. The
U  reason for this is that the contextual function of the independent clause

is to present new information; when it occurs as an interpolation in another 
independent clause it creates a conflict between the two clauses over 
the presentation of new information. In this way, it can over-load the 

Q  information-structure of the sentence.

The contextual distinction between the subordinate clause and the independent 
Q  clause in terms of the status of the information they present (between

theme and rheme) has important implications for the transformational theory 
"1 of language. T.G.'s analysis of relativisation conflates the non-restrictive
-J relative clause and independent clause in terms of this contextual meaning,
p  \je have shown, however, that the two are quite distinct in their contextual
J  roles within the sentence. It is suggested, therefore, that T.G. suffers

from an inability to give proper recognition to these quite ci-ucial contextual 
functions of the clause.
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Chapter Four; clause relations

Chapters one, two and three have served to introduce the four principal 
syntactic categories for analysing syntactic complexity in text. To 
recapitulate, these categories are: the long subject construction; the 
nominal group; the appositional group; and, finally, interpolation.
Each of these basiè categories was postulated as a possible method bf 
approach to the syntactic complexity of individual sentences. The notion 
of 'individual sentence' is crucial here. The sentence is taken to be 
grammatically co-extensive with the independent clause and constituted 
by the following categories: F

■ ' L

(1) Subject Verb (Object) (complement) (Adjunct)

The brackets in example (1) illustrate the optional nature of the items 
they bnclose, while the unbracketed items constitute the minimal form of 
clause structure. The characterisation of the clause in example (1) demarks 
the context for the complexity that we have so far considered. This H
discussion has therefore been confined to the boundaries of the single 
sentence. The potential for complexity of the long subject construction p
arose from its delaying effect on the main verb of the clause. Excessive 
modification within the nominal group obscures the relation between heads 
in the sentence and, also, delays adjoining elements of structure. The 
potential for complexity of apposition and interpolation, however, arises 
mainly from their interruption of the relation between major constituents 
of the clause and also their interruption of the structure of the 
constitueht's themselves. This reperesents one possible 'dimension' of J
complexity, a dimension delimited by the individual sentence.

A second possible dimension of complexity, however, concerns the relations Q
between sentences in text. This dimension of complexity belongs,to the 
larger discourse function of language;, .and: unlike the fihs.t dimension* F
it, has no upper limit to its constituents. Thus, although we are concerned 
here with interruption between a minimal clause structure of at least two 
clauses, there is no strict limit to the number of clauses which 
can constitute this dimension. The study of this type of complexity is 
therefore primarily concerned with the interruption by apposition and 
interpolation, of structures larger than the individual sentence. SpecificalJ^ 
we are concerned here with the structural interruption of clause relations.
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Clause relations rëpresent the macro-end of language and their precise 
characterisation will take up most of this chapter. An important 
caveat hbre is that ah^ attempt to define dlau'Se relations must begin 
with a definition of the clause, which lies at the basis of these 
larger discourse structures. We already possess a definition of the 
independent clause in example (I) and the subordinate (dependent) clause 
can be defined in terms of this. A dependent clause may be defined as 
a\clause which comprises the constituents of example ; (1) but which 
is signalled by a subordinating conjunction of some kind. Such subordinate 
structures are unable to stand alone as sentences but must be completed 
as a minimal context by the independent clause. In sum, the minimum 
form of a clause relatioh consists of a sequence of at least two clauses. 
This may be either a séquence of two independent clauses or a sequence of 
a subordinate and independent clause. We are now in a position to begin 
our discussion of clause relations.

The motivation for the search for structures in text beyond the individual 
sentence stems from a concern to answer the following questions. What 
makes for the integrity of text and distinguishes it from a random, 
unordered collection of sentences? What linguistic devices enable us to 
understand sentences in sequence? This branch of text analysis has to do 
with the study of cohesion in text. Traditionally, cohesion in text has
been studied with reference, to such anaphoric/cataphoric devices as
pronouns and pro-verbs, ètc. These devices constitute finite sets of 
connective vOcabulkry and can have nominal groups, predications, and clauses 
etc., as their referents. Because of their finiteness, these sets of 
connective items comprise »an essentially closed-system vocabulary of 
connection for sentences in text. Winter (1977) organises such closed- 
system connective items into two principal groups, which he calls vocabulary 
one and vocabulary twoJ The vocabulary one items comprise the subordinators 
and vocabulary two the various sentence connectors.

List (2) below reproduces the Vocabulary Pne items from Winter
(1977, p . l4) :

Vocabulary 1; the subordinators of English

(2) After, (al)though, (as though), apart from-ing, as (3), as'far as,
as well as-ing, at the same time as, on the basis that, because, <
before, besides-ing, by the time that, by-ing, except that, far—

D
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from-ing, for, from the moment that, given that, granted that, on the 
grounds that, however, if, (as if),(even if), in addition to-ing, in 
order to/that, in spite of-ing, in case, instead of-ing, in as much 
as, no matter how, now that, once, on condition that, provided that, 
rather than-ing, seeing that, short of-ing, since (2), so that (2), 
80.... that, such that, so much so that, supposing that, than, 
that (2), unless, until, what, whatever, when, whenever, whereas, 
which, while (2), who,why, with the result that, etc.

Correlative paihs: (just) as X so (too) Y, not so much X as Y, not X 
let alone Y, the er...the er.

nJ

c
The function of vocabulary one items is to connect clauses or to embed 
one clause within another. In example (2), the numbers in brackets show 
how many meanings the particular item has in its connective function, while 
the other brackets indicate that the item in question has more than one 
meaning.' In'vocabular^ onb, the dash followed by ing denotes subordination 
where the present participle is functioning as the complement of a P

Cpreposition or as adjuncts in the clause. The subordinators in example
(2) are thus arranged into two groups, the first of which is the P

isubordinators of clauses and the second, the correlative subordinators ^
(which connect clause with clause).

. .
The second set of closed-system items, the sentence connectors, is shown ^  

in List (3) below:

(3) Vocabulary 2: the sentence connectors of English

Accordingly, in addition, all the same', also, alternatively, 
anyway, as such, as a result, at any rate, at least, at the same 
time, basically, besides, in that case, in any case, in such 
circumstances, in comparison, consequently, in contrast, on the p
contrary, conversely,, correspondingly, differently, equally, essentiallp, 
in the event, for example, for instance, for this reason, for this 
purpose, furthermore, generally, in general, hence, here, hitherto, 
however, indeed, in effect, in fact, in reply, in return, in short, 
in turn, in this way, in other words, in spite of this, instead, 
likewise, meanwhile, moreover, nevertheless, otherwise, on the other 
hand, in particular, rather, similarly, so (4), more specifically, J 
still, then (3), therefore, thereafter, thereby, there,therein, though.D
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thus (2), that is, that is to say, to be more precise, 

n  up to now, what is more, yet, etc.

"I Correlatives: not only (but) (also), for one thin^ .... for another,
J  in the first place .... in the second, on the one hand .... on the other,

firstly, secondly, finally, etc.D (Winter, 1977, PP- 16).

D
The sentence connectors in the first part of example (3) comprise both 
sentence adjuncts and anaphoric adjuncts. The second part of example
(3) shows the correlative pairs of sentence connectors. Unlike the 
correlative^ in vocabulary one, the correlatives in vocabulary two do 
not necessarily have to have their second member? The second member of 
the pair may, for example, be omitted in the interests of rhetorical choice.

The closed-system items of vocabularies one and two, the subordinators and 
sentence connectors, are traditionally thought to constrast with such open- 

P  system words as nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs- However, Winter (1977)
maintains that there is a whole class of open-system words, which he calls 
vocabulary three, which have similar semantic properties to closed-system 
words in sentence-connection. The items of vocabulary three are reproduced 
in hist (4 ) belows

0
D
D

D

Vocabulary 3: Proposed lexical items of connection

(4) Achieve, addition, (action), affirm, alike, analogous, antithesis,
(attitude), attribute (2), basis, case, cause, characteristic, change, 
common, compare, compatible, concede, conclude, condition, confirm, 

n  . . .  connect, consequence, constant, contradict, contrast, conversely,
correct, correspond, deduction, deny, depend, differ, differentiate, 
distinction, distinguish, (do), effect, equal, error, (evaluation), 
(event), exemplify, exception,(expect), explanation, fact, feature, 
follow (2), form, function, general, grounds, (happen), hypothetical, 

{j identify, instance, instrumental, justification, kind, lead to, like
(ness), manner, match, matter (2), mean (2), means of, method, (move), 

^  name, (observation), object, opposite, parallel, particular, point
(2), (problem), real, reason, reciprocate, repeat, replace, reply, 

n  requirement, resemble, respect, result, reverse, same, similar,
^  situation, sort, (solution), specify, state, subsequent, (surprising).
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synonymous, technique, (thing), time, truth, unique, way, etc.

(Page 20). ri

In example (4) the morphological form of the lexical items does not n
represent the only form they may assume in sentences. For the U
lexical item compare, for instance, we may expect to find in text 
such different morphological forms as compares, comparing, compared, 
comparison  ̂ comparaiive, etc. Example (4) therefore supplies a list
of only the stems of the lexical items of vocabulary three, which may

1be morphologically changed in text.

The lexical items of vocabulary three approximate more to closed-system 
than open-system words in sentence connection. The basis for this assertion 
is that these lexical items can paraphrase the connective properties of 
the traditionally-understood closed-system items of vocabularies one and 
two. Together, all three vocabularies constitute a special set of P
contextual items which function as ’signposts’ of what a sentence means 4, 
in connection with its adjoining sentences. More precisely, the explicit ^  
occurence of thèse items ih text signals a particular type of relation (j
between the clause in which it occurs and the clause or clauses which adjoin 
it. In the case of vocabulary three, there are two ways in which these Q  
lexical items may signal a clause relation. Firstly, the lexical items may 
precede the clause relation, in which case they are said to anticipate Q
the following clause or clauses. Secondly, they may follow the clause 
relation, in which case there is a retrospective relationship between the 
clause relation and the lexical item. In both cases, however, the clause 
or clauses which are so signalled are said to be lexical realisations of p, 
the vocabulary item? The lexical items of vocabulary three may have zero- [J 
realisation in text. Nevertheless, although in such cases the particular 
relation between clauses has no explicit indicator, the nature of the 
relation is ’understood’ by the reader. Thus, even though the lexical item 
compare may not occur explicitly in the clause, it will be nonetheless F
clear to the reader that the lexical content of the adjoining clause's iè 
being compared in some way. In this sense, vocabulary three items may be Q  
called the meta-vocabulnry of English insofar as they ’name’ the underlying Ü  
connective semantics of a sequence of adjoining clauses, whilst not necessaijil 
occuring themselves in the clause* The open-system nature of vocabulary thre^ 
is revealed in their grammatical behaviour as lexical items in the clause.
For exampleJ these items may modify or be modified by other lexical items

D
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U  the item example as noun hëad is premodified by the ajactive striking as in:
The Yorkshire miners provide a striking example (Winter 77:24) In this function, 

F  they take on open-system Ifexical meaning* On the other hand, the closed-system
4-̂ nature of vocabulary three items is shown in their connective behaviour in
jj discourse»

We are now in a position in our discussion to define a clause relation.
"1 A clause relation refers primarily to a binary relation between members.
J  Each member may consist of one or more sentences, where the sentence
f-~) is co-terminous with the independent clause. The term member thus
^  represents one of a two-part membership rather than a sentence in a one-

to-one relation with another sentence. The theory of clause relations 
is concerned with the kinds of relations between such a two-part membership 
which can be made explicit by the items of the three vocabularies which 
we have referred to. The two members of a clause relation together 
constitute the paragraph, which may or may not coincide with the paragraph 
orthographically defined. The presence of both members is necessary for 
an adequate understanding of a clause relation. This means that a sentence 
which is taken out of context has thereby lost its membership as a clause 
relation. Winter proposes the latter as a reason for the "intuitive 
feeling we often have that a sentence has been quoted out of context"
(Winter (so) Porum Linguisticum article forthcoming).
This notion of linguistic context is central to Winter’s theory of clause 
relations. Recognition of the importance of studying language in context 
is not a new phenomenon. Malinowski (I935)i for example, was one of the 
first to recognise the'importance of context in language study in his 
celebrated phrase "context of situation". This was, however, a very broad 
(physicalist) notion of context; more specifically, it was a behaviourist 
notion of context. First (l957) widened the scope of Malinowski’s notion 
of context to include the notion of linguistic context. The meaning of 
Firth’s notion of context is thus an amalgam which includes the situational 
context of an utterance and linguistic context itself. Linguistic context 

_J is the result' of Firth’s poly-systemic view of language as organised into
a series of mutually interacting levels: the phonetic, lexical, morphological, 

Q  syntactic, and semantic. This behaviourist and linguistic definition of
context also informs the work of Halliday (l9?0), which puts forward an 

n  essentially funbtionalist_theory of language structure. The latter comprises
three functions: the ideational, the textual and interpersonal. Halliday's 

1  theory of language structure is also poly-systemic . Within his theory
J of clause relations. Winter is primarily concerned with linguiste context
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which comprises the lexical, morphological, semantic and syntactic , 
components of language structure. The notion of a clause relation p
is thus a lexico-grammatical concept. Insofar as it describes the C
contextual relations of the clause beyond the sentence. Winter's * fl
theory may be said to have widened even further the scope of linguistic [J
context.

r
There are two principal rule-governed ways in which we interpret the 
meaning of one sentence in the light of another. The,first is where 
we match things, actions or people and is called the Matching relation.
The second is where wosobserve a change in timë/space sequence. The 
latter is called the Logical Sequence relation. The great majority of 
the items of vocabulary one, two and three are included in one of these 
two relations (or, in some cases, both). In the case of the lexical p|
items of vocabulary three, we can indicate the inclusive nature of the 
tworelations by providing the following (incomplete) list:

MATCHING LOGICAL SEQUENCE

U

n
Addition Achieve
Affirm Basis
Alike Cause
Analogous Connection U
Change ' . Condition
Compare Deduction
Constant Follow
Contrast Grounds
Differ Lead to
Fact Means of
etc.... / Method

etc®... D
L

u

As an example of the clause relation of Matching, consider the following 
sentence (given in Winter, 1977 p-7)«:

(3) They are a contrasting pair of "goats."

This de-contextualised sentence presents a comparison between Mr. Cousins ^  
and Mr. Powell in terms of their abilities for political leadership. (J
According to Winter (1977), the main point about this sentence is that 
although it is grammatically well-formed (it has a subject, verb and y
complement), it is nevertheless inadequate as information. This inadequacy 
can be seen all the more readily if we follow the sentence with the questioij 
'In what respects are they a contrasting pair of "goats"? In other words.
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nJ

(Winter, 1977, P- 7) Observer article,

L j we do not know that the comparison is in respect of the two men’s abilities
for political leadership until the sentence is completed contextually by 
the sentences which adjoin it. The presence in example (3) of the abstract 
lexical item contrasting (vocabulary.three) predicts that the particulars 

F  given by the second member of the clause relation will be contrastive.
This is clearly,seen if we supply the preceding sentence and the two 
sentences which follow the second sentence of example (3)*

Pj (6) (i) Mr. Powell is the Tory scapegoat labour has chosen in j'eturn
y  for the Tory’s choice of Mr. Cousins in the Wilson Cabinet.(ii)

’ They are a contrasting pair of ’goats’, (iii) Mr. Cousins has
[1 the big battalions of the Transport and General Workerè’Union behind

him: %r. Pbwell leads a ghost army of Tory philosophers, (iv)
^  Mr. Cousins is very well aware that his troops are men of flesh

and blood: Mr. Powell hopes that his ideas will fire the Tory- 
F  minded to muster on a philosophical plane.

□ În example (6) sentences (iii) and (iv) supply the details of what is
1  contrasting about the two men, Mr. Cousins and Mr. Powell. The first member

of the clause relation is the single independent clause of sentence (ii).
■"T” Sentence (ii) is said to anticipate the second member of the relation,
J  which is provided by sentences (iii) and (iv). Sentences (iii) and (iv),
p  in turn, contain their own two-part membership of contrast, represeiitea
y  by the two sets of independent clauses connected by the colon. Taken

together, all these statements represent what Winter calls Matching Contrast 
in Particular. The membership of this clause relation is perhaps be made 
more clear by the tree on page 122.

Matching Contrast in Particular is thus a superordinate clause relation.
As example (7) shows, this general clause relation subsumes the relation 

F  of comparative denial which obtains between the two sets of independent
clauses in sentence (iii) and (iv). That is, the second independent clause 

"1 in the clause-pair in sentences (iii) and (iv) ’denies’ the truth of the
assertion presented by the first independent clause. The larger Matching 

p| relation also subsumes the relation of comparative affirmation which obtains
Li between sentence (iii) and sentence (iv). Sentence (iv), for example,

affirms the truth of sentence (iii). Perhaps the most notable aspect of 
[ I  example (7) is that it illustrates the inclusive nature of clause relations:
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MATCHING CONTRAST IN PARTICULAR

FIRST MEMBEÉ \

S(i,i)

SECOND MEMBER

COMPARATIVE
AFFIRMATION

S(iii) S(iv)

COMPARATIVE COMPARATIVE
DENIAL DENIAL

I II I II

T]
G
G

L j
r
L̂'

0

a general relation of.Matching or Logical sequence may enclose nested'sub- 
relations within the general framework it provides.

As an illustrâtion .of the Logical Sequence Relation, consider the following 
examples:

Li

Q
(8) [After the police raids,] [the rifle clubs banned the use of 

automatic and semi-automatic weapons J]

(BBC Radio Commentator). f

0
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(9) |rhe police raided the rifle clubs!^ ^Thereafter, the riflé clUbs
n  banned the use of automatic and semi-automatic weapons.

r '■ ' "p. (10) The rifle clubs have banned the use of automatic and semi-automatic
[J weapons.j| ĵ The move follows the police raids^

j j  Examples (8) to (10) are taken from Winter (1977, P- 10). Each
member of the clause relation of Logical Sequence in these examples

F  consists of one clause (shown by the square brackets), either dependent
(as in the first member of example (8)) or independent (as in the first
memberof example (9)). The vocabulary item which makes explicit the clause
relation is different in each example (underlined in each case). In
example (8), for instance, it is after, a subordinating conjunction from
vocabulary one; in example (9), the connective item is thereafter, a
sentence connector froiii vocabulary two; finally, example (10) contains

1  the lexical item follows (a verb) from vocabulary three. The relation ofLJ ------- -
Logical Sequence in all these examples is so called because the examples 
are concerned with a deductive time-sequence, namely, that a certain event 
’X ’ succeeded, as a consequence in time, a certain event 'Y*. The striking 
feature of all tiree examples is that although the order and nature of the 
clauses is different in each case, the clause relation itself remains 
constant. That is, the underlying semantics of all three examples is the 
same. Examples (8) to (10) illustrate what Winter calls the paraphrase 
relation between the three vocabulary items. From a contextual point of 
view of meaning, examples (8) to (10) are clearly different. This contextual 
difference in meaning can be seen if we use Winter’s notion of question- 
criteria. Here, we formulate a question to which the second member of
each clause-pair is the appropriate reply. Take, for instance, example

\ \ \ '
F  (8). The question which would elicit the second member of this relation

as a reply is: ’What did the rifle clubs do after the police raids?’ In 
-q contrast, the question to elicit the second'member of example (iO) Is:
J  'Why have the rifle clubs banned the use of automatic and semi-automatic

weapons?’ The function of WH-questions of this form is to elicit new 
J  information. To do thisj in its complete form, the question embeds the

theme (the information which is already understood), while the WH-pronoun 
itself corresponds to the form of information requested: an action in the
case of example (8) and a reason in the case of example (10), Given this 

F  contextual difference between the three examples, however, their prepositional
content is the same, which makes for a Logical Sequence relation. It is
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in this sense that Winter's notion of paraphrase between the three
vocabulary items is to be understood, namely, that different grammatical H

I j
functions (represented by the three vocabulary items) may share the same 
clause-relating fukction. Clause relations therefore represent a psycho- 
semantic process; indeed, as Winter suggests "A clause relation is the
cognitive process wheheby,we interpret the meaning of a sentence or group 
of sentences in the light of its adjoining sentence or group of sentences.’
(Winter, 1971, 1974).

In chapters two and three we considered the notion of replacement in
relation to apposition and interpolation. Replacement, however, is a
much more fundamental concept than this treatment might suggest. It lies
at the very basis of the clause-relating function itself and is partly
responsible for the cohesion in text. The theory of replacement (see
Winter, 1974,and Winter, forthcoming) propounds that the meanings of
individual sentences are in a semantic relation with the meanings ot the
surrounding sentences. The sentences which enter into this semantic relation LJ

with a particulàr Sentence are said to form its adjoining linguistic côntext
(Winter, ibid.). In any adequate contextual treatment of language in texts,
the meanings of adjoining sentences should not therefore be isolated from
each other. The important implication here is that part of the meaning y
of every sentence must be located in the sentences which precede and follow
it. The distinction between theme and rheme (between given and new , |2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i_ )information) in the clause is crucial here. It will be recalled from our

-J
previous discussion of theme and rheme that two important grammatical H
vehicles are provided by the subordinate and independent clause, respectively.L 
Keen (1978) has also noted that cohesion in text depends on the systematic 
alternation of the theme/rheme dichotomy to produce what he calls a chaining 
effect or cohesive tie. That is, the new information presented by one 
sentence becomes the given information of the next. This notion is 
illustrated by the following diagram (where the numerals represent clauses):

(8) GIVEN NEW

(l) - -  ---- -- _ -  -  -(2) -

( 1 ) + " (2)---- ;--- ;—  (3) - - - - - ~ - y

etc.

(Keen, 1978).

n
L
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”j rheme distinction for relating sentences,in continuous texts. According
-J to Halliday, such cohesive ties are part of the textual function of
^  language, where language is used to refer to itself. This distinction

is even proposed (Halliday, 1971) ns the basis for a stylistic evaluation 
of narrative text. In other respects, however, the theme/rheme distinction 

^  presents only a very generalised and superficial picture of cohesion in
text. Winter's theory of replacement refers to the shared grammatical 

n  patterns of adjoining sentences in text (see also Halliday end Hasan,1976).
J  j>jx important 'tie® in text, for example, is the 'systematic repetition*
'n of not only lexical items but also clause structures. (Winter 1974, 0<nd
J  Winter 1980 forthcôming). As we saw in Chapter two (section 2.2),
y  repetition takes the form of deletion, lexical repetition,substiimtign
J or a combination of these forms (Winter, ibid.). Such repetition of clause

structure provides the grammatical framework necessary for the alternation 
1 of given and new information.in text to operate successfully. The important

implication here is that the study of cohesion in text (more specifically, 
of replacement) must begin with the grammar of the clause. In the parlance . 
of another theory of text analysis (see, for example van Dijk, 1973), 
analysis of cohesion must start first at the micro-end of language.

In sum, according to Winter's theory of clause relations, speakers of 
a natural language such as English share a finite set of structural meanings 
which enables them to comprehend and produce sentences in sequence. Such 
structural meanings have explicit realisation in the three vocabulary items 
already referred to and the repetition semantics of the clause in its 
replacement function. This closed-system of structural meanings for 
sentences in sequence acts as a constraint on the number of ways in which 
we can interpret sentences as a sequenced discourse. The latter is the 

F  basis for Winter's assertion that we speak and write in a ruld-govemed
Lj . > , ^manner.

It might be objected at this point in our discussion, however, that Winter's 
theory ignores the inherent creativity of language, emphasized so strongly by 

F  Wittgenstein (1963) and Chomsky .(1963). In Wittgenstein's view, this
creativity of language is essentially a semantic creativity, a process of 

"I indefinite metaphorical extension of words. For Chomsky, linguistic
J creativity is a recursive function of a fixed set of grammatical rules,

phrase structure rules and transformational rules. Winter's theory of 
J  _______ clause relations also allows for creativity, ,a creativity which inclines

|-j * Systematic Repetition is much more fundamental to the semantics of the

U  clause.relation than Halliday's  notion of the tie.

D
D
D
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more to Wittgenstein's lexical approach than Chomsky's. For example, 
within the grammatical function of subject, verb, object, complement 
and adjunct, represented by such open-class categories as nouns, adjectives, 
adverbs and verbs, there is no limit to the number of things (actions, 
people, etc.) that we ban choose to talk about. Winter contends that there 
is indefinite scope for lexical choice in this pre-linguistic sense. The 
linguistic vehicle for our lexical choice is provided by the grammatical 
context of the clause. The grammaticial context of the clause is a formant 
on the things we wish to say; that is, it makes us talk about things 'in 
a particular way' . Once in'the grammatical context of the clause, we are 
constrained still further by the clause-relating function of language: 
the clause inevitably enters into semantic relations with the other clauses 
which form its adjoining linguistic context. If there were no such semantic 
relations between adjoining clauses, then we would have no more than a 
disparate collection of sentences. This is perhaps a linguistically more 
rigorous statement of the notion relevance referred to by Grice (1968) in 
his Co-operative Principle. In his discussion of the nature ofllanguage, 
Saussure (19?4 edition) likens pre-linguistic thought to an amorphous mass; 
it is, he says, "a vague, uncharted nebula" . (p.112). So, too, for the 
phonic substance of language. Language, according to Saussure# mediates 
between thought and phonic substance, giving identity and form to both. 
Saussure illustrated this idea by the following diagram:

A [thought]

B [PHONŒG substance]

n
0

n

[
Q
n
I. 

r

u ;!

HiU

1 ' u

j (Saussure, 11974 edition page 112).

The dotted vertical lines .in the diagram illustrate the structural 
delimitation of thought and phonic substance by the mediating role of 
language. This diagram can be usefully adapted to illustrate Winter's 
notion of the clause in language. This is shown in example (10) on page
127.

u
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D (10) A' PRE-LINGUISTIC LEXICAL CHOICE

D
D

ADJOINING
SENTENCES V 0

B| 
î

people,I 
objects^ 
places, ’ 
things, ' 
etc. *

REAL-WORLD PHENOMENA

ADJOINING
SENTENCES

I
actions, | people, ' people ' manner
states , objects, I objects,, of

places, I places, | action,
• , things, , things, | people,

I etc. j etc. , objects,
1 , etc.

I
I '

Example (10) is intended to show the mediating function of the blause 
between the things we wish to talk about (the act of choosing itself, A) 
and the collection of real-world phenomena from which the choice is made 
(B). The vertical dotted lines in the diagram denote the structuring 
role of the clause between these two points of reference. The 
horizontal arrows are intended to show the syntagmatic relations (ie. 
clause relations) between the clause and its adjoining linguistic context. 
Specifically, the lexical form of the clause to some extent determines 
or constrains the lexical form of the succeeding clause(s). The latter 
accounts for the strong predictive role of the clause in discourse*

It has been necessary to deal with clause relations at this length in 
order to supply the necessary background material to our discussion of 
complexity beyond the clause. It is hoped that the examples which follow 
will show that complexity beyond the boundary of the clause in large part 
involves the interruption of Winter's paragraph. That is, there is scope 
for apposition and interpolation to interrupt the two members of a clause 
relation, thus delaying the lexical realisation of the second member. 
There is also scope, of course, for the long subject construction and a 
succession of long nominal groups to delay the second member of a clause 
relation.

The possibilities for interruption of a clause relation ahe perhaps 
especially striking in the case of apposition and interpolation, since
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In this instance, consider example (11) below (see example (22), chapter
two, page 109): L_J

\ ' . . n
(11) Some years ago Stanley Cohen and I began some research at the L

maximum security wing of Durham prison. (At the time we were
particularly interested in the deviant status of those who
occupied the wing; many of them were notorious criminals and
our almost unique opportunity to interview them promised to P
provide some interesting criminological insights into the meaning
that their behaviour had had for them.) (2) However, as the months p-
went by (overall we visited the wing for a period of.four years), u
we began to losë interest in the nature of their criminality and ^
became increasingly absorbed by the^problems which they faced in F

not so mucK the evideht physical 
' " n

M H M: H M
côpirîg with their present reality;

H ____ Q , -J - VI ii I'l _
properties of living in the wing I - jth^ j^ocks, the landings, jthp
H Q M • ■ H M H _ _ r

;guaMs__on _eyei% Gbpressive heat , the  la c k  o f  ^pb t^ il^ tLR R  ^

- Î but rather the ; type of inner subjective life which developed

in response to these oppressive circumstances.

(D 303, Block 9, 16-17, p.13).

U

[
DThe broken line in sentence (2) indicates five nominal groups which are 

in. apposition to the preceding first member of the clause relation of 
Matching. The latter is shown in square brackets. The second member of 
the relation, which occurs after the apposition, is also shown in square 
brackets. The various noiriinal groups in the second appositive clause 
replace the nominal group 'the evident physical properties of living in 
the wing' in the first appositive (indicated as usual by the rectangular 
box and superscripts). In more precise terms, the clause relation 
interrupted by the apposition is that of Matching Contrast. The underlying ^
semantics of this relation is that of (partial) error and (partial) L
correction. That is, the first member of the relation describes what is 
'not so much' the case with life in the prison, while the second member 
describes what is the case. The clause relation itself is made explicit 
by the two correlative co-ordinators 'not so mucli ' and 'but rather', both 
of which are subordinators from vocabulary one (underlined in example) (11).

D
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It is certainly not suggested, here that example (11) represents 
a complex sentence. It does, however, suffice to illustrate a 
potential context for complexity, especially if the appositional 
structure is longer arid more complex. The type of complexity which 
example (11) (potentially) illustrates concerns the temporary defeat 
of the reader’s expectation of the second member of the clause relation 
by an extraneous structure (in this case, apposition). The expectation 
on the part of,the reqder^is developed by the prediction set up by the 
first member of the clause relation that the second member is about 
to follow (or be lexically realised). The prediction in example (11) 
is made explicit to the reader by the co-ordinator 'not so much'. As .
Winter (1977) suggests, "clause relations is a system of predictability 
of context ; that is, given one sentence with its preceding context, the 
lexical selection of the next sentence is frequently predictable, and 
this predictability is the crucial part of the semantics of the clause 
relation" (page 35)* This notion of reader expectation is supported by Leech 
(1969) with reference to foregrounding in poetry. Thus, in the case of an 
interruption of a clause relation,the reader has to hold in short-term 
memory the prediction set up by the first member of the relation while 
he processes the intervening extraneous structure. In short, the interruption 
postpones the second member of the relation.

Another example of the interruption of the clause relation of Matching is 
provided by example (12) below:

(12) jÊrnie was a phenomenon^ -, one of.the last great freelances working

in what the French call 'actualité'. (2) He was not only a great

D

reporting cameraman I - which his awards recognised (they included 

£ameraraan £f__'the_Year_ _f o_r hi^ £.°£.4_f oMoi

Juli^__I^tjki^^ , he was also a remarkable loner, a man who 

believed in owning and flying his own plahe anywhere in search 

of a visual story.

The Listener, 13.3.79).
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As we have already analysed this example (see the discussion of example 
(r), chapter three, section 3.I), we can ignore the faulty punctuation 
here. The underlying semantics of the Matching relation in sentence 
(2) is that of comparative affirmation. The relation is explicitly 
signalled by the correlative pair of sentence connectors (vocabulary 
one) ’not only’ and ’also’ (both of which are underlined in sentence 
(2)). Strictly, the fullÿ-explicit form of the second sentence connector 
is ’but also’, as in the structure : ’not only X but also Y ’. The deletion 
in the second member of this first part of the connector is a function of 
the repetition of the subject ’he’ which begins the second member of the 
relation. As such, the deletion illustrates how the realisation of the 
explicit connectors of a clause relation is often a matter of rhetorical 
choice on the part of the writer. There exists a compatability relation 
between the first and second members of sentence (2). The second member 
affirms the truth of the first by supplying compatible particulars in the 
comparison. The second sentence of example (12) thus illustrates the f"
interruption of a clause relation of Matching by a double instance of 
interpolation (denoted by the broken line in the example). However, ^
this clause relation in sentence (2) is itself embedded within another, u
more inclusive,• clause relation, namely, that of General and Particular. ^
The independent clause of sentence (I) (shown in square brackets), for 
example, expresses the general statement that ’Ernie was a phenomenon 
The occurrence in sentence (1) of the abstract noun 'phenomenon' predicts 
(anticipates) that the following sentence or sentences will provide the 
particulars for this generalisation. The particulars for this generalisatiHi 
are lexically realised in sentence (2) by the clauses contained within the 
square brackets. The first independent clause of sentence (2) predicates 
of the subject 'he' the quality of being 'a great reporting cameraman' and 
the truth of the assertion of this quality is then affirmed by the 
compatible particulars of the clauses of the second member. Taken 
together, the two members of sentence (2) affirm the truth of the general 
statement of sentence (1). In example (12), therefore, there is a double 
occurrence of comparative affirmation and two sets of clause relations, one 
embedded inside a sliperordinate relation. This inclusive relationship can 
be seen more readily in the following tree on page 130, example (13)» D
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(13) MATCHING

GENERAL PARTICULAR

2nd MEMBER

SENTENCE (2)

1st MEMBER 1st MEMBER 2nd MEMBER

COMPARATIVE 
^  AFFIRMATION

SENTENCE (l) INTERP, NOT ONLY... INTERP. ( BUT)ALSO...

D
D
D

COMPARATIVE AFFIRMATION

Example (13) also illustrates the evaluative interpolation which occurs 
at the end of sentence (I). The effects of a sentence-final interpolation 
of this type are two-fold: firstly, it delays the sentence boundary; and, 
secondly, it interrupts the relation between General and Particular.
Example (12) is interesting, therefore, in that it illustrates two instances 
of interruption within the same (inclusive) clause relation.

Another example of interruption of the Matching relation is provided, finally, 
by example (l4) below. Just as in example (12), example (l4) illustrates 
comparative affirmation by a compatability relation between the first and 
second members:

□

(l4) (1) Walton gaol has survived its second emergency in as many months.

(2) jit is not just here that prison officers are angry and
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24. (3)

D
D
Ddisappointed that Mr. Justice May's inquiry into the 

prison service has riot produced an interim report On 

pây^ i- although, so far, it is only here that they Q

have expressed that impatience in industrial action which 

has kept prisoners locked up for virtually 23 hours out of
D
DThè Prison Officer's Association 0 lost its bid 

for a truce to industrial action while the inquiry was H

sitting; local branches are free to go ahead with action 

on what they take to be local issues.^
r

(Guardian, 21.3*79)- ^. ' nThe firèt and second members of this Matching relation are indicated L
in square brackets. The relation between the two members is interrupted 
by the sentence-final interpolation in sentence (2). The interpolation 
itself takes the form of a subordinate concessive structure which comments 
on the first member of the relation. The second member of the relation 
affirms the truth of the first by providing compatible particulars.
The truth of the assertion that the prison officers are angry
is affirmed (matched) by the compatible assertion that the Prison Officers
Association is also angry at the déficientes of Mr. Justice May's inquiry
However, while the first member is explicitly signalled by the sentence 
connector 'not just' (vocabulary two), the second member is not so explicitly 
signalled. The fully-explicit form of the relation is 'not just X(but) Y 
also'. The second member of the pair here has therefore been deleted from 
the second member of the clause relation in example (l4). The latter is 
indicated in the third sentence of example (l4) by the zero symbol 0. The 
second member is also compatible with the first in terms of its main verb ̂ p'
and complement. The second member could, for instance be rewritten: 'The' L

V CPrison Officers Association is also angry....', with everything that p
follows functioning as a subordinate because-clause of reason. Thus, althou{_ 
the sentence connector in sentence (3) is not explicitly given, the relation 
is nonetheless clear’ to the reader because of the prediction set up by the

D
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p. connective 'not just' in the first member. Thb lexical realisationJ of this second member, however, is delayed by the interpolation at

the end of the first member.

J . The purpose of the analysis of examples (11), (12) and (l4) is not to
try and provide illustrations of syntactic complexity or 'difficult' 
syntax, but is much more modest than this. , It is, rather, to show 
possible contexts for syntactic complexity. ' It is suggested
here that such possible contexts are provided (in longer discourse 
structures) by the interruption of clause relations and the consequent 

"J delay of the second member by extraneous• structures. Interpolation and
L apposition, as we have seen, are possible candidates for this type of
PI interruption. So, too, are the long subject construction and the complex
J  nominal group. The usé of the latter structures, for instance, not only

delays important constituents of the clause but can also function to 
1  delay the sentence boundary. By delaying the sentence boundary, they

may possibly delay a member (or members) of a clause relation. We have 
seen how clause relations are responsible for much of the cohesion in 
text and how relations can be nested in larger relations. The excessive 
interruption of these clause relations, it is argued here, has grave 
implications for the cohesion of text. Excessive interruptions impairs 
the system of predictability in text and therefore renders the reader's 
task more difficult. It does so by systematically impeding the predictive 
task which is required for successful reading. (Cf. Leech*s notion of 
defeating the predictive task. Leech 1969)

D
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SUMMARY

D

D
This chapter has attempted to situate the syntactic categories examined

. n
in chapters one, two and three (especially apposition and interpolation; jJ
in a larger'.discourse \Cont ext. One possible dimension of complexity . 
produced by the long subject, nominal group, apposition and interpolation P
concerns, the interruption,and delaying of the structure of the clause.
A second dimension of Complexity' is proposed, however, where the use of 
such categories in the clause can interrupt and delay the membership of 
a clause relation. Clause relations concern the grammar and semantics of 
cohesion in text and supply the majority of the cohesive ties which, we rely 
on for successful reading. Clause relations are also seen to have important 
implications for the psychological basis of language. The individual clause F  
provides a (grammatical) controlling constraint oh our lexical creativity.
This controlling constraint does hot limit what we say or wish to talk P
about, but the way we communicate it. A secondary constraint concerns the 
relationship between clauses, as manifested in clause relations. The latter 
are responsible for the meanings of sentences in sequence. 'Creative U
communication' is therefore regulated by the grammar of the clause and the 
larger clause context. Finally, clause relations have to do with the system 
of predictability in language structure. A possible cause of complexity 
in text, it is suggested, results from the impairment of this system of 
predictability.

r
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Chapter Five: Conclusion

The basic assumption underlying the approach to complexity adopted in 
this thesis is that there is something more to complexity in text than 
merely sentence-length or semantic density. If we accept this assumption, 
then we are faced with the task of 'explaining' this complexity from some 
particular frame of reference (e.g., the psychological, graphological, etc). 
The frame of reference chosen here is linguistic; more specifically, it 
is a grammatical analysis which takes as its primary data the configuration 
of structures within the clause. However, any grammatical analysis which 
purports to explain complexity must have at its disposal a rigorously- 
defined set of categories or descriptive procedures. Chapters one to four 
are attempts to provide such a necessary set of categories. They also 
represent an attempt to delimit the scope of the inquiry in its early 
stages. This limitation of scope is represented by the boundaries of the 
clause•

However, what is the empirical basis of such categories of description?
There are two possible methods of approach here. Firstly, we can appeal 
directly to our 'intuition', as proposed by Chomsky (1963), and formulate 
categories on the basis of our knowledge as native speakers of the language. 
According to this method of inquiry, the analyst is allowed to produce a 
set of generalised statements about linguistic structure on the basis of 
his own introspective judgements. An alternative approach, adopted by 
sociolinguists (e.g., Trudgill, 1973, Labov, 1966) is to derive categories 
of description from thè enlpirically-observed use of language in its real- 
world context. The difference between these two approaches hinges on a 
distinctionbetween seeing the categories for linguistic analysis as 
competence-based (as in' Chomsky's view) or as performance-based•(as proposed 
in sociolinguistics). The view of linguistic description adopted here is a 
compromise between these two extremes. For example, the linguiste categories 
that we have proposed are, initially, the result of intuitive insight and 
knowledge of the language. However, they cannot in any sense be said to 
naturally inhere in language, merely waiting to be discovered by the 
linguist. They are hypothetical constructs which must be refined and
tested against the language data. The texts to which such categories are 
applied represent (ideally) as broad a spectrum of the language under study 
as possible. The final set of categories therefore results from general
isations made from the data collected. The overall purpose of this approach
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is to produce a set of descriptive procedures, which can be subjected 
to psychological or statistical validation.

This is the stage reached in the analysis of the present work. Such 
categories as apposition and interpolation have been applied to English 
text;, on this basis, they have been refined and generalised as descriptive 
procedures for the analysis of syntactic complexity. The long subject and ;
nominal group are much easier to define (in theoretical terms) than |J
apposition and interpolation. The former are much more clear-cut grammatical 
categories than the latter which, as we have seen, entail quite subtle ^
semantic relationships. The long subject and nominal group therefore do 
not need the same extent of application to texts to be proposed as possible 
categories for syntactic complexity. ' An important implication of
this is that before we attempt statistical or psychological tests, we
must first have well-defined categories to.test.

D

n

D

The point of departure for all the categories that have been proposed is
the clause. Thè categories must be applied in relation to the context of the
clause and ; its parts. The structure of the nominal group, for example,
must be analysed and assessed in.relation to the heads of the other
constituent structures of the clause (e.g., S, V, 0, C, and A) and to
what extent it obscures or complicates the relation between these. In the
same way, the long subject must be analysed and understood in relation to
the part of the clause which it delays, namely, the main verb or verb phrase. F’ ._______________ I_
Finally, the categories of apposition and interpolation must be analysed
as interruptions to particulàr parts of clause structure; we must ask what
part of clause structure is being evaluated or what item in the clause is
further specified by the modification. We- must also ask what is
the nature of the relationship between these modifiers and the parts of [J
the clause interrupted. In short, the analysis proceeds by investigating
the interaction of these categories with the constituents of the clause. ^
As we saw in chapter five, the clause also provides the basis for larger
discourse structures, namely, clause relations. In this part of the analysis F;
for complexity, we are concerned to examine how structures beyond the
sentence can be interrupted or delayed by the categories that we have p|
considered. Since there isjtheoretically, no maximum limit to the number U
of sentences contained by each member of a clause relation, there is no p
maximum limit to the size of the structures which can be interrupted. For |__
example, the structures which interrupt a clause relation could themselves
consist of a long succession of sentences with long subjects or complex
nominal groups, etc. In such eases, the possibility of syntactic complexity D
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or difficulty in text would be very great indeed. The essentials of 
what is envisaged in the model of complexity proposed here is summarised 
in the following diagram:

LONG SUBJECT
INTERPOLATION
APPOSITION
NOMINAL GROUP

[SV(G)(0)(A)] * |]sV(C)(0)(A)]

CLAUSE OR SENTENCE

CLAUSE RELATION 
OR PARAGRAPH

D
0

This diagram does not, of course, show all the possibilities for 
interruption. In the diagram, the arrows indicate the place of 
interruption, while the asterisks denote the interruption of clause 
relations. The diagram therefore illustrates the centrality of the'clause 
as the point of reference for larger discourse structures.

What has been said about syntactic complexity or difficulty in text often 
being a function of structural interruption (e.g., by apposition and 
interpolation) is perhaps best understood by reference to the notion of 
'noise' in text. Insofar as they are mostly extraneous, modifying structures, 
apposition and interpolation are, strictly speaking, non-essential elements 
of minimal structure. The 'difficulty' that the excessive use of such 
structures gives rise to could be described as 'noise within the grammar 
of the clause or paragraph.' However, it is an over-simplification to suggest 
that we should have either a grammatical or a semantic approach to the 
problem of complexity or difficulty in text. Ideally, we should have an 
approach which combines both frames of reference. Nor is it tenable to 
suggest from this that optimum clarity is achieved in text by a familiar 
and simple syntax or a low level of lexical content. It seems much more 
reasonable to adopt the view of Goodman and Greene (1977)• Goodman and 
Greene, for instance, suggest that if the content of material in text is
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too difficult for readers, they will have difficulty in using the 
grammatical structures to gain maximum comprehension of the content.
On the other hand, if the grammatical structures are too difficult or 
unfamiliar to readers, they will experience difficulty in translating 
the structures into language with which they are familiar. The authors 
suggest that this has the following pedagogical implications. If the 
aim of the instruction is to introduce new concepts and ideas to the 
reader, then the syntactic structures should be reasonably clear and 
uncomplex. The latter,removes from the reader the task of processing 
difficult syntactic structure at the same time he is required toassimilate 
new ideas. On the other hand, if the instruction is attempting to  ̂
introduce unfamiliar or more difficult syntactic structures, then the H
lexical content of the material should be familiar to students.

0

Inevitably, it will be objected by some that a grammatical approach to 
complexity of the sort proposed in this thesis^has no validity at all.
The substance of this type of objection is the argument that the linguistic n  
constructs proposed have no relevance to the processing tasks facing the 
reader. The same type of objection has been put forward by literary criticsp 
(e.g.HizGch; 1972) against the approach advocated in linguistic stylistics. U  
Specifically, the controversy between the two schools has to do with ^
the question of how to characterise authorial style: is authorial style p
the result of the lexical content of a work (and its effects on the reader), p,
or is it the result of its syntactic form and the linguistic choices ^
manifested by the Writër therein? A standard reply from the province of
linguistic stylistics is provided by Pierce (1977, P»56): T

The achievement of a successful description of a 
text is that it formulates intuitive insights into 
an aspect of meaning of a language event in an objective, 
coherent, consistent and *falsifiable' manner in a way 
which is intuitively satisfying r

(my inverted commas) [_

Further,

This complex integration of observations generalising 
from specific details and a small set of specific and 
unique statements of a high degree of generalisation 
constitutes the description and- interpretation of a text, 
one statement of its meaning, (p. 67). '
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The word 'falsifiable' in the first quotation is very important as it 
is the principal justification for characterising authorial style in 
terms of the 'form' of a work. For example, it is possible to confirm 
or disconfirm one interpretation of a literary work on the basis of 
the linguistic details adduced in support of. the interpretation. The 
interpretation is rejected if it is not borne out by the linguistic 

n  details of a work. However, it is difficult to see how interpretations
evolved on purely intuitive grounds can be tested as true or false. By 

"1 the same token, it is suggested here that a linguistic characterisation
J  as a partial explanation f&r complexity and difficulty in reading has
Pj the advantage that it is falsifiable. That is, it may be rejected as
J unsound by alternative examinations of the linguistic details. More

importantly, the categories which it proposes may be confirmed or dis- 
confirmed by psychological tests. Clearly, we bring our world knowledge 
and personal biography to the reading process but this does not explain 
away the grammatical knowledge that we must also bring to bear in reading. 
Because we segment the continuous stream of prose and speech in 
highly specific ways (excepting the use made of typographical and 
graphological signals), we must, in consequence, have recourse to 
grammatical categories of some sort. _      -

In conclusion, the linguistic, categories that have been proposed in this 
thesis are offered as tentative apparatus with which to analyse complexity
in text. They are proposed in the absence of an adequate set
of linguistic categories., The theoretical status of apposition and 
interpolation is that of inductive generalisations based on the analysis 
of their behaviour and use in prose texts.Ail_^be categories are put 
forward as candidates for psychological testing. To this end, it is hoped 
that their confirmation or disconfirmation may enlarge our understanding of 
the reading process, not just at the sentence level but at a larger discourse 
level. At the larger discourse level, such an adequate set of categories
is perhaps all the more necessary if we accept Pierce's contention that

"stylistics suffers from the inability to produce adequate linguistic 
descriptions of texts as coherent units rather than as strings of 
sentences held together by an intermittent network of reference, 
and parallelism”(P.6 and P.213)
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notes to introduction

1. A more extensive discussion of IlG. analysis is provided 
in Grammar (Pelican, 1971) by Frank Palmer, see pages 124-134.

2. See, also, Chomsky’s scathing review of Skinner's 
Behaviour, in Language, 35» (1959) PP« 26-58. p

‘ ' . 0
3. The account of transformational-generative grammar which follows

■ N . C:(i.e. of the generative and interpretive semantics debate) is taken
from Leech (1974) and Sampson (1975)*

4. For a discussion of these three hypotheses see Formal Grammars in 
Linguistics and Psycholinguistics (19*?4, Mouton) Vol. 3i W.J. Levelt.

5. See, also, G. Sampson's review of U.S. Ganz 'Rules' in Lingua, 32
(1973) pp.' 160-4.

D

6. P.P. stTAwann. in Introduction to Logical TheQiy:(Hethuen,1967)» F
however, points to the occasional mismatch between a conjunction of 
propositions in/the prepositional oaloulus and conjoined clauses in ^
natural language. This is particularly the case where temporal L
relations are concerned. For example, consider the following conjunctions

(i) P & Q

The truth-value of this conjunction remains constant if we reverse ^
the order of the propositions as follows:

(ii) Q & P [

We may assume that the conjunction in example (i) corresponds to the 
conjunction of propositions in example (iii):

(iii) John fell ill and died. ^

If we reverse the order of these propositions (as in example (ii)), L
this produces the follçwing false conjunction of propositions:

(iv) John died and fell ill.



-

(7) Examples (22) and (23) are taken from 'Grammar and Reading 
in the Classroom' by Yetta Goodman and Jennifer Greene, in 
Linguistic Theory: what can it say about reading? (The Inter
national Reading Association, 1977).
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Notes to chapter one

' C

n
1. The majority of the examples of the long subject given below did

not originally display such a marked word-order, especially example p
(8). For convenience of exposition, their original word-ordep was ^
changed so that the verb phrase occurred in sentence-final position. 
However, in the light of sentences such as example (8), this should 
be taken as further proof of the tendency of English syntax to delay 
or interrupt excessively-long subject structures.

2. Co-ordination is also used, of course, in' the formation of compound F
■ ■ ' [  

nominal structures in subject position.

3. The example that Chomsky gives of a predominantly left-branching
structure (1965, p.10) is itself a good illustration of the long subject 
The sentence given is: L

8
"Quite a few of the students who you met who came from New

V C York are friends of mine".

4. In the case of written discourse, however, such sentences would be
confined more to idiomatic expressions or habitually-encountered P
structures. In the case of novel sentences, the speaker is much less 
likely to know how they will unfold. n

3. Such suprasegmental properties of language include stress, rhythm and
intonation. There features of language are largely responsible for the 
organisation superimposed in the smaller linguistic segments (such as 
the phomene and morpheme. ) Q

6. John Lyons (1970, p.91) notes that the depth hypothesis of Yngve's P
is"almost certainly incorrect ... since it is not clear that left- ^
branching structures are as difficult for human beings to 'process’ as 
they should be according to the hypothesis." In support of his contention 
Lyons refers to predominantly left-branching languages such as Japanese 
and Turkish. Perhaps the best way to answer Lyons' objection is to 
consider an analogous question in the articulatory production of language 
It is well-known, for example, that any (normal) child is capable at 
birth of learning any attested (human) language. Providing that the
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environraent is conducive to learning, he can master the articulatory 
task of producing the vowel and consonant phonemes of the language.
This is the case eVen though the vowel and consonant phonemes between 
languages (and hence, the articulatory task facing the learner) are 
manifestly different ih many cases. It is equally well-known, however, 
that mature native speakers of one language experience great difficulty 
when trying to articulate the sounds of another language whose sound 
system is quite different. Imagine, for exemple, the task facing ah. 
Englishman trying to produce the sounds of languages like the Xhosa of 
Africa or Arabic. While not impossible, it"is a far from easy task.
The reason for this is that although the vocal apparatus is the same 
for all humans, it becomes habituated to the articulatory form of the 
sound-system it is exposed to from birth. Thus, while in the early 
stages of learning the vocal organs are capable of producing any sounds, 
this facility is lost with maturity. Now, by the same token, the 
speaker's perceptual mechanism becomes habituated to the grammatical 
system it is exposed to in the early stages of development. Meaning 
is apprehended in the way dictated by this grammatical system. Accordingly 
English speakers are usëd to structures where the main verb is not 
delayed too long, while for German speakers this is quite the reverse.
While in German left-branching structures are quite usual and relatively 
unrestricted, in English there is a marked tendency for right-branching 

J structures. Yngve's depth hypothesis therefore seems partly correct
when applied to English, even though it is not appropriate for other 
languages. In consequence, Lyon's criticism seems to be unjustified in 
this respect.

7. Quirk et. al. (1972) claim that the devices of postponement (what we 
have called delayed subject) ■ , serve two principles: that of end-
focus and end-weight. The delayed structures which we have discussed 
(where we front Anticipatory.-It and delay the subject (S.) till after 
the main verb) is dealt with by Quirk et. al. as extraposition of 
subordinate nominal clauses. The authors argue that the postponed position
is more usual than the orthodox position before the verb (Sec 9,64).
This is precisely the point captured in our notion of long subject. The 
long subject is marked by virtue of its unusualness. While the long subject 
constructions we have been discussing, however, are marked, thé postponed 
structures given in Quirk et. al. would be less marked by our criteria.
Some of the postponed structures cited as examples are given as follows:

LJ
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81 Vi Vii 82
(la) It doesn't matter what you do.

81 V 0 82
(2a) It surprised me to hear him say that.

81 V 0 C 82
(3a) jrt makes her hkppy to see others enjoying themselves.

The,more marked corresponding long subject forms of these examples are 
as follows:8 ' Vi Vii n
(1b) What you do doesn't matter ^

s V O r
(2b) To hear him say that surprised me L

8 , V 0 C n
(3b) To see others enjoying themselves makes her happy. jj

In sum, the principle of extraposition of clausal subjects in this way Q
is, once again, a function of clarity of syntax rather than merely end 
weight. This seems to be recognised to some extent by the authors who n
admit that "In many cases, the postponed elements no doubt undergo ^
postponement because their length and complexity would otherwise lead p
to an awkwardly unbalanced sentence." (p. 96?). L
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Notes to chapter two

1. See, for example 'The language of Legal Documents', in Investigating 
English Style by David Crystal and Derek Davy (Longman, 1969)- Crystal 
and Davy argue thai much of the difficulty in reading legal documents 
arises from the frequent use of long nominal groups. For example, 
they claim that one oddity of legal language is the habit of inserting

’ postmodifying elements at those points in the nominal group where they 
will produce the mbst unambiguous meaning. However, they conclude 
that "the concern of legal language for logical structure makes a 
reader's task more difficult, and that of anyone attempting to 'sight 
read' such passages (as in reading aloud) almost impossible." (p. 206). 
It is significant that they do not see complexities of this kind as 
being confined to legal language.

2. What we have been saying about the scope for indefinite repetition of 
the premodification and postmodification of the noun head is part of 
the recursive potential of human language, according to Chomsky (1963)- 
The term recursion derives from mathematics but was adapted by dhomsky 
as part of the system of rules in grammars of natural language. Thus, 
the premodification of the noun head in a Chomskyan grammar would be 
assigned the following type of recursive structure at position E 
(represented here by phrase structure rules):

premodificationf— 4>(D) (O) ((E) (X)) (N) N.H.
D — — ^ determiner/predeterminer
0  > ordinal/cardinal numeral
E —— > adjective
X — 5- E \
N ---- ^ noun

N.H.— — P noun head

By the same token, the postmodification be assigned a recursive structure 
as follows:

postmodification"— N.H. ((p.d. ) (Y))
N.H.  > noun head
p.cl.— p  postmodifying clause 
Ï — p. cl. (y)
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3* Replacement is a function of the repetition of the'clause, (Dixon 1964* 
§^irk et al 1972, Winter 1974, and 1980 forthcoming Forum Linguisticum). 
In Winter 1977, Winter defines replacement ass"Replacement is a function 
of tne repetition of the clausej it means offering a new lexical 
element for the repeated clause so that it maintains its lexical 
uniqueness with respect to the clause which it is repeating."(P,3l).

Ï ]

D
D
n

S V C  c . . ■ L
Bvangeleqologists are good at publicity; bad at getting thihgs done.

Here the replacement is a function of the repeated structure of S V 
by deletion (Evangelecologists are) and the repeated structure of 
the prepostional . phrase at which postm'odifies the adjective heads 

’ good and bad respectively. What is replaced is the adjective complement Q
good by bad, and the ♦objects* of the preposition at in which the 
nominal head publicity is replaced by the gerundial nominal getting p
things done. The antohym bad :signals Y a contrast for the second clause.
We could regard the example as an answer to the questions"What ere p
Evangelecologists like 'at publicity (and) getting things done?" - ' L

" . n4* The terms unspecific versus specific declarative clause comes from 
Wihter (forthcoming Allen and Unwin). He says that studies of English 
grammar will have to take into account this contrast of information 
status'between two clauses. In Investigating the way in which meaning 
is signalled in unspecific declarative clause, we will have to take 
into account the way in which this clause is lexically realised by 
its adjoining specific declarative clause.

5« Although such adverbials are used to make explicit the appositional
meaning Of the relation, their presence in a sentence does not always Q
denote appositional meaning. They may, for example, denote an inter-, 
polatioh instead (see chapter three). Generally, however, their P

I—I
presence indicates apposition. D
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ri Notes to chapter three
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1. The discussion of Interpolation in this chapter closely follows the "1 description given in Winter (Allen and Unwin forthcoming), which treats
the grammatically interruptive nature of interpolation (also called 
parenthesis) as a phenomenon of great theoretical importance to English 
Grammar*

2* Although the present Work is specifically concerned with the analysis 
of syntactic complexity in 'written' text, many of the suggestions 
made and points raised apply equally well to spoken discourse. In 
this secondary sense, the conclusion made here may in many cases be 
construed in relation to discourse in general.

3* Interpolation may be seen as a special case of interjection. Like 
the latter, interpolation enjoys a distributional range which is 
denied to the major constituents of the clause. For a discussion of 
interjection see Winter (Allen arid Unwin forthèoming). •
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Notes to chapter four

1. Questions provide the criteria by which to judge the nature of 
clause relations (Winter, 1974). Questions, for example, form the 
items to which the second member of,the clause relation is a reply.
Thus, the paragraph is contextually dependent on the adjoining 
paragraphs: it is a reply to the question(s) posed by the adjoining 
sentences.

2. Broadly, the distinction between theme and rheme corresponds to the 
subject aiüpredicate, respectively. Equivalent terms used for this 
distinction are Topic and Comment. See, for example. Semantics: a 
new outline. F.R. Palmer (Cambridge University Press, 1976) for a use-\ \ ■ ■ I
ful discussion of this distinction. The Prague School, however, have L
attempted to refine this distinction between theme and rheme. They 
have developed the notion of Functional Sentence Perspective, which Q
defines theme and rheme in terms of communicative dynamism, or degrees 
of importance attached to the information in the sentence. For The 
Prague School, the distinction is not as clear-cut as for some linguists 
but is a relative concept. According to F.S.P., the theme and rheme 
of a sentence may vary as a result of the extra-linguistic (situational) 
context, or as a result of the purpose of the communication, etc. For a 
discussion of this concept see J. Firbas: ’On defining the Theme in L
functional Sentence Analysis' in Travaux Linguistiques de Prague, Vol.
1. 267-80.

For van Dijk, the topic of a sentence is defined as part of the under
lying representation which is identical with the underlying representation 
of the preceding sentence. See, for example, T. van Dijk's Some Aspects 
of Text Grammar: a Study in Theoretical Linguistics and Poetics (The 
Hague Mouton, 1972). For a transformational-generative approach to the 
question of topic and comment in the sentence, see also N. Chomsky's f

L'Deep Structure, Surface Structure and Semantic Interpretation'i 
reprinted in Steinberg and Jakobvits, 1971. For Halliday, however, 
given and theme are quite separate. Given, concerns what you 'were' 
talking about, while theme means what you are talking about 'now' at the 
present time. See M.A.K. Halliday (1967/8) 'Notes on Transitivity in 
English', Journal of Linguistics, 3- 37~8l; 3* 199-244; and 4. 179-213»

0
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There is also an interesting discussion of the relation of Functional 
Sentence Perspective and Textlinguistics in ’Functional Sentence 
Perspective and Textlinguistics’ by Zdena Palkova and Bohunil Palek 
in Current Trends in Textlinguistics, (ed.) W. Dressier, 1977*
Walter de Gruyter and Co.

3. Briefly, Grice is concerned with the distinction between what we 
say and what is implied by what we say. The latter has to do with 
Conversational Implicature, which derives from certain maxims which 
constitute the conditions for successful conversation. These conditions, 
according to Grice, make for a Co-operative Principle which inter
locutors follow. The maxims are given under four headings: quantity, 
quality, relation and manner. These are given as follows:

Quantity : (i) the speaker's contribution to conversation should be 
as informative as required but not more than is required.

Quality: the contribution should be true, (i) Speakers should not say 
anything which they believe to be false; or (ii) for which they lack 
adequate evidence.

Relation: the speaker's contribution should be relevant. •

Manner: (i) the speaker's contribution should avoid obscurity of 
expression; (ii) ambiguity; (iii) it should be brief; and, finally, (iv) 
it should be orderly.

For further discussion see H.P. Grice (1973): 'Logic and conversation', 
in Cole & Morgan (1975: 41-38).
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Notes to chapter five

1. An alternative analysis of difficulty in text to the one advocated j

in this thesis is provided by Roe (1977)# Roe's approach is more 
properly described as semantic than grammatical. The lexis and subject-i 
matter of science texts, he maintainsyare the principal factors which 
cause difficulty. Roe analyses the (abstract) subject-matter of each !
discipline in to what he calls its 'proto-type' system (P-system).
Each system comprises a set of sub-systems between which obtain a 
network of relations. Corresponding to these underlying P-systems are 
the various ways we have to communicate about (or describe) them. The 
latter are what Roe calls the realisation-systems and consist of the 
verbal, the mathematical and the schematic. The degree of congruence 
between the P-system and the various realisation-systems accounts for H
the difficulty in science texts, according to Roe. For example, 
imprecision in the realisation system of the P-system corresponding to Q
it will introduce a 'noise' factor, which reduces the amount of 
information which any realisation system can cover- In Roe's view, pj
language constitutes the verbal realisation system. This leads him to éJ
ask two questions when assessing scientific text for difficulty: ^

(l) is there any loss of information in the process of translating

Ü
D

u

n
the P-system into the realisation? ^

(2) Are there any features of the realisation which do not have Q
correspondence in the P-system - i.e., is there noise as well as 
information in the text? Q

Inevitably, Roe maintains, there must be some degree of information - p
loss in the translation from the underlying P-system to the linguistic 
description of it in the verbal realisation system. For example, the 
amount of text is proportionate to the range of systems covered. If 
this is not the case, then the treatment of certain material in text 
must be either skimped or omitted completely. The greater the omission Q
in a text, the less coherent is the text. Viewed in this way, noise 
is the most contributory factor to difficulty in science text. P

Even if we accept Roe's thesis, however, it seems to amoû nt to little 
more than the assertion that , in language, we can never say everthing P|
about the subject covered. Moreover, noise in text, as defined by Roe^
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need not always be àn obstruction to the reader. For instance, for 
the purpose of exemplification (as in analogy^ etc.); we might expect 
to find in text material which does,not directly correspond to anything 
in the P-system which underlies it. But such material may be

I I • i  \ 1
I necessary to clarify what is being described, even though it is strictly

a digression. It need not lead to difficulty in the text at all. ^
Thus, it Seems incorrect to say, as Roe does, that "the amount of text 
is proportionate to the range of systems covered." Such factors as 
the purpose of the writer in writing the text, the intended audience 
for the text and the amount of explanatory material described would 
all affect what Roe calls the 'systemic range' of a text. The latter 
may lead to necessary, but strictly speaking, redundant, non-essential 
material in the text.
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Glossary of some of the terms used

Anaphora * A relation of backward reference between a linguistic expression
and some antecedent expression in the text. This relation is most commonly F

- _ [ _
illustrated in the use of pronouns:

John bought a new car. It cost him a great deal of money. U

Anticipation: À relation of forward roforbuce between an item of the three Lj
vocabularies and the following linguistic context. This impart of the 
contextual function of lexical realisation. (See cataphora.).

Apposition: À seriahtic relation between »iikè'; grammatical structures - e.g.,F
between adjectives, or between adverbs, or between compléments, etc. The 
semantic relation involves either further specifying (narrowing-down) or n
amplifying (rephrasing) the meaning of the first appositive. The appositional^ 
meaning of the relation is frequently made explicit by the use of adverbials Q  
e.g., namely, more specifically, to be more precise, etc. Apposition may Ll 
therefore be an implicit or explicit relation. _

Cataphora: ".A relation of forward reference between a linguistic expression 
and some following expression in the tèxt. A cataphoric pronoUn is illustrate^ 
in the following matrix-clause:

. n81 V C . 4-S2 ^SI V u , ' r . ■■ ' n
It is interesting that j John has decided to resign^his post.|

Here, there is â  cataphoric rela.tion between the,pronoun It a^d the ext raposec j  
subject ('John has decided to resign his post *). _

Clause relation: "A clause relation is the way in which the information of one 
clause is understood in the light of the other clauses" (Winter, 1974, p.42). F  
Specifically, it is a relation between members, where each member may comprise 
one or more clauses. The relation may be explicitly signalled by an item fronĵ  
one of the three vocabularies or it may be implicit. ̂ ' ■ ' V . • n
Comparative affirmation : A clause relation where the second member ftffirms F
the truth of the first. What is true of X is also true of Y (Winter, 1977).

\\x
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Competence ; Chomsky (1963, p.4) defines competence as "the speaker hearer's 
knowledge of his language". %t refers to the system of rules which the 
speaker/hearer possesses which define his language. Versions of transformâtiona 
generative grammar represent attempts to explicate this underlying system 
of rules.

Depth : This is concerned with the structural expansion of some constituent 
in the clause. The system of branching which occurs is defined positionally 
as one of three possible types: left-hand branching; middle branching; or 
right-hand branching. A clue to the type of branching involved is given by 
its relation to the main verb.

Evaluation : , A crucial relation which subsumes comparative affirmation and 
comparative denial. It may be thought of as supplying the answer to the 
general question:"What do you think of X?" More specific forms of this question 
àsk for opinions, evaluations, judgments, attitudes, feelings etc? all of which 
may strongly predict Reasons or Bases as next sentence.

Grammar: A (formal) grammar, in Chomsky's sense, is some finite specification
of the sentences of some particular language. The rules of the grammar must 
be able to specify either a finite or infinite range of sentences (or strings). 
In this way, the grammar is said to define the language.

Interpolation: An extension of the adjunct function in the clause, where the
structure of the clause is interrupted by an evaluation of some kind.

Language : A (formal) language, within Chomskyan linguistic theory, is
described in the following way. "Given some finite set of symbols, V (the 
vocabulary), a language L over V is a set of finite strings of symbols drawn 
from V. Although V is finite by definition, L may be finite or infinite." 
(Kimball, 1973, p.l).

Lexical realisation: This refers to the member of a clause relation which is
anticipated or retrospectively realised. Lexical realisation is thus a 
function of both anaphoric and cataphoric reference in clause relations.

n,
■’ Long subject : The expansion of the normal subject (e.g., small nominal group

"] 'The tall man') by the addition of postmodifying clauses (e.g., 'The tall man
■J who we saw yesterday when we visited the supermarkel; ' ).
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Mentalism: The philosophical doctrine that human behaviour is in large
part undetermined by external stimuli or internal physiological states.
This is associated in modern linguistics with Noam Chomsky.

Nominal group: This consists of a noun head which may be premodified
and/or postmodified. The nominal group may constitute the structure of
any of the following major constituents: subject, object, complement or 
adjunct.

Performance : The application of the speaker/hearer 's competence in either
speaking or listening.

Physicalism: The philosophical doctrine " according to which all statements
made about a person's thoughts, emotions and sensations can be reformulated

ras statements about his bodily condition and observable behaviour and can ^

thus be brought within the scope of 'physical' laws ..." (Lyons, 1970, p.97)* n
Phrase structure rule: These rules are of the form X-— >-Y (i.e., rewrite rules;
which, when interpreted, means "replace the 'single' element that occurs on p
the left with the string of symbols that occurs on the right." The output L
of phrase structure rules provides the input to transformations.

■ . ■ - ■ U
Replacement : This takes the form of direct repetition, deletion, substitution,
or a combination of these forms. It is a requirement for acceptable replacemej | 
that the repeated structure is lexically distinguished from the structure it D

D
is repeating.

Retrospective realisation: The scope of backward reference of lexical
realisation. The lexical reference here is thus opposite in direction to 
anticipation.

. » .

Rheme : The 'new' information which is predicated of the subject. In broad
terms, this corresponds to the predicate of a sentence, illustrated in the 
following sentence:

RHEME r

f"

S
My son-in-law arrived late for his wedding.

'New' information is the information we offer in reply to a WH-question'

L
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The,'predication of the above example could have been elicited by à question 
like this:"What happened about your son-in-law and his wedding?" Or it 
could be the ànswer %o the Yes/No-question:"Did your son-in-law arrive in 
time for his wedding?" No, he arrived late (for his wedding)

Structuralism: The school of linguistic thought which points to the unique
grammatical structure of each language. American structural linguistics is 

p  principally associated with the following linguists: Franz Boaz (1858-1942),
Edward Sapir (1884-1939), and Leonard Bloomfield (1887-1949)* This school 
is particularly concerned with the taxonomic classification of languages, 
emphasising their extreme diversity and dissimilarity. However, calling 
the;school 'taxonomic* is no theoretical insult; we have been examining 
the facts of 'surface structures' in this work and their contextual semanticsh 
This is a necessary precondition for any study of categories for the purpose 

\ of linguistic testing.

Theme: The -given- information of:a sentence, usually the subject, as in the
following sentence: :

; theme  ̂ ; V . c
■ old factory down the road is due for demolition.

Given' information is the established part of the WH—question which demands
further information. Thus, the Y C element of the above example could have
been elicited by a question like this:"What state is the old factory down'  ̂  —

in?" We know about the old factory down the road but we don't know
what state it is in.

Transformational rule : Transformational rules rely on the previous application
of phrase structure rules. Transformational rules, either 'optionally' or J 'obligatorily', convert one string of elements into another. An 'optional'
transformational rule is provided by the following passive transformation:

J  . opt.^
S. D. NP^ - Aux - V - NPg

S, C, NPg - Aux+be+en - V - by+NP^

(Chomsky, 1957)
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